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ABSTRACT 

CHARGE-COUPLED ANALOG COMPUTER ELEMENTS 
AND THEIR APPLICATION TO SMART IMAGE SENSORS 

Eric Roy Fossum 

Yale University 

1984 

Real time machine vision in mobile robots requires pre-processing of 

images at speeds well ii: excess of one billion operations per second, 

depending on the resolution of the image plane. To obtain such high 

speed in a compact, light-weight, and low-power computing system, 

alternatives to the standard serial digital processor are currently 

beii:g explored. The spatielly parallel architecture, in which the 

inter-processor communication structure reflects the topology of the 

focal plane mosaic of elemental sensors, is organized in a way natural 

for image pre-processing. The most logical place for the processor 

array is the imaging focal plane. Such positioning avoids the serial 

encoding and transmission of the inherently parallel input data, bu~ ~he 

available real-estate places a premilllll on processor simplicity and 

innovation. 

In this dissertation, an analog processor based on the manipulation 

of discrete charge packets in a semiconductor is advocated. Such a 

processor shows promise for high density focal plane computing (more 

than 4000 processors/cm.2). The work focuses on the basic building 

blocks of the charge-coupled computer, a charge packet differencer/ 

replicator and a charge packet magnitude comparator. The former is 

implemented in a novel circuit .in an inherently linear and compact way 

th=ough the use of three-dimensional charge coupling. The prototype 
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circuit wns fab~icated and measured at Yale, and was shown to operate 

properly in a manner consistent with its analysis. 

Also investigated in the course of this re~earch was the bistable 

metal/tunnel-oxide/semiconductor (MTOS) junction. The application of 

this device as a charge packet magnitude comparator was explor~d by 

utilizing its hot electron impact ionization internal po~~~~ve feedback 

mechanism. It was found that the physical computation time of this 

device is somawhat longer than was desired in the charge-coupled 

computer, though it actually performs well as a cbarge-pac~et threshold 

detector. 

The control circuitry integrated with the MTOS junction provided a 

unique opportunity to investigate the internal charging and discharging 

currents of the thin oxide capacitor. Using a novel charge packet 

injection technique, the dynamic response of the junction was studied 

and a measure of the oxide hole transport current and bot tunneling 

electron induced impact ionization current was made as a function of 

oxide voltage. The MTOS junction can also be controlled in a steady 

state manner by ucilizing a diode-controlled MOS inversion layer to pin 

the !!TOS junction surface potential. A new voltage-controlled N-type 

negative resistance was discovered in the course of making basic device 

measurements. The mechanism of this negative resistance in the charge

coupled HTOS-PN junctions is explained. 

The dissertation spans a spectrum from machine vision, through solid

state circuit design to semiconductor device physics. Parochial 

progress, such as the fabrication of sub-uiicrou interelectrode gape, 

suppression of dark current, and the fabrication of a 33 i gate oxide 

enhancement mode MOSFET is also reported. 
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Hachines and intelligence are mutually exclusive concepts. at least 

philosophically. Yet. no one can deny that a machine can be made to 

appear to be intelligent. Witness the rise of elaborate computer 

programs which appear to convert a bank of switches into a thinking 

machine. Indeed. as human technology grows. the definition of human 

intelligence becomes more elusive. Perhaps there is ~o :~ch thing as 

human intelligence in the sense that it is presently and emotionally 

defined. 

It is in this conte:t that 'smart' sensors arc pursued. Such sensors 

can be viewed in terms of an incremental step toward machine 

intelligence, or as a solution to a practical problem. (Maybe human 

'smartness' is also a solution to some Darwinian practical ~roblcm.) 

The nom for approaching the cart s=nsor problem, which can be 

considered a: reducing the entropy of sensed information, is to adapt a 

bank of switches for th~ •pr.cific infoi:mation procc,sing task. 

Unfortunately, few researchers consider the issue of whether the digital 

approach is truly optimal for tho job. Kachine vision is a good example 

of this. 

At the risk of alienating tho entire computer science comm.unity in 

one stroke, tho following observation is put forth. Tho problem of 

ontropy reduction of infoi:mation can be mathematically expressed. It is 

rarely fomulated in Boolean al;=bru. Yet, the engineering problem of 

implementing tho !or&ulation seems to be routinely solved in a digital 

ii 
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state space. The reasons are historically clear (reduction of total 

computational error) but philosophically puzzling. Computer scientists 

take this Boolean algebra based machine, ~nd operate it with a human-

formulate the problem in a more natural mathematics (e.g. predicate 

calculus) and second, perfom the engineering imple=entatio~ in a way 

which more closely resembles the abstract information manipulatio~. 

Tho thesis presented here pales in comparison to the aspirations of 

the above paragraph. Perhaps some small step to smart robot vision 

sensing has been achieved, but ~e tnft•is is really a discussion of 

solid-state circuitry design, fabrication, and measurement. To a lesser 

extent, it is also a study of solid-state physical phenomena. It has 

been an interesting investigation and has served well as an educational 

experience. 

Tho investigation succeeded in converting ideas to practice (the 

essence of engineering) because of the support of many people. Some 

support was realized indirectly, such as that provided by Becky 

Friedkin, my patient wife. Some support was realized directly, such as 

the proficient and e:pedient typing of Arlene Vasso, and the g •• phic 

arts expertise of Sal Datillo. I would like to thank all those who have 

enabled me to sit here and write. a preface to a Ph.D. dissertation. In 

particular, I would like to acknowledge: 

)fy parents, who tended a garden with no visible sign of bearing fruit. 

An anonymous public school official who in 1969 'pulled my name from 
a hat' to participate in a special program on Saturdays. 

The staff at the Talcott Htn. Science Center who gave me my first taste 
of self education, especially Bill Danielson, George Atamian, and 
Donald LaSalle. 

Sandy Stieber, who provided untold inspiration and a professional job. 
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Charles Hiller, Harvey Picker and David Ahlgren and other faculty 
members at Trinity College who inspired me to finally 'try'. 

Richard Barker and Tso-Ping Ha who provided for my professional 
growth at Yale. 

Bans Hauror, Tony Funari, and Colin Whitney who provided for my 
professional growth at Hughe~. 

Members of the technical staff and support groups at Hughes who 
fabricated a test box. prnvided chip carriers, bonded the devices. 
photogr~phcd tho chip and a hundred other things. 

H~mbers of the IC Facilitj- .t IBM Kingston who in spirit and deed 
tried to make the collaborative effort work. 

Jfy fellow graduate students at Yale who unselfishly gave their time 
so that I could go to California with chips to test. and particularly 
those of tho Ma Barker gang whom I will always think of as family. 

This work was also supported by a Yale University Fellowship 

(1979/1980) an Iml Fellowhip (1980/1981), a Boward Hughes Ph.D. 

Fellowship (1981-1984) and a contract with tho Hughes Aircraft Company's 

Missile Systems Group (1982/1983). 

Without the assistance of the individuals and institutions listed 

above, it is a certainty that this dissertation would not exist. To 

those above and those which I have erroneously omitted. I would also 

like to extend my sincere gratitude. 

Finally, I would like to dedicate this dissertation to tho person who 

pulls a dusty copy off a library shelf, or w~o view:~ yellowed micro

fiche. and wonders why someone might spend five years of their life to 

work on a trivial problem such as robot vision. After all, even 

children understand tho basics of robotics ••• 
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-0.6 volts to +0.2 volts in 0.1 volt increments. MTOS 
junction biased at -3.45 volts. Wavefom ripple due to 
residual 60 Hz noise. 

Schematic drawings .of charge packet differencer circuit 
sh01ring the three mAjor phases of operation. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Precharge phase. Electrodes A and B :re 
~recharged to potential V

0 
by pulsing 

Vpcs• 
Gate charge subtraction phase. Signal 
charge recombines with a portion of the 
negative gate charge altering the 
potential wells under electrodes A and B. 
Charge packet fomation phase. Input 
diode is pulsed creating charge packet 
Q

0 
in a surface potential equilibration 

manner (fill and spill). 

5.2-2 Timing diagram for charge packet differencer 
operation. Basic cycle is 

1. Precharge phase and prepare input charge 
packets. 

2. Gate charge subtraction phase and 
differencer fill. 

3. Differcncer spill. 
4. Transfer output charge packet. 

Copy eye le is : 

1. Reset output amplifier (optional) and 
differencer fill. 

2. Differencer spill. 
3. Transfer output charge packet. 

5.3-1 Layout of fabricated experimental device showing input 
stage (A and B channels) and charge packet differencer. 
Interelectrode gap size exaggerated. 
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224 

5.3-2 Photograph of fabricated device (7B20). 225 

5.3-3 Proposed improved layout of charge packet differencer. 229 

5.4-1 Xeasurements of so~rce-follcnrer configured output MOSFET 232 
for various load resistance. 
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5.4-2 

5.4-3 

xv 

Calibration of output charge packet sense amplfier by 
injection of charge packet from parallel channel. Measured 
current is ratio of injected charge packet to cycle 
period (one millisecond). Output signal of amplifier 
referenced to reset level. 

Ch:rgc packet replicator operation compared to parallel 
channel input as discussed in text. 

5.4-4 Ideal performance transfer characteristic: of differencer 
circuit. Output gain calculated using experimentally 
observed values. 

5.4-S Transfer characteristic surface of experimental charge 
packet differencer circuit. Output signal referenced 
to reset level shifted by 0.8 volts. 
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5.4-6 Multiple exposure photographs showing actual output of 246 
e~::;: p;ckot differencer circuit as sensed by output 
amplifier. 

a. Outp~t as a function of channel A input 
charge packet. VwA ramped from -8.5 
volts to -3.5 volts left to right. VWB 
stepped from -5.0 volts to -8.0 volts in 
-0.5 volt increments beginning from maximum 
response. 

b. Output as a function of channel B input 
charge packet. VWB ramped from -3.5 
volts to -8.5 volts loft to right. VwA 
stepped from -8.0 volts to -5.0 volts in 
O.S volt increments beginning from maximum 
response. 

5.4-7 Transfer characteristic surface of experimental charge packet248 
differencer. Output signal referenced to reset level shifted 
by 0.6 volta. 

5.4-8 Pa~titi~~in1 of actual transfer characteristic for 
non-linearity characterization. See text. 

251 

5.4-9 Output of charge packet diffcrencer circuit as a function of 257 
B channel input for various values of fundamental r,lock 
period &t. 

5.4-10 Output of charge packet differencer circuit as a function of 259 
A channel input for sequential regeneration cycles. 
Ro-generation cycle time was one aillisecond. 
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C-1 Energy band diagr~ illustrating impact ionization. 297 
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(Aftc: Cahe~ ana ~ergstress~r, 1966. Reprinted by 

C-3 

D-1 

D-2 
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~emission of the American Institute of Physics) 

Possible impact ionization process in silicon conserving 299 
energy and k-vector. 

Schematic illustratioa of floating diffusion source-follower 305 
HOSFET charge packet ouput sense amplifier. 

Layout of uiplifier used in the Yale 820S ch:p. 

Photograph of actual amplifier tested. 

Block diagram illustrating instrumentation set up. 
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IN'l"RODUCI'ION 

Tho research described in this thesis concerns the investigation of 

charge-coupled computer elements for use in discrete ti.mo base analog 

signal processing. The thrust of this work is three fold. First, a 

charge-coupled computer in an array format is proposed £or use in focal 

pl:~e h!sge proces:ing. Second, the basic building block of the 

proposed charge-coupled computer, a charge packet differencer/replicator 

is roalizo4 in a n~~el ci£cuit. Third, the metalit11J1nel-oxide/ 

semiconductor (KTOS) bistable junction is used as a charge packet 

magnitude comparator through the utilization of its thresholding 

capabilities. The ultimate goal of this line of research is to 

demonstrate the feasibility of spatially parallel processing on the 

focal plane. Tho work reported in this thesis represents a step forward 

in this direction by proposing and implementing methods of charge

coupled computing which will result in the realizatio~ of such a ~mart 

vision sensor. 

In chapter two, the rationale for choosing a charge-coupled computer 

approach for focal plane imago processing is developed. Real time 

mobile robot vision requires light-weight, low-power, but enormously 

hiah throughout computation. Parallel processing is the adopted method 

of providin1 the high throughput but only recently has the light-weight, 

low-power issue been seriously addr~,sed. The appropriate architecture 

tor tho parallel processor is a !,:ti:lly parallel one [Schaefer, 1982; 

Schaefer and Strong, 1977; Schaefer and Fisher, 1982]. In this 

architecture, tho image plane topology is reflected in tho inter

processor communication structure either logically as in the Massively 

Parallel Processor (HPP) [Batcher, 1980] or physically, as in the 3D 
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wafer scale integration of a parallel processor [Grinberg, et al. 1984]. 

In this work, a spatially parallel architecture based on a discrete 

time base analog proc:ssor is proposed for die size integration. The 

analog approach provides for significant circuit compaction, yet retsins 

sufficient accuracy for complex image processing. The processor is 

based on a charge-coupled device building block which performs charge 

packet differencing, atten~ation, or replication in a compact and linear 

way [Fossum, 1981; Fossum, 1982]. A block diagram and tentative floor 

plan of the processor is presented in chapter two. A program which 

causes the single-instruction/multiple-data parallel processor to 

perform non-uniformity compensation, smoothing, edge detection and 

thresholding on an image is presented to illustrate the use of this 

charge-coupled computer concept.- A one micron ground rule PMOS 

implementation of the processor is expected to execute the above program 

in approximately 58 psec, which for 100 Hz frame rate imagery leaves 942 

psec for higher order image processing functions. Tho analog processor 

can also be programmed to perform A/D conversion of the pre-processed 

image. 

Cha~tcr two concludes with a review of charge-coupled device 9hysics 

beginning with the deep depleted MOS capacitor. Signal charge input, 

charae transfer, and signal charge output are discussed. Tho physics of 

such devices constrains tho charge-coupled computer architecture, yet at 

the sa.me time permits circuit compaction. 

In chapter three, tho fabrication process used for manufacturing 

charae-coupled devices at Yale is presented. Fabricating charge-coupled 

devices integ:ated ~1th t11JU1el oxide devices is a challenge in any 

state-of-the-art facility and particularly at Yale. An attempt was made 

to fabricate the devices in a collaborative effort with IBM in Kingston, 
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New York. Successful bistable tunnel oxide devices were manufactured in 

a test run.and mask plates for prototype charge-coupled computing 

devices were fabricated. T"Ae collaborative effort ended abruptly when 

the Kingston IC facility ns dissolved in a corporate and physical sense 

in 1982. 

In this work, a CCI> technology merged with a previously established 

tunnel oxide technology [Dressendorfer, 1978; Lai, 1979; Dressondorfcr, 

et al. 1980; Teng, 1983] was s~ccessfully developed at Yale which 

overcame two technological hurdles. The first was the fabrication of 

closely spaced MOS capacitor electrodes (sub-micron spacing) which was 

achieved through the use of a shadow evaporation/liftoff prc:css [BroYne 

and Perkins, 1976]. The second and more difficult hurdle was the 

suppression of dark current in the CCD potential wells. Throu;h the 

slight adjustment of the basic Yale HOSFET proc~ss [Ma, 1984; Teng, 

1983] the dark current was suppressed by several orders of magnitude. 

The details of this investigation and subsequent process are described 

in chapter three. The resultant eight level mask set is the most 

complex IC process undertaken at Yale to date. 

Chapter four discusses the invcstigBtion of an )rl'OS junction based 

charge packet threshold detector for use as a charge packet magnitud~ 

comparator in charge-coupled computer. Tho bistable behavior of tho 

H'l'OS junction and its switching properties with respect to light 

intensity, gate voltage, and minority carrier injected diffusion current 

have been investigated by Lai (1979) and Teng (1983) as reported by 

Hayashi (1980) and Lai, ct al. (1981). In this work, the response of 

the junction to an injected packet of minority carrier charge was 

addressed. Although the response time of the Al/Si02/Si(n) junction 

appears to be too slow for application in tho charge-coupled computer, 

the integrated circuitry provided a unique opportunity to study the non-
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equilibrium behavior of the bistable junction in both a charge 

controlled man.uer, and in a surface potential controlled manner [Fossum 

and Barker 1984a and 1984b]. This investigation, as reported in chapter 

four, has resul~ed in the measurement of the non-steady-state internal 

currents flowing in the junction near the surface arising from impact 

ionizatic: ::!! ~xido hole transport, and has yielded techniques which 

are applicable in tho study of similar device structures constructed of 

different materials. 

In chapter five, tho charge-coupled computing investigation continues 

with the theory, fabrication and operational verification of a prototype 

circuit which performs charge packet differencing and replication. This 

novel circ:it is analyzed theoroticall-y foz both ideal and non-ideal 

behavior with respect to linearity, gain and speed. The theoretical 

predictions are compared to the observed operating characteristics of 

tho experimental prototype circuit fabricated and tested at Yale. The 

prototype circuit is found to work well, with performance properly· 

predicted by tho calculations. An improved circuit suitable for 

fabrication at Yale based on the observed performance of the prototype 

circuit is proposed and discussed. 

Chapter six concludes this work with a summary of the achievements 

obtained in this research. Observations made in the cour=c of this 

research which indicate possible future research spin-offs and 

directions, both major and minor, are highlighted. 

In auxillary support of the concepts presented in the course of this 

thesis, five appendices are included. Appendu A is a list of symbols 

and teminology. Appendix B discusses a zero-current approximation for 

determining minority and majority carrier concentrations in non

o~n~l!brlWD/non-steady-state HIS capacitors. Appendix C ia a discussion 
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of hot t11Jll1eling electron induced impact ionization models. Appendix D 

discusses the operation of the source-follower floating diffusion charge 

packet output sense amplifier used in the prototype circuits. Fin~lly, 

~pp:ndi: E di=cu:::: the c:pcri::c:tal used in 

making the measurements of the prototype circuits. 
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CHABGE-COUPLED COHPOTING 

2.1 Introduction to Focal Plane Image Processing 

Real time vision in mobile robots represents a unique challenge for 

computer ·engindering. The system must be fast. llght-weight. ai:,.d low-

power. &amples of systems requiring such real time vision include 

autonomous vehicles which might perform such varied tasks as underwater 

inspection. farm crop planting. airborne reconnaissance. and space 

exploration. Future systems may be more consumer oriented such as auto

piloting of automobiles. security watch -'dogs'. and conventional 

popularized robots {R2-D2). In these systems. low cost will be an 

equally demanding requirement. 

Any v1,ion system can be partitioned into sub-:ystems which 

sequentially operate on output from lower order functions to perform 

higher order tasks. This digested data may be pessed on to other sub

systems or fed back to improve lower order functioning. Tho total 

vision task may be generally divided into an image acquisition sub-task. 

an image pre-processing sub-task. a feature extraction sub-task. a 

cognitive sub-task. and finally an action sub-task. 

The human eye acquires an image consisting of approximately 125 

million picture elements {pixels). The picture clements may be 

considered as a mosaic 11.000 elements per side with a 3.7 micron pitch. 

In principle. tho human vision acquisition systom should be able to 

resolve two points an inch apart at a distance of 100 yards [Hecht and 

Zajac. 1974]. A robot eye should decompose an imago into at least 1024 

6 
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x 1024 pixels [Nitzan, 1980], th~ugh surprising performance can be 

obtained with a 32 x 32 array size. The rate at which images must be 

acquired depends upon the rate at which the robot's environment is 

changing. If the robot must react in a time Ta, then tho image rate 

should be at least Ta-l· Typical imaging frame rates range from 1 Hz to 

100 Hz. In this work, a 100 Hz frame rate is assumed. Thus the image 

acquisition rate is 100 million picture elements per second. If each 

picture oleme:t is digitally encoded on an eight bit gray scale, serial 

transmission of the image data stream would require approximately a 1 

GHz bandwidth. 

The image pre-processing task follows image ~cquisition. This task 

includes operations such as smoothing (noise removal), level shifting 

(fixed pattern 'noise' removal), gain adjustment (sensor non-uniformity 

compensation or adaptive contrast enhancement), sharpening, edge 

enhancement, thresholding and r~zion growing. These operations, which 

act on a particular picture element, require data which generally comes 

from a local neighborhood of picture clements surrounding the process~d 

pixel. The number of local neighborhood operations is typically 1 to 

100 [Danielsson and Levialdi, 1981] requiring 1 to 50 instructions each 

with accuracy of the order of 1~ or seven digital bits. The image pre

processing therefore requires an instruction execution rate on the order 

of 50 billion instructions per second, or 20 psec/instruction cycle 

time. Such a processing rate is not anticipated in a aerial computer in 

the near future. 

Higher order image processing functions are more difficult to 

identify. Feature extraction and topology operations typically follow 

imago pre-processing. This information is merged with stored or 

previously learned data in a cognitive fashion, and an action is decided 

upon. For example, consider a vehicle-watching task. The vehicle must 
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be identified in each frame and separated from backgro11D.d obj~ct~. If 

tho vehicle moves, its movement.relative to its previous location must 

bo ascertained, and a decision of how to move the robot eye to track the 

vehicle must be reached. To make such high order f11D.ctional decisions 

at 100 Hz, tho image pro-processing f11D.ctions should only occupy a small 

fraction of the frame interval; perhaps no more than 1011i. Thus for a 10 

msec robotic reaction time, the image pre-processing instruction rate 

actually needs to be S00 billion instructions per second. 

The serial digital computer in its conventional form is ill-suited 

for such image pre-processing and a computer architecture for 

'11D.dorstanding' images must be employed [Nudd, 1980). There have been 

two basic approaches to solve ~his probl~m. For low-cost constrained 

systems, specialized integrated circuits placed in the serial data 

stream can perform many pre-processing functions such as edge 

enhancement in a pipe-lined fashion [Nudd, 1977; Fouse, 1980; Nudd 1978; 

Sternberg, 1983). The drawback to this approach is that serial 

transmission of the data is required and the data stream operator must 

be fast and accurate. 

In tho long run, parallel computation approaches appear to be a 

better approach [see the review articles by Danielsson and Levialdi, 

1981; and Preston, 1983). Cellular logic computers havo been in 

development since the 19S0's. In the early 1960's parallel ~rocessors 

such As SOLOMON [Slotnick, et al. 1962) and ILLIAC III [McCormick, 1963) 

were being experimentally constructed. The CLIP series was begun in the 

mid 1960's [Duff, ot al. 1967). The major problem with these early 

parallel processors was poor reliability due to the non-integrated 

circuit technology of tho time [Preston, 1983). 

Recent largo-scale intogratod circuit technology has permitted tho 
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proliferation of research activity in parallel processing to be reduced 

to practice. Examples of parallel processors for vision applications 

include; 

CLIP IV 
PBP 
GLOPR 
DAP 
ZJ!OB 
PICAP 
TOSPICS 
FLIP 
IIPP 
3D 

(Duff. 1979) 
(He~:~n. et al. 1982) 
(Preston. et al. 1979) 
(Reddaway. 1979) 
(Kushner. et al. 1982) 
(Antonsson. et al. 1982] 
(Kidode. et al.] 
[Luetjen. et al. 1980] 
[Batcher. 1980) 
(Grinberg. et al. 1984] 

l'he architectures of some of these processors arc reviewed by Daniclsson 

and Levialdi (1981) or Preston (1983). Some architectures arc bus 

connected microprocessors (ZMOB) and others are three dimensionally 

integrated on a wafer scale (3D). Only the 3D shows promise for use in 

a mobile robot vision system since most of the processors occupy volumes 

measured in cubic meters. 

Locating the parallel image pre-processing on. or just behind. the 

focal plane of the image acquisition systems relieves several problems 

associated with the above approaches (sec Fig. 2.1-1]. First. an image 

data base acquired in parallel does not need to be converted to a serial 

data stream for transmission to parallel processor. Second. the problem 

of connecting a million pixel sensors to a million processors is 

considerably reduced if the connecting wires are indium bumps or 

microscoplc springs [Grinberg. ct al. 1984]. Such an architecture is 

truly spatially parallel. but requires that each processing element (PE) 

either occupy a minisculc amount of real-estate or be distributed 

through several parallel ~roccssing planes. In fact. both approaches 

arc reasonable and are being pursued by Hughes. und by Honeywell. (Such 

information tends to be classified since focal plane image processing is 

of great interest in many defense projects. and is thereby difficult to 

obtain in an academic setting]. 
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In this work an array size of 32 x 32 PEs is considered for 

integration on a single processing plane half a centimeter on a side 

corresponding to a density of 4000 PEs/cm2, or a pitch of 160 µm. This 

small amount of real estate is not large enough to permit the layout of 

a complex digital processor using present day ~~sign rules and oven a 

simple digital processor (i.e. bit-slice) would require considerable 

real estate for tho A/D conversion of tho analog image sensor signal. 

In the present study, an analog processor based on discrete charge 

packet manipulation is proposed. 

The charge-coupled computer is a discrete time base analog processor 

which uses tho size of charge packets to represent signal magnitudes. 

Each ch~rgo packet is a continuous valued quantity with a minimum 

resolvable size of one part in 256 of the maximum charge packet size 

corresponding to an equivalent eight bit digital accuracy, or -48 dB 

resolution. Charge-coupled devices (CCI>s) typically have ·dynamic ranges 

in the 60 dB to 70 dB range. Qualitatively, tho reason why a charge

coupled computer can be built in less real estate than a digital 

processor is that a single digital bit i: typically stored as a pfescnce 

or absence of minority carriers in a semiconductor under an electrode, 

whereas under tho same electrode, a CCI> stores a continuum of charge. 

The noise rejection of tho digital bit is much better than in a CCI>, but 

an electrode is required for each bit of accuracy. If twelve bit 

digital equivalent accuracy was required of tho processor, a digital 

approach would be needed since 0.025 percent ~ccuracy is difficult to 

achieve in a CCI>. But for 1~ accuracy, tho CCI> is more than adequate. 

In this way, tho CCD extends the two dimensionality of tho processor 

into a third dimension of charge magnitude. 

Charge-coupled devices have been used as read-out multiplexors for 

imaaing devices almost since their inception [Amelio, ot al. 1971). 
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More recently, the charge packet injected into the charge transfer 

device has been manipulated to effect simple image pre-processing 

functions such as non-uniformity compensation ~nd local neighborhood 

convolutions [Nudd, ct al. 1978; Fouse, et Al. 1980]. The computation 

is often hard-,rired for specific applications such as star tracking 

[Wong, et al.]. 

In the charge-coupled computer proposed in this work, the charge 

transfer function is not implemented, rather the coupling of charge 

packets for computation is stressed. The computer is fully programmable 

and is therefore considerably more flexible in its application, and 

better suited for more complex processing. It has recently surfaced 

that Honey,rell has pursued a similar line of research and has developed 

a parallel w~rmation processor (PIP) chip [1. Joseph, private 

communication] based on the same concept, but implemented using 

dif~erent CCD circuits. Such coincident 'parallel' efforts serve to 

firmly establish the validity of the charge-coupled computer concept 

presented in this work. 

2 1 2 Charge-Coupled Computer Architecture 

TAe architecture of the charge-coupled computer is driven by real

estate constraints and im.ge pre-processing algorithms. Im~ge pre

processing is discussed in some detail by Rosenfeld and ~ak (1976). In 

most applications we are concerned with the eight nearest neighbors in 

the rectangular arid image plane which surround the PE at location 

(i, j). Each neighbor is numbered in a clockwise fashion for 

convenience as follows: 

Nei~hbor Location Neighbor Location 

~ (i+l,j-1) ~5 (i-1,j+l) 

~2 (i+l,j) ~ (i-1,j) 

~3 (i+l,jfl) ry (i-l,j-1) 

' (i,j+l) ~ (i,j-1) 
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The PE at location (i.j) is referred tQ ~s ,
0

• Sc::c image pre

processing operations are defined in Table 2.2-1. It can be seen from 

the Tabl= that most of the operations can be executed using a simple 

~rithmetic instruction set. In addition to the arithmetic functions. 

data management functions must also be implemented. These i~clude both 

long and short term memory. data transfer betveen arithmetic operators 

and memory. and data transfer between nearest neighbors. Data must also 

be transferred 'noi:mal' to the x-y processing plane. between the image 

sensor and the PE and between the PE and the system • 

The charge-cuupled computer proposed in this work can be largely 

built from two basic building blocks: a charge packet differencer which 

perfoi:ms the basic operation La.A - BJ 1 • and a MOSFET switch. The 

first building block is described in detail in chapter S. It consists 

of several electrodes in which the device output is controlled through 

charge subtraction and integra.tion on two of the electrodes. Each 

electrode acts as a slUIIJlling node in which charge may be subtracted in 

multiple packets or continuously as a current. The node may be reset 

through a pre-charge cycle. The output of the circuit is determined by 

the difference in charge on the two electrodes during a single (or 

multiple) generation cycle which forms and stores the output charge 

packet in a CCI> summing bucket. The gain term a is determined by the 

areal ratio of the two electrodes. 

Two arithmetic operators are built using a unity gain balanced 

circuit. The first performs LA - BJ. and the second performs LD - EJ 

only if a conditional switch has been previously triggered. This 

conditional switch is triggered subsequent to the magnitude comparison 

1 LxJ • x if x > o. else LxJ • 0 
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Table 2.2-1 

Some Image Pre-Processing Operations 

Name 

Level Shifting 

Cross Correlation 

Gain Adjustment 

Thresholding 

Smoothing 

Sharpening 

Edge Detection 

Operation 

4>'•9 -k 
0 0 0 

¢0, • I cpo - mo I 
cp'•acj, 

0 0 0 

.• ' = R. if ,I, < R. "'o o ~o T 

= R.l if 90 ;:_ R.T 

90' "" ~6 [ C ¢:i.+4>3+¢s+~> + 2( ¢i+ \+%+<ta> + 4 't,l 

cpa, • Is eta - c ~+ ¢4+ 4r;+ <ta> I 
i' = I < 91. +<P2+ cf:3> - < <Ps+cp6+~> I + 

I < 4>3+4>4 + c:s> < cry+ <ta+9i > I 

14 
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of two quantities X and Y. 'Ihe comparator might be imp!~mented using a 

bi•table Ml'OS device [Fossum and Barker, 1984a and 1984b] by injecting a 

charge pAcket of sufficient magnitude to initiate switching of the 

junction. Such a circuit investigated in chapter 4 is actually too slow 

to be useful in this application. A better method is to use an external 

positive feedback comparator circuit similar to that used by Wong, et 

al. or Hamilton, et al. (1980), which can r~~•-lvc a difference of 104 

charge carriers at S MHz. 

A third arithmetic opera~or which generates an output charge packet 

equal to half the input charge packet is designed by leaving out one 

input and choosing the layout geometry such that a= O.S. Using this 

operator, charge packet attenuation may be achieved by single or 

multiple utilizations of this circuit. 

T,ro identical short term memory (STH) registers are similarly made 

from this charge packet differencer circuit using only one of the two 

inputs and unity gain geometry. The :ig~al charge i. ,tared ,or su.mmg~; 

on tho electrode, and when the register's data is required, a generation 

cycle is initiated to fo%JD the output charge packet. 'Ihe register is 

cleared using a pre-charge pulse. 'Ihe c•~~city of the ST!! register can 

be enlarged by increasing its physical layont dimensions. It docs not 

include the CCD output summing bucket. 

T,ro long term memory (LTH) registers are based on a similar principle 

but U$e an MNOS technology to permanently store the electrode charge in 

a nitride layer. Inputs to the LTH electrodes are included to 

temporarily subtract from the permanent charge and facilitate level 

shifting. 

Transmission of data to neighbors takes place through eight buffer 

memory circuits, and two buffer memory circuits tor Z-axis data 
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transmission. These eight buffer memory circuits are constructed in the 

same way as the STH registers, except their collective pre-charge and 

generation circuits are respectively tied in parallel. _The neighbor 

reads out the transmitted charge packet following the generation cycle 

into one of its arithmetic or memory circuits. Such buffered 

transmission may appear cumbersome but has utility in its ability to 

easily re-generate the transmitted data. 

Routing of signal charge occurs through a standard HOSFET switched 

multiplexor/demultiplexor. This is one of th~ advantages offered by the 

charge packet differenccr implementation approach taken in this work. 

Data, represented by minority ~arriers in a potential well, is converted 

to majority carriers through a collector diode and subtracted from a 

precharged electrode. The charge-coupling is thus truly three

dimensional in these circuits. The disadvantage is that wiring 

capacitance in the mux/demux can lead to non-ideal behavior of the 

charge packet differencer. 

A charge packet multiplier is not implemented in this proposed 

charge-coupled computer because its utility is low compared to its real 

estate consumption. However, recent research indicates that a small 

multiplier may be feasible in future designs in a compact way [P. 

Nygaard, private communication]. 

A block diagr~ of the proposed charge-coupled computer is shown in 

Fig. 2.2-1 and~ tentative floor plan is illustrated in Fig. 2.2-2. 

Implementation oi the functional blocks would be similar to that shown 

in Fig. S.3-3, with the primary differencer electrodes in the 8 JJlll x 40 

µm size range, and with a CC> summing bucket appended to tho output of 

arithmetic operators. The overall size including isolation channel 

stops might be in the 40 Jllll x 60 Jllll she range for the arithmetic 
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functions and 20 Jllll x 40 Jllll size range for the transmission buffers. 

As will be discussed in greater detail in ensuing sections, the 

charge packet differencer operation can be divided into th~~e ~h~=== cf 

equal duration: the precharge phase, a fill and spill phase, and an 

output transfer phase. Using an effective transfer length of 16 µm, the 

time required for each phase for 99.91i charge transfer efficiency 

(asslmling µp = 150 cm2/V sec) is approximately 1 µsec [Lee and Beller, 

1972), so that there is time for 1000 operating phases in the course of 

image pre-processing. 

To exercise the char1e-coupled computer's architecture, a sample pre

processing task is defined as follows: First, non-uniformity 

compensation by individualized level shifting is to be performed. 

Second, the image data is to be smoothed. Third, the edges in the image 

arc to be enhanced through a gradient operation. Finally, tho resultant 

edge intensities are to be compared to a threshold level. If the edge 

intensity is greater than that level, a systeM defined high level is to 

be output, otherwise zero is to be output. This task requires 

approximately 50 arithmetic operations and 20 I/O operations per pixel. 

~ sample program for the charge-coupled computer is shown in Table 

2.2-2. The program requires SB phases and at 1 µsec/phase would take 58 

µsec to execute with 942 µsec to spare. From a throughput perspective, 

tho charge-coupled compute: will be more than adequate for imago pre

processing. A close examination of tho program reveals that advantage 

is taken of the architecture so that several arithmetic functions and 

I/O can occur simultaneously, further extending the degree of 

parallelism present in tho system. This sample program can be written 

in several ways, some of which may result in slightly fas!cr execution 

times. H01rover, tho sample program reveals that data shuffling consumes 



Table 2.2-2 

Sample Charge-Coueled ComEuter Program 

... ... 
:::i ::J i:....- Q ... 

>- :z: u u 
a: I\ ~ ... i..a >Clo.I ... = X "'1 0 ~ ::::1 N ..l 2..: en I N I !.. - ... ... 5 X"'1 ... :..J 
:z: < - :.. Q ... N ... 1-4 1-4 :"' 2 en i:&l U'J CO.~tE!-.'"TS ... u ... c-. c-. en en -l I PC 
2 PC G G OFFSET VAL\"£ I~ LTMl 

3 C 7l+Lnll. C/2 

4 OFFSET DO!."! 

5 PC 

6 G C/2 C/2 

7 PC 90/4 

j 8 C C/2 A 
l 9 PC 
j 10 G A-B C/2 

J ll G PC • /8 0 
12 G C/2 ~ ' -
lJ G A-B ~ 
14 G C/2 4:i 
15 C A-B •4 
16 G C/2 •s 
17 G A-B .6 l 2 l 

18 C/2 +-, l 2 2 ¢0 8 
19 G PC G A-B •a 1 2 l 

20 +1+~--+i3 
21 G 

• 
¢/2 22 

23 G A-B C/2 

24 t 0 SMOOTH DO~E 

. 25 C 

26 PC 2t 0 
27 G C/2 A 2t .. A 0 
28 G PC 

1 29 G A-B ~ 
30 G C/2 +.t. 
31 G A-B \ 
32 C C/2 ~ 
33 C A-B ¢6 

34 G C/2 ~ 1 2 l 

35 A-B •a 2 :! to 
36 PC C C/2 •4 1 2 1 
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(continued) 
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"" "'" 

.. u, ~ _, - Q COY.:-lENTS 

1+¢i+~ A l 2 l 

i115+ •6+~ B -1. -2 -1 . 
PC 

C A"'."B . snu 
5+i116+~ A -1 -2 -1 

4i+¢z+~ B l 2 l 

C A-B snu 
3+¢4+¢s A -1 l 

-2 2 
~+fa+i:ii B :.1 l 

G A-B snu 
7+•a+i:ii A l -1 

2 -2 
3+¢4+¢s B 

I 
l -1 

PC A-B snu EDGE DONE 
G 12 y · CE:r' SYST. IHRESHOLD 

snn X 

'12 D COMPARE 
G 

PC GEN DEFAULT VALtE 

0-E '12 SEND TO SYST. 

PC • ~RECHARGE DEVICE 
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C • CENERAn: OUTPUT CHARGE PACKET 
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a fair amount of the.processing time so that the internal I/0 may govern 

the ultimate operating speed of the computer. Implementing an NMOS 

version of the charge-coupled computer combined with less stringent 

charge transfer efficiency ezpectations could significantly increase the 

operating speed perhaps five times over what is estimated here. though 

such an increase is not needed for most applications. 

2.3 Charge-Coupled Device Bsr.kground 

TAc term charge-coupled device refers to a broad range of 

semiconductor devices based on the non-equilibrium MOS capacitor and its 

coupling to adjacent devices through fringin; !~;!J •. in this section. 

the deep depleted MOS capacitor will be discussed with respect to 

charge. electric field. electrostatic potential. energy bands and 

equilibrating currents. Inputting charge into the CCD potential well or 

'bucket' will be covered i~ the second sub-section. The surface 

potential equilibration method will be discussed in some detail since an 

analogous operation is fundamental to the charge packet differencer 

circuit disclosed in chapter S. Charge transfer in the semiconductor 

will be discussed in thG !hl.d sub-~~ction. Finally. the output of 

charge packets is briefly covered in the last sub-section. 

Suppo~ting this section is appendix B covering deep depletion carrier 

concentrations and appendix D. which is an analysis of the source

follower charge packet output sense amplifier used in the prototype 

circuits. It is assumed the reader has a basic working knowledge of 

semiconductor device physics. For additional treatment of tho subjects 

touched upon in this section, Sze (1981), Nicollian and Brews (1982). 

Sequin and Tompsett (197S). Hehn ar~ B·/t•: :.:.:··,.;). and Beynon and 

(1980) may be useful. 
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The Deep Depleted MnS Capacitor 

A metal/insulator/semiconductor (MIS) structure is considered which 

is nominally allllllinum/silicon dioxide/silicon (n). When a negative bias 

is applied to the metal with respect to the substrate. the majority 

carriers (electrons) are repulsed from the semiconductor surface and 

minority carriers are attracted. In accordance with the zero-cnrrent 

approximation introduced in appendix B. the system balances when the 

negative gate charge is balanced by an equal amount of positive charge 

in the semiconductor such that the change in electrostatic potential 

generated by the charge moment is equal to the applied bias. To 

simplify the analy1is of non-ideal MIS structures. it is assmned that 

the oxide and interface trapped charge is fixed so that its effect and 

that of a work function difference between the metal and semiconductor 

(qWMS) can be llllllped into a single offset voltage or flat-band voltage 

VFB defined,.~ [Nicollian and Brews. 1982] 

-d ox 

+J Pox(x) 
C C ox 0 

0 

(x + d ) dx ox 2.3-1 

where Pox<x) is the oxide and interface trapped charge density.xis 

measured from zero at the Si/Si02 interface. e
0
x is the relative 

dielectric constant of the oxide. e
0 

is the permittivity of free space 

and d0 x is the oxide thickness. 

In Fig. 2.3-1. charge. electric field and electrostatic potential in 

the system is shown. As illustrated in Fig. 2.3-la. the total 

semiconductor charge Q1 consists of t,ro components. uncompensated donor 

impurities (C,,) and minority carriers in the depleted region (QINV) such 

that 
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2.3-1 a. Charge distribution i~ an KOS capacitor 
b. Eloctri; :ield distribution 
c. Electrostatic potential 
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CD 

QD ~J q [ '1<x) - n(x~ dx 2.3-2 
0 

and 
~ 

Q~ A. J qp(x)dx 
2.3-3 

0 

where xD is the depletion region depth defined by the point where n(x) 

is half the donor concentration N0/2. For constant doping. the 

depletion approximation yields 

In Fig. 2.3-lb, the electric field is illustrated. which is 

calculated as 

e(x} •e +{ e<;, 
s £ £ 

S 0 

dx 

0 

and e1 is the electric field at the semiconductor surface, 

as determined by Gauss'Law. 

The electrostatic potential is shown in Fig. 2.3-lc, and is 

calculated by integrating the electric field 

2.3-4 

2.3-5 

2.3-6 

2.3-7 
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2.J-8 

Uso of the depletion approximation yields 

2.3-9 

where 61p is the potential drop across the inversion layer. For low 

i~v=::ivn layer charge densities, 6"1 is negligible (sheet charge 

approximation). In this case combining Bq. 2.3-4 and Eq. 2.3-9 yields 

2.3-lOa 

or 
2.3-lOb 

From appendix B, a careful calculation yields 

fn (eS
tp 

s - Sip +l) + p (1 + Pno Slj, - c 6i:is~ r '\. 3-11 l no s s p5 s JJ 
~ 2 

where Pa q/kT, nn0 = Nn, Pno = ni/nno and p
5 

is the surface hole 

concentration which varies as the square of the inversion layer charge 

density. 

In tho (charge free) oxide, the electric field is determined from 

Gauss' Law as 

2.3-12 

Integrating this (constant) field across the oxide yield: the change in 

potential across tho oxide (V
0
x) which is 
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where C0 x is the specific oxide capacitance defined as 

C • • /d 2.3-14 ox-• .. OX .. 0 ox 

The total potential drop across the JIOS system is equal to the 

applied bias v6 such that 

2.3-15 

or 
2.3-16a 

or 
2.3-16b 

where , 0 • the body potential. is defined as 

2.3-17 

In equilibrium (pn • ni2). substitution of Eq. 2.3-11 divided by C
0
x 

for V0 x in Eq. 2.3-15 (ps • e-P~s reveals that the surface potential is 

pin.nod at a value 

2.3-18 

whore ,n is defined as 

2.3-19 

In tho sheet charge approximation, Eq. 2.3-16 becomes 
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Energy band diagram for an MOS capacitor in slight deep 
depletion. 
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Solution of QINV yields 

29 

(2¢ 9 )1/2 + 29. 
no n 2.3-20 

2.3-21 

where the inversion layer fo:z:mation threshold voltage is defined as 

VT~ VFB -(29. <ti )1/2 - 29. no n 2.3-22 

For biases above threshold (VG< VT< O). QINV less than that given 

by Eq. 2.3-21 implies that the semiconductor is in a state of deep 

depletion (pn < ni2). The surface potential is related to the applied 

bias and inversion layer charge according to 

1j, • V -s G 
9 Q r 9. Q ]l/2 

V - ...2. + _!!!Y, + l (...2.) 2 - 9 (V - V + INV) 
FB .2 C 2 o G FB C ox ox 

2.3-23 

An energy band diagram for a slightly deep depleted MOS capacitor is 

shown in Fig. 2.~-2. 

In Fig. 2.3-3. a plot of surface potential as •· function of inversion 

layer charge is shown using Eq. 2.3-23. The plot shows a linear 

relationship in spite of the quadratic appearance of Eq. 2.3-23. This 

suggests that a 'bucket' diagram may be appropriate for representing the 

non-equilibrium inversion layer charse. The maximum depth of tho bucket 

corresponds to tho suTfaco potenti~l for no minority carrier charge. 

Tho extent to which the bucket is filled with charge represents the 

reduction in surface potential as shown schematically in Fig. 2.3-•• 
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The charge is sholl'Il at the bottom of the bucket to create an illusion of 

a fluid, but the charge is actually a sheet-like layer at the 

semiconductor surface. 

The deep depleted HOS capacitor is in non-equilibrium (pn < n1
2 > and 

there is net thermal generation in the semiconductor. Using the 

recombination/generation statistical theory of Hall (1952) and Shockley 

and Read (1952) as written by Sah, et al. (1957), hereafter referred to 

as the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) net recombination rate U, one finds 

locally, 

2.3-24 

where ap and an arc the average hole and electron capture cro •• -.~~tions 

of the trap density nt(E), vth is the carrier thermal velocity equal to 

(3kT/m•) 1l 2 • Equation 2.3-24 is often written with nt(E) as a delta 

function 

to consider a monoenergetic set of traps of density Nt. Using this 

simplification with the traps situated at the nptimum energy Et= Ei, 

and setting ap =an= a, the SRB net recombination rate becomes 

2 
pn - n1 u =--------'t (p + n + 2n1) 

where~ is called the minority carrier iifetimc and is defined as 

2.3-26 

2.3-27 

In general,~ is a function of position through the trap density Nt(x). 

In particular, it is useful to write 
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-r-l = 'i-l + S 6(x) . o- 2.3-28 

where S
0 

is the surface recombination velocity and is detbrmin:d by the 
-characteristics of the traps at the Si/Si02 interface, and -r is a 

spatially averaged minority carrier lifetime. 

The rate at which the surface re-equilibrates is determined by the 

net thermal generation rate. In deep depletion such that pn << ni2 , the 

rate at which the inversion layer grows is determined by the sum of the 

surface generation rate. the integrated depletion region generation 

rate. and to a much lesser extent. diffusion of minority carriers to the 

surface, such that 

The surface generation current Is is 

J - -s 

= 

qSo (po - ni 2) I 
p + n + 2n1 

qSoni 
2 

p
5 

+ 2n1 

X • 0 

The depletion region generation current is 

J -D 

= 

~ . 2 

J q (po - n
1 

) 
~~---~- dx t' (p + n + 2n1) 

0 

The minority carrier diffusion current JB is 

2.3-29 

2.3-30a 

2.3-30b 

2.3-3la 

2.3-Jlb 
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iL-~ 2.3-32a 

= p p 
(

qkTµ )l/2 
T no 2.3-32b 

Later.I diffusion from generation sites surrounding a finite sized MOS 

capacitor may also contribute to the re-equilibration process [Schroder 

and Nathanson. 1970]. In Table 2.3-1. the currents have been evaluated 

for sample parameter values. It can be seen that the depletion current 

is several orders of magnitude larger than the bulk diffusion current. 

'I'he time required for the MOS capacitor to relax to its equilibrium 

state requires careful mcdeling of the curre~t ~umpunents described 

above [Collins and Churchill. 1975]. However. a simple expression can 

be obtained if one assumes that the net generation current starts from 

an initially high value and declines at a constant rate to zero after 

time At. 'I'he relaxation time is therefore 

At= 
4C ox 

2.3-33 

where x» is the initial depletion layer depth. A typical relaxation 

ti::c i; evaluated in Table 2.3-1 and is typically a million t~es larger 

than the minority carrier lifetime. 'I'he themal relaxation time implies 

that in an analog CCD (continuous signal values). all operations must 

take place in a time S1Dall compared to At. Otherwise. the signal charge 

might be enlarged by an integrated dark current. 'I'hus. the processing 

time for the charge-coupled computer should be less than 0.1 percent of 

the capacitor relaxation time calculated above. This .ignal retention 
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period problem is similar to that encountered i:1 dynamic memory devices 

where th~ digital info:cmation must be periodically refreshed. Such a 

refresh cycle is not suitable in an analog circuit unless the dark 

current is extremely well characterized. This the:cmal relaxation 

process also implies that slight cooling of the device can lead to much 

larger storage times, and conversely, that slightly elevated 

temperatures can degrade the relaxation time. 

Signal Charge Input 

For CCDs, the amount of inversion layer charge in the deep depleted 

MOS capacitor is used as a signal quantity. The signal charge in most 

applications needs to be carefully metered through an appropriate 

electrical input circuit (except in image sensors). In the first CCD, 

the signal charge was created by applying a high voltage pulse to the 

capacitor causing the avalanche generation of carriers in the CC> bucket 

via a silicon breakdown process [Amelio, ct al. 1970]. Improved 

performance may be obtained through the use of an i~put diode and input 

transfer gate. With an adjacent metering well biased such that the 

equivalent MOSFET channel under the input transfer gate is ptnched off 

at tho metering well end, current can be dynamically injected into the 

metering well. The amount of charge injected depends upon the injection 

period, the input diode bias, and on the input transfer gate bias. 

However, in most applications, a linear relationship is desired 

between an input voltage and the signal charge packet. One of the 

simplest methods for achieving a highly linear relationship is tho 

surface potential equilibration or 'fill and spill' technique [Tompsett, 

1975]. This technique is illustrated in Figs. 2.3-5 (a-d). Initially 

tho input diode is reverse biased at voltage VD. The input transfer 

gate bias VXI and metering well bias V){W are applied such that 

2.3-34 
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Vo Vx1 VMw 

(a) ~L_J_I 
f Vo Vx1 VMw 

(b) cL_l--1, 
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JVo Vx1 VMw 
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~ QSIG,. 

Surface potential equilibration method of setting charge 
in a CCI> 

a. Empty bucket is formed by applying biases. 
b. Bucket is filled by raising diode voltage to 

substrate potential. 
c. Diode is returned to reverse bias causing 

spilling of charge from surface. 
d. Spillway potential results in charge -retained 

in metering well. 
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Z.3-35 

as shown in Fig. 2.3-Sa. In Fig. 2.3-Sb, the input diode bias is 

reduced to Vn' near substrate potential causing an inversion layer to 

fom under tho input transfer gate and metering well g~tc [Grove and 

Fitzgerald, 1966]. In this case 

The time required to fill the potential wells is approximately 

t -F 
2~ ½er VMW - VT 

lJP VXI - VT 

2.3-36 

2.3-37 

where ¼n, is the metering well bucket length, LxI is the input transfer 

gate length, and Pp is the effective minority carrier surface mobility, 

and where it is assumed Vn' = 0 and the metering well bucket width is 

equal to the input transfer gate width. Note that the fill time scales 

as L2• 

The diode voltage is ne:t returned to its original reverse bias value 

causing the PN junction to collect minority carriers from the adjacent 

inverted surface. This charge ',pills' out as shown schematically in 

Fig. 2.3-Sc until the spill channel is completely depleted of minority 

carriers. The surface potential in this channel is given by Eq. 2.2-23 

with QINV • o. During the spill process (which is diffusion dominated 

at the pinched-off end), the surface potential under tho input transfer 

gate is equal to tho surface potential under the metering well gate if 

the diffusion potential duo to the change in carrier concentration is 

negligible (approximately equal to&~ in Eq. 2.3-9). Thus, as the 

conductivity of the spill channel goes to zero, the potentials remain 
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equal. as sh0W11 in Fig. 2.3-Sd. Using Eq. 2.3-16 we write 

and 

VMII - VFB • -[ tG + (- ~o ~SMII )'J + ~SMW 

vXI - vFB • -[ (-~o~sn;'j + •sxI 

Subtracting the latter equation from the former and using 

1/Jsx1 = 1/Jsn 

yields 

provided 

2.3-38 

2.3-39 

2.3-40 

2.3-41 

and <¼IG is zero otherwise. Thus. the fill and spill process allows for 

inherently linear operation with a differential mode as a bonus. Any 

dark current generated in either bucket results in the premature 

formation of the signal charge or is collected by the PN junction and 

does not affect the signal charge magnitude (except in cases of poor 

charge transfer efficiency). The time ·required for the spill process is 

determined by the charge transfer time constants discussed in the next 

sub-section using a transfer length L equal to the sum of LxI and Ln• 

Charge Transfer 

To effect lateral charge transfer. adjacent potential wells must be 

coupled through proximity so that their depletion regions overlap. This . . 
requires that the HOS capacitor electrodes be closely spaced. Tho 

spacing for good charae transfer efficiency should not exceed a few 
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microns [Amelio. 1972; Suzuki and Yanai. 1974]. Charge transfer in 

charge-coupled devices has been studied extensively and there are three 

basic mechanisms which control the transfer rate. The first is thermal 

diffusion £Kim and Le:nzlingor. 1971] in which the charge packet 

remaining in tho well decays according to 

2.3-43 

where DP is the minority carrier surface diffusion constant. and Lis 

the potential well length. The decay constant scales as L2 • 

T:he second mechanism is self-induced drift (Carnes. et al. 1972]. 

which causes the charge packet to decay according to 

where the characteristic time t
0 

is given by 

and scales as L2 • This self-induced drift dominates the transfer 

process for long channel lengths until 

-

2.3-44 

2.3-45 

2.3-46 

where QINV is tho average inversion layer density across tho channel. 

'l'henaal diffusion controls the transfer process for long channel lengths 

after a time period equal to approximately 

2.3-47 

has elapsed. 

The third process is transfer assisted by the fringin1 field from the 

adjacent electrode (Carnes. ct al. 1971]. Such a fringing field is 
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significant only for short channel lengths (i.e. les: than 10 µm) and 

lower doping concentrations (i.e. ND loss than 1015/cm3). Tho single 

carrier transit time in a fringing field is given by 

t = L3 (1 + L/5x_)4/6.5µ d VG 2.3-48 n u p~ 

This transit time scales as L7 so thct tho effect is dramatic for short 

channel long~hs. Actual calculation of tho signal charge transfer rate 

is complicated by the throe-dimensional nature of the problem and is 

usually performed using numerical methods [for example, Loe and Holler, 

1972]. Carnes, et al. (1972) calculate that a three order of magnitude 

increase in transfer speed is possible for a three fold decrease in 

channel lensth from 12 µm to 4 µm (for an n-channel device doped at NA= 

1015/c:3). Such a dramatic increase in speed encourages device layout 

with largo W/L channel dimension ratios. 

Signal Charge~ 

Following CCD signal processing functions, the resultant signal 

charge packets must be sensed and transduced to current or voltage. One 

method is to collapse tho CCD potential well and measure the bulk 

recombination current through the substrate [Amelio, et al. 1970]. The 

charge packet may also be collected by a reverse biased PN junction and 

the transient current detected. A much improved sensing technique is to 

integrate tho charge packet on a floating c-pacitor. Tho change in 

capacitor voltage is used to modulate an output MOSFET [Xosonoclc::y and 

Carnes, 1973]. This technique is discussed in detail in appendix D. 

It is often useful to non-destructively sense the signal charge. 

This can be achieved by using a floating gate above the channel which 

again results in a change in effective capacitor voltage [Engeler, et 

al. 1970). This technique tends to be non-linear duo to the non-linear 
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depletion layer capacitance of the MOS structure. Improved sensitivity 

is obtained by using a series of floating gates in a distributed manner 

[Wen. et al. 1975] as described by Sequin and Tompsett (1975). 
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Table 2.3-1 

Sample Values of }!IS-CCD Quantities 
(Aluminum/Si02/Silicon-n) 

Work function voltage WMS 

Oxide thickness d
0
x 

Relative dielectric constant£ ox 
Silicon doping concentration ND 

Silicon relative dielectric constant Es 

Average minority carrier lifetime T 

Surface recombination velocity S
0 

Bulk minority carrier mobility µ p 
Surface minority carrier II10bility lJP 

Intrinsic carrier concentration ni 

Bulk minority carrier concentration Pno 

Oxide capacitance C ox 
Silicon built-in potential 9n 

Body potential 9
0 

Threshold voltage VT 

Gate voltage VG 

Equilibrium inversion layer charge QINV 

Equilibrium depletion layer charge Q
0 

Equilibrium depletion layer depth~ 

Equilibrium surface potential~ 
s 

Maximum depletion layer charge (QINV=O) 

Maximum depletion layer depth (QINV=O) 

Maximum surface potential (QINV=O) 

Deep depletion generation rate - U 

Maximum depletion region dark current JD 

Maximum surface generation current J 5 (p5•0) 

Maximum bulk diffusion current JB 

Capacitor relaxation time 6t 

Maximum CCD processing time 

Metering well voltage VMW 

Input transfer gate voltage VXI 

Metering well charge 

Metering well l~ngth 

42 

0.24 volts 
0 

550 A 

3.9 

1 x 1016tcm3 

11.7 

10 µsec 

10 cm/sec 

480 cm2 /v•sec 

150 cm.2 /v• sec 

1.45 x 1010tcm3 

2 • 1 X 104 / cm.3 

0.063 µF/cm.2 

0.35 volts 

0.84 volts 

-2.0 volts 

-12.0 volts 

0.630 JC,/cm2 

0.048 µC/cm2 

0.30 µm 

-0.70 volts 

0.170 µC/cri 

1.06 µn 

-8.75 volts 

7.25 x 1014/cm3-sec 

12.3 nA/cm2 

11.0 nA/cm2 

3.7 pA/cm2 

102 seconds 

102 msec 

-14 volts 

-4 volts 

0.630 )JC/cm2 

10 mils 
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Table 2.3-1 (cont.) 

Input transfer gate length 

Fill time 

Diffusion transfer time constant 

Self-induced drift time constant 

Spill time (99.8% CTE) 

43 

2 mils 

5 .2 JjSeC 

97 µsec 

0.3 JJSec 

-150 i.sec 



FABRICATION OF PROTOTYPE CIRCUITS 

- 3.1 Introduction 

The fabrication of charge-coupled devices requires stringent control 

over semiconductor processing quality. Semiconductor defects, 

impurities. and surface traps can dramatically alter the performance 

characteristics of CCDs. D~rk current. originating from bulk and 

surface traps shortens the storage time of deep depleted HOS capacitors. 

Bulk traps also contribute to the reverse leakage current of PN 

junctions. Surface traps can lead to charge transfer inefficiency and 

reduced dynamic range. 

Tho processing of semiconductor devices at Yale has historically been 

limited to HOS capacitors and occasionally HOSFETs with the primary 

emphasis on (tunnel) ozide and interface properties rather than on 

semiconductor quality. [Low temperature, long channel HOSFET research 

ezcepted]. There has also been no work on the charge-coupling of HOS 

devices. To successfully couple two deep depleted HOS capacitors, the 

capacitor electrode spacing must be less than a few microns, depending 

upon the ozide thickness. The charge transfer efficiency degrades 

rapidly with increasing spacing. Thus the fabrication challenge was to 

improve the standard Yale JIOSFET process [Ha, 1984) to reduco dark 

current and make sub-micron structures in a mil-scale facility. 

The major reason why the Yale facility is presently limited to design 

rules in the one mil range is not because of photolithographic limits 

(5 microns) or particulate contamination (class 100 air), rather it is 

due to the inability to make multiple level mask sets which resister to 

an accuracy much bettor than± 0.5 mils over tho die width. This 

44 
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registration error source is the rotational error during the frame 

mounting of l0x reticles. 

During tho process development, a literature search revealed a 

particul~rly elegant method for making sub-micron gaps in the Yale 

environment. This process worked well and was found to be reliable. It 

is discussed in detail in the next section. The dark current ~emained 

enigmatic for some time primarily because of our own inexperience in 

dealing with this processing aspect, though it continues to commercially 

be a topical issue for dynamic memory circuits. The dark current was 

reduced in the Yale 8205 process through the use of a lower wet 

oxidation temperature and through the gettering properties of heavily 

Cph~sphorous) doped silicon. The tunnel oxide growth process developed 

by Dressendorfer (1978) and Lai (1979), and employed by Teng (1983) was 

retained without significant modification. However, due to a plumbing 

problem in the dry oxidation furnace, the first bistable )11'()S junction 

grown in air (800 C) may have been inadvertently fabricated. Once 

corrected, the tunnel oxidation process worked well. A defective dopant 

source (Borosilicafilm) which has a short shelf life led to .ome 

initially false conclusions regarding the optimization of PN junction 

leakage current. This too was corrected by changing the dopant source 

(Borofilm) and tho process was brought under control. 

On tho same die, charge-coupled devices with inter-electrode spacings 

less than one micron and low dark current, low leakage current PN 

junctions, and high quality bistable tunnel oxide junctions have been 

•~cce11fully fabricated. As it was once remarked, 'It's amazing what 

one can make with equipment industry discarded ten years ago: imagine 

what one could do with state-of-tho-art equipment ••• ' [P. Santhanam, 

private communication]. 
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3.2 Sub-Micron Gap FabricatiaA 

Tho coupling of HOS capacitors to effect minority carrier charge 

transfer requires that tho electrode spacing be quite small, typically 

loss than a few microns [Amelio, 1972; Suzuki and Yanai. 1974]. As 

described in a roviow article by Kosonocky (1974). there have been 

severAl fabricated structures which satisfy this requirement. Single 

level metal electrodes [Amelio et al. 1970] are attractive from a 

structural simplicity point of view, but have suffered from two 

problems. First, creation of the gap requires micron scale 

photolithography followed by etching. Although tho former is possible 

in a modern facility, etching of the gap remains difficult due to 

wetting problems with wet etches, and oxide/interface damage problems 

associated with ion milling or reactive ion etching process. Such 

difficulties wore overcome using a shadow evaporation technique [Browne 

and Perkins, 1976]. However,~ :tability problem remains for the 

. exposed oxide surface in between the two electrodes. For coml!lercial 

devices. this latter effect has lead to the development of sealed 

structures. 

For example, a single-level polysilicon gate technology can replace 

the metal doscr.ibed abo?e [Kim and Snow, 1972]. The polysilicon gates 

have tho advantage of being defined by a subsequent implant process and 

being passivated by an upper level of oxide. Unfortunately the gap size 

is still limited by photolithography and the implant process. 

Tho uso of two levels of electrodes can reduce tho effective gap 

width to zero if they overlap. The first level might be polysilicon and 

tho second aluminum [Kosonocky and Carnes, 1973; Patrin, 1973). The 

drawbacks of this technique are that alternating electrodes have a 

different oxide capacitance requiring higher clocking voltages so that 

shorts between overlapping electrodes can completely shut off a channel. 
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An improved overlapping gate t~chnology employing three levels of 

polysilicon [Sequin. et al. 1973]. In this technology the primary 

polysilicon levels are isoplanar. with one electrode built up on one 

side to be able to overlap the adjacent electrode. An anodized aluminum 

structure can be used in a similar fashion [Collins. et al. 1974]. The 

advantage of the aluminum structure is the improved conductivity of the 

metallic gate. though A12o2 is not as good an insulator as Si02• Other 

metal-insulator systems have also been investigated [Engeler. et al. 

1970]. 

It was elected to use the BroYJ1e and Perkins (1976) method at Yale 

for several reasons. First. the charge-coupled differencer is best 

implemented using an isoplanar electrode structure (see chapter S). 

Second, the Yale facility does not include a polysilicon deposition 

system. Thirt. the photolithographic resolution is limited to the five 

micron range on a wafer wide basis. Thus. the Browne and Perkins method 

was ideally suited for our requirements and capabilities. 

The basic fabrication technique is illustrated in Figs. 3.2-1 (a-e). 

In Fig. 3.2-la. a 3500 X layer of aluminum has been coated wit~ 

photoresist. The photoresist has been subsequently patterned by 

exposure and development in the usual way (see section 3.S). In Fig. 

3.2-lb, the aluminum has been overetched resulting in a photoresist 

overhang. Following the overetch. a second l&yer of aluminum (2000 X> 
is deposited without prior removal of the photoresist as shown in Fig~ 

3.2-lc. Note that the photoresist overhang shadows the aluminum 

evaporation resulting in a cavern. In Fig. 3.2-ld, the aluminum which 

was deposited on the photoresist has been removed using a liftoff 

process. Tho liftoff is effected by soaking the wafer in acetone for an 

hour. Although the liftoff is facilitated through the simultaneous use 

of ultrasonic agitation, such agitation causes degradation of tunnel 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 
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5:02 ___ PHOTORESIST 

~~,r' :-.'!-!- •:❖;-;❖•-::-.-:: •• _.:=::::. • . 

~UNDERCUT 

SECOND LEVEL 
METAL 

CAVERN DUE 
TO SHADOW 

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSi ~ 6SSSSS\SSSSSSSSS 

\/ 
INTER-ELECTRODi: GAP 

Li 
KSSSSSSSSSi ~ MSSSS\SS9-

Sub-micron inter-electrode gap fotmation process. 

a. Photoresist patterned 
b. Overctch of aluminum results in undercut 
c. Second metallization 
d. Lift-off removes photoresist and metal cap 
e. Final metal patternina complete 
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oxide durability and was not used in the Yale 8205 process. Following 

liftoff. the aluminum is patterned to its final form as shown in Fig. 

3.2-le. 

In Figs. 3.2-2 (a-c) a series of scanning electron microscope (SEH) 

pictures are displayed which illustrate the gap formation process. In 

Fig. 3.2-2a, the photoresist overhang can be seen. Note the one micron 

size bar at the base of the picture. In Fig. 3.2-2b, the structure has 

been coated with 2000 i of alu:ninum. The cavern formed by the 

photoresist overhang can be discerned. Finally, in Fig. 3.2-2c, the 

liftoff process has yielded a clean gap between the two metal 

electrodes. The gap size is slightly under one micron in this 

photograph. 

The size of the gap depends upon the thickness of the first la~er of 

aluminum and the overetch time. To simplistically model the wet 

chemical aluminum etch process, it is assumed that the etching proceeds 

at a fixed rate normal to the aluminum surface. A series of contours 

depicting this model is sketched in Fig. 3.2-3. To calculate the gap 

width using Fig. 3.2-3, let td be the time it takes to etch tho aluminum 

down to tho Si02 (which is e:perimentally straight-forward to observe) 

and let ty be the total etch time. As measured from the corner of the 

photoresist, a right t~i~~;le is formed by the vertical drop d and the 

horizontal gap w (assuming the subsequent shadowing process is clean and 

leaves a sharp shadow under only the photoresist). Tho hypotenuse h 

assuming a constant etch rate is 

3.2-1 

or 

3.2-2 

Solving for tho total etch time yields 



3.2-2 SEX photographs showing gap formation process 

a. Photoresist ovcrhang/allllbinum UJ1dercut 
b. Second metallization leavqs cavern structure 
c. Lift-off leaves clean gap structure(= 1 µm) 

(Photographs by R. Wisnieff) 
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3.2-3 Simple model of etch process profiles 
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3.2-3 

This equation is a useful experimental predicto£ if the etch rate is 

unknown (due to etch temperature fluctuations, for example). If the 

aluminum thickness dis measured during tho evaporation process, thea 

the total etch time according to the sbtple model may be determined. 

For example, supposed a 3500 i and Y was to.be one micron. From Eq. 

3.2-3 it follows that the total etch time -should be three times as long 

as the time required to etch down to tho Si02• 

Unfortunately, this simple model fails to accurately determine the 

size of the gap. In Fig. 3.2-4, several experimental data points 

measuring the ratio Y/d as a function of ty/td arc plotted. By 

rewriting Eqs. 3.2-3. 

This theoretical curve is also plotted in Fig. 3.2-4, indicating the 

failure of the model to predict the gap size. Indeed, the theory 

underestimates the gap size by a factor of tTo, though it seems to 

describe the shape of tho experimental curve reasonably well. Tho 

discrepancy cannot be explained in terms of an aluminum oxide layer 

initially delaying the etch process. Although the principle is 

reasonable, the delay time must be nearly equal to the entire time it 

takes to etch down to the Si02 in order to cause tho data to match such 

a hypothesis. Neither can tho discrepancy be explained in terms of a 

broader than expected shadow. Such an effect should yield a nearly 

constant offset between tho two curves of Fig. 3.2-4 since tho aluminum 

thickness was nearly always 3500 i. 

Althouah there is no strong a priori reason to support this 

explanation, tho experimental evidence suggests an etch anisotropy such 

that tho horizontal etch rate exceeds tho vertical etch rate. Such 
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anisotropy may be due to an interaction between the photoresist and 

etching solution. or due to polycrystalline aluminum grain boundaries 

facilitating horizontal etching. In partial support of the anisotropy 

hypothesis. no scanning electron microscope photographs taken early in 

the sub-micron gap process development are displayed in Figs. 3.2-S 

(a.b). In •the first photograph. the basic profile illustrated in Fig. 

3.2-3 can be readily discerned. though it appears to be elongated in the 

horizontal direction. In Fig. 3.2-Sb. tho gap is sho,rn from an angled 

vie,rpoint following photoresist removal. The irregularity of the 

undercut edge (since improved. see Fig. 3.1-2c) is of roughly the same 

size as the observed grain size. supporting the suggested effect of 

grain boundaries on the etch process. 

This latter concept was put to work in subsequent processing runs. 

From the preceeding statement. it follows that the smaller the grain 

aizo. the loss irregular the gap will be. To achieve a smaller aluminum 

grain size. tho evaporation rate was increased to a higher level. Of 

course a very largo grain size should also yield improved gaps (as well 

as establish tho role of grain boundaries in the observed anisotropy) 

but this will have to wait for future investigation. It appears that 

the worst grain size is one which is the same size as the gap itself. 

Kaak design for the gaps is straight forward if done properly. There 

is a subtle pitfall though. which is associated with slight mask 

misaligmaent. Such a pitfall resulted in tho redesign of tho first 

metal level mask. There are two ground rules which arc useful for the 

design of the metal level masks. First. one should try to leave as much 

of the initially evaporated metal on the wafer as possible. This metal 

can be used to protect tunnel oxide devices and tho gate oxide frc: 

contamination and physical damage. Second. the dimensions of the first 

metal mask in th~ direction parallel to tho gap should bo exaggerated to 
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SEH photographs showing (early) gaps 

a. Undercut profile suggesting etch anisotropy 
b. Top view shOTing enhanced etching along grain 

boundaries ~ 

(Photographs by A. Pooley) 
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prevent misalignment shorts subsequent to the second level metal 

dofini tion. 

In Fig. 3.2-6a, an example of first and second level masking patterns 

is shown for making three· electrodes and t,ro gaps. The dashed line 

shows tho border of tho first level metal etch pattern. Tho metal 

within the border will be removed during the course of the overetch 

process. Following evaporation and lift off, all metal outside of the 

border defined by the solid line will be removed. The dashed line 

within t~is border will be an intcr-electrc~: gap as shown in Fig. 

3.2-6b. Sli!ht misalignment of two patterns will still result in the 

electrode pattern of Fig. 3.2-6b e:cept that the relative areas of 

electrodes 1 and 3 will be altered (though electrode 2 will not be 

affected. Note that this layout represents the reverse pattern of that 

illustrated in Fig. 3.2-1. 

The inter-electrode gap formation process has been found to work 

reliably. Perhaps its only drawback is that the tcpology of the process 

makes gap intersections (such as a 'T' intersection) nearly impossible 

to fabricate. 

3.3 Dark curr1nt Reduction 

Causes apd Effects 

A charge-coupled device is a non-equilibrium device and its key to 

success is in the length of time it takes to re-equilibrate. For the 

KOS structure in deep depletion, re-equilibration involves the 

generation of• minority carrier inversion layer. ~ discussed in . 
chapter 2, this rate of change of inversion layer charge QINV due to 

minority carrier generation at tho oxide-silicon· interface, generation 

in the depleted silicon, and minority carrier extraction from the bulk 

j is referred to as dark current. The bulk extraction current is usually 

lJ 
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a. First level (dashed border) and second !Gvcl 
(solid border) mask patterns for metal 
electrodes 

b. Resultant electrode pattern (gap size ezaggerated) 
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negligible so that interface generation and depletion region generation 

constitute the dark current, and depending upon processing conditions, 

can exchange dominating roles. 

Dark current due to interface traps and dark current due to depletion 

region generation are nearly independently determined by the processing 

conditions, but the physical mechanisms describing the generation 

processes are sbiilar. Generation/recombination is most easily 

described stati~tically in terms of rates and con~entrations. In this 

work, the generation rate is of primary concern. According to the 

Shockley-Read-H~ll recombination process, the local generation r~t~ i. 

proportional to the local trap density (see chapter 2). This is true at 

the interface and in the depletion region so that the key to dark 

current reduction in charge-coupled devices operating at room 

temperature is to reduce the number of active traps. 

The interface contributes dark current in.two ways. First, the 

interface traps act as stepping stones for the excitation of electrons 

into the conduction band. The ability of these interface traps to act 

as stepping stones depends upon their occupancy. It works out that the 

type of trap and its energy distribution results in a decreased number 

of active stepping stones for increased inversion layer charge during 

the re-equilibration cycle. This is the reason for using the so-called 

'fat-zero' [Carnes and Xosonocky, 1972) signal charge in surface channe~ 

CCDs to reduce the number of active interface traps and reduce dark 

current effect,, as vell as improve charge transfer efficiency. 

Tho second type of dark current arises from minority carrier emission 

from interface trap~, as o~~osed to the electron-hole pair generation 

mediated by a trap. In a CCI>, the MOS capacitor is repeatedly pulsed 

from deep depletion to flat-band with varying amounts of charge in the 
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bucket. Suppose a largo signal charge resident in the potential well 

filled all tho trap states Tith minority carriers. When that charge 

packet is transferred out and an empty well left behind, those filled 

interface traps will tend to emit those captured carriers. 

Quantitatively, the mean number of carriers emitted in time t per 

unit area from a set of traps initially full at time t = 0, N(t), is 

given by [Tompsett, 1973] 

EG/2 

N(t) • f Dit (E) • { 1 - exp [-toit (E)vthNC exp(- :T~}dE 

0 

J.3-l 

whore Dit is tho interface trap areal density~"~ ait the trap cross

seotion. Assuming Dit and ait are constant, this can be simplified to 

J.3-2 

where (ait vth Nc)-l < < t < < ~mb and ~mb is the midband interface trap 

time constant. Tho time derivative of this latter expression is the 

dark current due to interface trap ~mission. If the emission time 

constant is close to the clocking period of the CCD, this dark current 

has tho worst affect on charge transfer efficiency. 

The salient point of the precooding discussion is two-fold. First, 

tho elimination or passivation of interface traps is quintessential to 

the suppression of dark current. Although in HOS capacitor analysis, 

order of magnitude changes in interface trap densities arc routinely 

observed, even a factor of two cen dramatically affect the viability of 

a CCD device. The second point is that tho interface trap contribution 

is history dependent with a memory dictated by the interface trap time 

constants. 
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The reduction of interface traps has been a major part of research 

and development in tho semiconductor industry and the processing 

techniques used to reduce interface traps has become imbedded in the 

normal HOS process at Yale. The problem, as will be discussed in 

section 3.5, is that these techniques may be incompatible with other 

constraints in the process • 

Dark current originating in the deep depleted silicon is bulk trap 

dependent. From the Shockley-Read-Hall equation, it is clear that the 

local trap density and local carrier concentration both control the 

iocai thermal generation rate. Bulk tr~ps can be physically realized in 

many ways. Metallic impurities such as gold provide efficient mid-gap 

traps for carrier generation [Bullis, 1966]. Silicon crystal defects 

also provide traps for carrier generation [Tanikawa, et al. 1976; Unter, 

et al. 1977]. In this manner, unpaired silicon bonds in the defect 

probably behave similarly to unpaired silicon bonds at the surface. 

These defects may be present in off-tho-shelf wafers but they are 

usually introduced by the fabrication process. One of the more serious 

defects is tho oxidation induced stacking fault [Ravi and Varker, 1974]. 

This defect is nucleated during the oxidation process by local excess 

oxygen diffusing into regions of excess vacancy concentration in the 

crystal. Those planar defects usually extend from the silicon surface 

to several microns in the bulk and are 1-2 microns in diameter. The 

elastic strain field surrounding those defects can lead to a 

precipitation of metallic and other impurities around tho defect, 

contributing a double punch to the dark current. Tho elastic strain 

field plus impurity decoration can result in a locally enhanced 

generation zone 20 microns in diameter [Varker and Ravi, 1974]. 

Tho gettoring effect associated with silicon defects has recently 

been exploited by creating silicon defects deep in tho substrate by 
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intentional processing. This intrinsic gettering process aids in the 

removal of impurities from active regions of tho semiconductor [Nelson, 

et al. 1983; Swaroop, 1984]. 

Tho key to dark current suppression in tho deep depleted silicon is 

to first avoid tho introduction of both metallic impurities and silicon 

defects into the substrate, and second, to getter any impurities which 

are introduced. This discussion will be continued following the next 

sub-section. 

Bnerimental Characterization of Dark Current 

Determination of the dark current is closely related to the 

determination of minority carrier lifetime, but simpler. The minority 

c~r:ier lifetime is a local parameter describing the local 

generation/recombination zone, and if the zones are related to silicon 

defects in a nearly defect free sub:t:ate, it is inappropriate to 

describe the semiconductor by a single lifetime parameter. The dark 

current is a lumped parameter which includes surface trap generation as 

well as bulk trap generation and is the natural parameter to dc:cribe a 

CCD. The problem with using the dark current is that the dark current 

is history dependent and voltage dependent. To a lesser extent, the 

dark current is also a local parameter and will vary from capacitor to 

capacitor, but will only vary dramatically in a few pathological 

capacitors. Such dark current 'spikes' have long plagued the CCD 

industry and are accepted as a matter of course as long as the density 

is low. 

To measure the dark current, a pulsed capacitance measurement (C-t) 

is used. The capacitor is biased at -5.0 volts (inversion) through a 

Boonton model 72B capacitance meter. The capacitor is exposed to light 

momentarily to guarantee that the surface is inverted. For devices with 
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. l 

-J lc,,r dark currents Uong 'lifetime') it wu observed th&t when 
! 
: 
' illumination is removed, the capacit&nce decreases rapidly 1.t first, but 

would then decrease slowly to its steady st&te v1.lue in the 10-30 second 

range. Such a decrease must be due to an incre&se in depletion layer 

depth corresponding in this constant bias condition to a decrease in 

surface charge, suggesting slow surface recombination 

the optically generated super-inversion layer. 

or diffusion of· 

Once the device has returned to equilibrium (as determined by a 

constant capacitance). the capacitor bias is stepped to -10.0 volts, 

resulting in deep depletion. The capacitance decreases immedi&tely, and 

th=n slowly returns to nearly its i:itial value as the se~l~uuductor re

equilibrates. The time it t&kes for the semiconductor to returu to 

equilibrium is referred to as the capacitor relaxation time as shown in 

Fig. 3.3-1. 

Tho dark current may be determined using the Zerbst relation [Zerbst. 

1966) as described by Nicollian and Brews {1982, pg. 411). The oxide 

voltage is written as 

3.3-3 

Differentiating with respect to time yields 

. . . 
111 s • (QINV + C,,) /Cox 3.3-4 

Rearranging gives 

3.3-5 

For an arbitrary doping profile, it is true that 

3.3-6 

and that if the voltage drop across the inversion layer is ignored, 
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3.3-7 

Substituting. these latter equations into Eq. 3.3-5 results in 

3.3-8 

Tho inversion la~er depth xD is accurately probed by the high frequency 

capacitance acc~rding to 

3.3-9 

so that Eq. 3.3-8 becomes 

. 
-QINV • (qcscoNDCox/C) !t (~) 3.3-10 

or finally,. 

3.3-11 

In this work. t~e Ze:b:t relation (Eq. 3.3~11) is evaluated just after 

the step voltage is applied. Thus. the dark current is consistently 

defined for a five volt bucket. 

The capacitor relaxation time At can also be used to obtain an 

average value of the dark current during the re-equilibration process. 

The incremental charge collected in a re-equilibrated CCD bucket AQINV 

is proportional to the step voltage AVG such that 

3.3-12 

The average dark current over the interval At is 

3.3-13 

If tho dark current decreased at a constant rate to :cro during the re

equilibration period, one w~uld expect that tho average dark current 

(Eq. 3.3-13) would be half the initial instantaneous dark current (Eq. 
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3.3-11). 

-If desired, an average minority carrier lifetime ~P may be determined 

by assuming that the thermal generation rate in the incremental 

depletion region is given by the Shockley-Read-Ball e%pression (chapter 

2) using p,n < < ni. Such an assumption is specious both in tei:ms ~f 

the actual Shockley-Read-Hall rate as determined by the actual carrier 

concentrations [Collins and Churchill, 197S] and in terms of the local 

variations in generation centers [Varker and Ravi, 1974), but 

nevertheless gives a reasonable lumped estimate. The dark current is 

therefore 

3.3-14 

-F.mploying Eq. 3.3-9 and solving for ~P gives 

-T • p ['.1/C) - (1/C) t_] 3.3-15 

Figure 3.3-1 sho,rs an actual C-t plot as measured for the active and 

parallel channel metering wells of device 9A13 (see Fig. 4.3-2). The 

device area is 203 mils2 with a stray capacitance estimated to be 3 pF. 

Tho effective oxide capacitance is 81 pF. At t • o+, tho capacitance 

drops from 27 pF to 12 pF, and then increases at the initial rate of 

0.11 pF/second. Tho capacitor relaxation time At is 87 seconds. 

Using Eq. 3.3-11 with ND equal to 1.0: 1c16/cm3, the five volt 

bucket instantaneous dark current is 11 nA/cm2 • Tho average dark 

current using Eq. 3.3-13 is 3.8 nA/cm2• Using tho approximate 

calculation of Eq. 3.3-1S, tho lifetime appears to bo 6.6 µsec. Using a 
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more sophisticated approach1 , lifetime analysis yields a value of 8.1 

µsec. 

Dark Current Reduction Experiments 

The device dark current was not initially thought to be a major 

fabrication problem. However, following tho fabrication of tho second 

test lot of 8205 wafers (which were nearly structurally identical to the 

final lot of wafers) it was discovered that the dark current exceeded 

3000 nA/cm2• To estimate the ~cceptable dark current level, assume that 

no more than a fraction~ of a maximum signal charge can be generated by 

dark current in a maximum integration period TI. The dark current 

should th6refore not exceed 

3.3-16 

Setting~ to one part in 29, and using a maximum integration period of 

50 milliseconds, the dark current in a five volt bucket should be less 

than 12 nA/cm2• Thus the challenge was to reduce the dark current 

introduced by the basic Yale HOSFET process [Ha, 1984], channel stop 

diffusion, tunnel oxidation and sub-micron gap formation by three 

hundred fold. 

The first experiment was to resolve the issue of why other 

researchers in our group obtained long capacitor relaxation times ( "' 60 

seconds) yet wafer 2A had a relaxation time measured in tenths of 

seconds. In collaboration with V. Zekeriya, three wafers were cleaned 

by the standard process [Dressendorfer, 1978] and simultaneously given a 

dry oxidation at 1000 C for 60 min. Two wafers were p-type and one was 

n-type. One of the two p-typo wafers had been wet oxidized at 1100 C 

1A more sophisticated approach assumes the entire depletion region 
initially contributes to the da=k ourront 
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for 60 min. and then stripped of the Si02 prior to dry oxidation. As 

summarized in Table 3.3-1 (expt. 1). the wafer which had undergone 

prior steam o:id:tion had a dark current greater than 2000 nA/cm2 

whereas the t,ro wafers ~hich had only had the subsequent dry oxidation 

had currents of 120 nA/cm2 (n) and 18 nA/cm2 (p). Clearly. something 

happened to the silicon during the steam oxidation which it 'remembered' 

even after the wet oxide had been stripped. 

The second experiment attempted to resolve a contamination problem in 

tho steam oxidation furnace. Two wafers were scribed in half and 

cleaned. Ono half of each wafer was dry oxidized in the steam furnace 

tube. and the other half was dry oxidized in the dry oxidation furnace 

tube. Each was oxidized at 1050 C for 60 min. followed by an in-situ 

N2 anneal for 30 min. as summarized in Table 3.3-1 (expt. 2). The 

wafers were given a 15 minute post metallization N2 anneal (PHNA) at 420 

C. The dark currents ranged from 1 to 30 nA/cm2• and failed to indicate 

that either furnace was contaminated. except that a bias-temperature 

stress capacitance chock revealed the presence of mobile ions (perhaps 

sodium) through a half volt C-V shift. 

The furnaces were cleaned and the experiment retried (Table 3.3-1. 

expt. 3). The results were nearly identical (including sodium 

contamination) except th:t t~: ~:!c: half closest to the furnace mout~ 

in the dry oxidation tube showed an order of magnitude higher dark 

current than the other three wafer halves. The wafer in the same 

position in expt. 2 was similarly afflicted. even though the wafer 

brand had been subsequently swapped. The only difference betiroen the 

two furnaces after cleaning was the presence of a platinum-rhodium 

thermocouple in the dry oxide furnace. The thermocouple was installed 

inside a hollow quartz tube and in principle should not have been a 

problem. However. it is possible for heavy metals to diffuse through 
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quartz [Schmidt. 1983] so that the thermocouple was removed to observe 

any effect it may hve. 

In tho fourth oxporimont. the same procedure was used except the 

wafer cleaning process was slightly modified to try to improve the heavy 

metal getteriug of tho cleaning process (see section 3.5). Also. the 

dry oxidation temperature was reduced to 1000 C. The effect was to 

improve tho device and wafer to wafer consistency, and tho overall dark 

current. Because three 'parameters' were changed between experiments 3 

and 4, only the lumped effect was observed and the role each individual 

changa played not firmly established. It was decided to retain all 

three changes since tho overall effect was beneficial. 

Tho fifth experiment was designed to examine the effect of wet 

oxidation and post-metallization forming gas annealing (PMFGA; forming 

gas is a 95'1 N2 + 5'i H2 mixture) since the dry oxidation MOS capacitor 

relaxation times had been successfully extended to the ten minute range 

for a five volt bucket. Four wafers were fabricated as summarized in 

Table 3.3-1 (expt. 5). All four were cleaned using the improved 

technique. Wafer T4 received a 45 min. wot oxidation at 1000 C which 

was then stripped. Then. T3 and T4 underwent a 45 min. wet oxidation 

at 1000 C which was also stripped. Finally. all four wafers were dry 

oxidized at 1000 C for 60 min. followed by an in-situ N2 anneal. The 

device. ~~~Q charactori::~ h:::iediately following metallization. Wafer 

n had a dark current of 10 r1A/cm2, wafer T3 had 480 r1A/cm2 , and wafer 

T4 more than 8000 r1A/cm2• Yet oxidation clearly has an influential 

effect on dark current and the silicon truly remembers its processing 

history. Followin1 a 10 minute PIIFGA, the wafers' dark current improved 

to 3.4, 94 and 828 r1A/cm2 respectively. Adding an additional 30 minutes 

nt PJIFGA further improved the dark current to 0.6, 20 and 100 nA/cm2 

respectively. 
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The forming gas anneal significantly reduced the dark current. Wafer 

T4 recovered in a-dramatic fashion from 8000 nA/cm2 after 40 minutes of 

PHFGA at 420 C. Varkcr and Ravi (1974) saw similar effects in PN 

junction reverse currents following low temperature heat treatments (400 

C), which they suggest are duet~ thermal relaxation of the elastic 

strain field associated with an oxidation induced stacking fault. They 

speculate that tho strain field itself results in a locally enhanced 

generation rate, in addition to the contribution made by impurity 

precipitates and silicon defect. 

Wafer T4 may have recovered in a different manner than Ravi-Varker 

strain field relaxation model. Forming gas decreases tho number of 

intcrtace traps [Deal~ et al. 1969], so that one might speculate that 

wafer T4 originally had an excessive number of interface traps due to 

surface termination·of oxidation induced stacking faults perhaps 

resulting in excess surface strain fields or excess dangling bonds. The 

long faming gas um.cal may have reduced this interface trap generation 

source, and decreased tho dark current. Such a hypothesis might be 

easily tested by comparative annealing in an in=xt atmosphere (e.g. 

PHNA) with a non-al1DDinm. gate. Careful measurement of (near mid-gap) 

interface states should also be performed. Although the cizcumstances 

were not controlled as indicated above, long PMNA cycles in oxpt. 11 

(Table 3.3-1) resulted in increased dark current rather than decreased 

dark current which, in the least, docs not contradict the oxidation

induced stacking fault induced interface trap generation hypothesis. 

Support for this hypothesis is also obtained with wafer 02B of expt. 7. 

The wafer was tested after POFGA and after PHFGA. D1e POFGA decreased 

tho dark current by a factor of 10, whereas the PHFGA improved it by a 

factor of 40. The presence of a m:tal 6£te should only affect the 

interface, not bulk strain fields. A careful study should be made of 

this phenomenon to make any substantial conclusions. 
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The seemingly miraculous healing powers of post-metallization forming 

gas annealing is unfortunately not a panacea for dark current. For some 

devices. PJIFGA has virtually no effect on the capacitor relaxation time 

indicating that the dark current is most likely dominated by lattice 

defects and impurities in the depleted bulk. More significantly. 

extended PMFGA may be incompatible with the fabrication of tunnel oxide 

devices. Drossenoorier (1978) indicates that high quality tunnel oxides 

may survive a ten minute PHFGA. Ho,rever. Teng (1983) found that a PJIFGA 

of more than three minutes degrades the M'l'OS junction performance. In 

the present work it was found that Jl'IOS junctiona can tolerate at least 

60 minutes of PJINA (400 C) and at least 10 minutes of PHFGA with only 

improved device performance. This will be elaborated upon later in this 

· chapter. 

In the sixth e%perimont. tho effect of using a dry-wet-dry oxidation 

process was investi:~ted followi~s ~ :ugge:tion from T-P. Ha. Three 

wafers were tested as summarized in Table 3.3-1 (expt. 6). Wafer W4 

was dry oxidized at 1000 C for 90 minutes. Wafer WS was oxidized and 

annealed at 1000 Cina dry(25 min.). wot (4S min.). dry (25 min.) and 

Hz (20 min.) sequence. Wafer W6 was given a 4S min. wet oxidation. 

All threa wafers wore stripped of their oxide and then dry oxidized at 

1000 C for 90 min. followed by an in-situ N2 anneal for 30 min. The 

three wafers were given a 60 min. PHFGA. The dark currents for wafers 

14. 15 and W6 were 90. 300. and 20 nA/cm2 respectively. Tho conclusion 

was that the dry-,rot-dry process did not improve dark current. and if it 

had any effect. it was to make the dark current worse. 

It is suggested by Nicollian and Brews (1982. pg. 721) that among 

many techniques to decrease oxidation induced stacking faults. high 

temperature wet oxidation works well. In tho seventh experiment. the 

effe~t of wet oxidation temperature was investigated. As indicated in 
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Table 3.3-1 (expt. 7). four wafers were wet oxidized at three different 

periods and temperatures yielding roughly equal oxide thicknesses. The 

oxide was subsequently stripped and a dry oxide grown at 1100 C for 35 

min. One of the wafers was given a low temperature post-oxidation (pre

metallization) FGA for 60 min. Tho dark current densities following a 

PHFGA clearly indicate that the low temperature (900 C) wet oxidation is 
I 

preferable~ but also that 1100 C is better than 1050 c. Also indicated 

is that post oxidation FGA improves the dark current. 

In a quick experiment in collaboration with C-C. Wei, an RF plasma 

anneal [Ha and Ha, 1978; Chin 1981] was attempted at 500 watts for 20 

min. Tho high power level was chosen due to previous success with RIE 

damaged wafers. Unfortunately, the RF plasma anneal annihilated any 

observable capacitor relaxation time and distorted the C-V 

characteristic. suggesting the plasma caused the creation of an enormous 

nml!ber of interface trap generation centers. Following these disastrous 

results. no further investigation into RF pla5m• annealing was 

perfonied. Perhaps a lower power setting might yield more satisfactory 

effects. 

In the eighth experiment. four different oxides which might be 

suitable for diffusion masking and a field oxide were tested. In 

collaboration with T-C. Chen, a plasma enhanced chemical vapor 
0 

deposition (PECVD) process was used to fom a 4700 A thick oxide. This 

oxide was densified at 1000 C for 90 min. in N2• A spin-on Si02 film 

was applied to tho second wafer and similarly densified. A dry oxide 

grown at 1000 C for 120 min. was used on the third wafer. and a wet 

oxide grown at 900 C for 120 min. was used on the fourth wafer. The 

oxide mask layer was stripped on all four wafers and a dry oxide was 

grown at 1000 C for 120 min. Tho devices were characterized following a 

60 min. P!!FGA. Tho PECVD wafer showed a wide range of dark currents 
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from 35 nA/cm2 (very best) to well over 2000 nA/cm2• These devices also 

~xhibited poor C-V characteristics indicating bulk damage or 

contamination by the plasma. The spin-on wafer yielded consistently 

poor results at over 2000 nA/cm2 indicating probable bulk contamination 

during tho densification process. The dry oxide wafer gave an almost 

reasonable dark current level of 23 nA/cm2 but the low temperature 

(900 C) wet oxide wafer gave the best results at about 10 nA/cm2 • 

Having established a promising wet oxidation process. the effect of 

dopant diffusion was examined in the ninth experiment. The basic MOSFET 

process was employed and for two wafers. the channel stop diffusion was 

included. The first wafer (Xl) was subjected to all masking oxidations 

and gate oxidations but the actual spin-on/drive-in process was omitted. 

The second wafer (X2) was processed as was n. but a borosilicate film 

was spun-on and driven-in. The third and fourth (X3 and X4) wafers. 
+ + liken. were subjected to the p drive-in but were also given then 

channel stop diffusion. The first throe wafers were stripped of their 

oxide layor,·and a new field oxide grown at 900 C for 120 mn. Gate 

oxidation windows were opened in all four wafers and dry oxidation at 

1000 C for 95 min. and in-situ N2 annealing cycles were carried out. 

All four wafers were given a 60 min. pro-metallization FGA at 420 c. 
and a 10 min. PMNA. The results stllllmarized in Table 3.3-1 (expt. 9) 

show that following the p+ diffusion. tho dark current increased 

J significantly. but was reduced after the channel stop n+ diffusion. 
1 i However. regrowing tho field oxide resulted in increased dark current • 
• l 
:1 
' i A probable ezplanation involves the temperature dependent solid 
l i solubility of impurity contaminants in heavily doped silicon. moderately 

·; doped silicon. and in silicon defect elastic strain fields. The 

gettering property of heavily phosphorous doped silicon was noted by 

Gootzborgor and Shockley (1960) and studied by Lambert and Roose (1968). 
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Impurities were probably introduced into the silicon by the borosilicate 

and phosphorosilicato spin-on films. Due to tho differentially higher 

solid solubility of tho n+ regions, the impurities were gettered during 

thv n+ diffuiion process. During tho 120 min. wet oxidation subsequent 

to then+ drive-in, tho impurities were drawn out of then+ diffused 

regions and perhaps collected by higher solid solubility elsstic strain 

field zones caused by the wet oxidation, and could not be re-gettered 

during the gate oxidation process. Thus, avoiding subsequent wet 

oxidation after then+ drive-in yields significantly lower dark current. 

This practice was ~dopted in the Yale 8205 process. 

A satisfactory lot of wafers was fabric:ted (lot 7) and as indicated 

by the tenth experiment of Table 3.3-1, a wafer which UJ1derwent the 

HOSFET portion of the Yale 8205 process and channel stop diffusion had 

excellent characteristics. Tho MOS dark current was 1.4 nA 

corresponding to a seven minute capacitor relaxation time (5.0 volt 

bucket) and tho PN junction reverse current density (at -S.O volts) was 

15 nA/cm2 • 

Tho PN junction reverse current is another measure of semiconductor 

quality, though it also includes tho quality of tho diffusion itself. 

Following an exasperating series of experiments which showed that the 

borosilicate film spin-on process was unreliable, a borofilm dopant 

source was employed. In the final lot of devices mado (lot 9), tho PN 

junction reverse current density (measured at -s.o volts) was l.S nA/cm2 

following the p+ drive-in. After n+ diffusion and gate oxidation it 

increased to 7.7 nA/cm2, and following tunnel oxidation, it rose to 37 

DA/cm2• 

Tho XOS dark current in wafer 9A was 11 nA/cm2 following a 10 min. 

PJINA. For increased P!iNA cycle times, the dark current increased. 
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However. when a 10 min. PMFGA was subsequently performed. the dark 

current improved to its initial law level or better. For the lot 9 

packaged devices. only the initial 10 min. PHNA was perfo:c:med to insure 

the integrity of the HIOS junctions. 

snmmaa: of Part C:urrcnt Reduction findin11 

It was observed that the reduction of wet oxidation temperature had a 

major impact on the dark current. Such an effect is ascribed to the 

reduction of oxidation rate and subsequent reduction of oxidation 

induced stacking fault nucleation due to precipitation of local excess 

of diffused oxygen [Ravi and Varker, 1974]. 

Forming gas atmosphere law temperature (420 C) heat treatments also 

contributed to the reduction of dark current. Besides the normal effect 

of PHFGA [Deal. et al. 1969], the heat treatment may also relax elastic 

strain in the silicon lattice due to defects and shrink strain field 

induced excess generation zones in the silicon [Varker and Ravi, 1974]. 

Poat-gate oxidation/pre-metallization forming gas annealing (420 C) was 

also found to reduce dark current. and is more compatible with tunnel 

oxide device fabrication. 

Phosphorous doped silicon channel stop n+ diffusions also 

significantly enhanced dark current reduction. This effect is due to 

the impurity gettering properties of heavily doped silicon through 

enhanced contaminant solid solubility [Lambert and Reese. 1968]. Tho 

gettering effect was observed to depend on the processing sequence, and 

seemed to work best when then+ diffusion was the final high- temperature 

(> 800 C) processing step. It is expected that heavily doping the 

wafer's backside will assist in the getteri~g action, but two attempts 

to try this resulted in a severe autodoping problem during subsequent 

processing. 
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To a lesser extent, it was observed that a slightly improved v:fer 

cleaning process showed~ positive effect on the dark curre~t. Such 

wafer cleaning helps remove metallic impurities from the wafer surface 

prior to high temperature processing. 

In future studies, it is hoped that the development of an intrinsic 

gettering process [Swaroop, 1984] might help control dark current. 

Success might also be achieved with a combination of the techniques 

referred to by Nicollian and Brews (1982) such as HCl gettering [Young 

and Osburn, 1983], but it seems that dark curr=nt reduction is a 

processing art which varies from laboratory to laboratory. One 

commercial manufacturer revealed that dark current in the 10 flA/c.,,;i. 

range was achieved only on good days. Thus, the suppression of dark 

current from 3000 flA/cm2 on wafer 2A to 11 nA/cm2 on wafer 9A through 

process development in the Yale facility can be considered satisfactory. 
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Table 3.3-1 
I Summar:t of Dark Current Reduction E1q~erimcnts Typ. ! 

Dark 
Current 

Expt. IDWaferType* Process 2 (nA/cm) 

2A M Non~optimized 8205 > 3000 

1 HOA M Dry 1050-60; N2 1050-30; PMNA 420-15 120 

MOB M (p) Dry 1050-60; N2 1050-30; PMNA 420-15 20 

MOC M (p) Wet 1100; Strip; Dry 1050-60; N2 1050-30; PMNA 420-15 > 2000 

2 mA M Dry 1050-60 (in dry ox tube); N2 1050-30; PMNA 420-15 1.5 

MlB M Dry 1050-60 (in wet ox tube); N2 1050-30; PHNA 420-15 3 

H2A SH Dry 1050-60 (in dry ox tube); N2 1050-30; PMNA 420-15 30 ,J 
0\ 

M2B SM Dry 1050-60 (in wet ox tube); N2 1050-30; PMNA 420-15 15 

--
3 M3A M Dry 1050-60 (in dry ox tube); N2 1050-30; PMNA 420-15 60 

MJB M Dry 1050-60 (in wet ox tube); N2 1050-30; P~INA 420-15 4 
M4A SM Dry 1050-60 (in dry ox tube); N2 1050-30; PMNA 420-15 5 

M4B SM Dry 1050-60 (in wet c,x tube); N2 1050-30; PMNA 420-15 2 

4 M5A M Dry 1000-60 (in dry ox tube); N2 1000-30; PMNA 420-15 1 

M5B M Dry 1000-60 (in wet ox tube); N2 1000-30; P~INA 420-15 6 

M6A SM Dry 1000-60 (in dry ox tube); N2 1000-30; PMNA 420-15 2 

M6B SM Dry 1000-60 (in wet ox tube); N2 1000-30; PMNA 420-15 2 



Table 3.J-1 (cont.) 
Typ. 
Dark 

Wafer 
Current 

2 Expt. ID Type Process (nA/cm ) 

5 Wl w Dry 1000-60; N2 1000-30; , 15 

+ PMFGA 420-10 7 

+ PHFGA 420-30 2 
Tl SH Dry 1000-60; N2 1000-30 10 

+ PMFGA 420-10 3 

+ PMFGA 42p-30 0.6 

T3 SH Wet 1000-45; Strip; Dry 1000-6(1; u2 1000-30; 480 

+ PHFGA 420-10 94 

+ PMFGA 420-30 20 ..., ..., 
T4 SH Wet 1000-45; Strip; Wet 1000-45; Strip; Dry 1000-60; N2 1000-30; · > 4000 

+ PMFGA 420-10 800 

+ PMFGA 420-30 100 

6 W4 w Dry 1000-60; PMFGA /+20-60 92 

W5 w Dry 1000-20; Wet 1000-45; Dry 1000-20; H2 1000-20; 
Strip; Dry 1000-60; PMFGA 420-60 JOO 

W6 w Wet 1000-45; Strip; Dry 1000-60; PMFGA 420-60 22 

7 01A SH Wet 900-120; Strip; Dry 1100-35; PMFGA 420-60 35 

01B SM Wet 1050-35; Strip; Dry 1100-35; PHFGA 420-60 75 

02A SM Wet 1100-24; Strip; Dry 1100-35; PMFGA 420-60 70 

02B SU Wet 1100-24; Strip; Dry 1100-35; POFGA 420-60 PMFGA 420-60 40 
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Wafer 
Exp_t. ID !IP,e 

·8 W8A ·w 
wan w 
W9A W 

W9B w 

9 Xl M 

X2 M 

X3 M 

X4 H 

10 7C H 

11 9A H 

Table 3.3-1 (cont.) 

Process 

PECVD; N2 1000-90; Strip; Dry 1000-120; PMFGA 420-60 

Spin-on; N2 1000-90; Strip; Dry 1000-120; PMFGA 420-60 

Dry 1000-120; Strip; Dry 1000~120; PMFGA 420-60 

Wet 900-120; Strip; Dry 1000-120; PMFGA 420-60 

MOSFET but no diffusions; Regrow field ox; Dry 1000-95; N2 1000-60; 

POFGA 420-60; PMNA 420-10 

MOSFET; 

MOSFET + channel stop; 

MOSFET + channel stop; 

MOSFET + channel stop; 

Yale 8205 

Regrow field ox; Dry 1000-95; N2 1000-60; 

POFGA 420-60; PMNA 420-10 

Regrow field ox; Dry 1000-95; N2 1000-60; 

POFGA 420-60; PMNA 420-10 

Dry 1000-95; N2 1000-60; 

POFGA 420-60; PMNA 420-10 

Dry ~000-95; N2 1000-60; 

POFGA 420-60; PUNA 420-10 

Typ. 
Dark 
Current 

2 
(nA/cm~l 

. 35-2000 

> 2000 

23 

11 

550 

> 5000 

60 

1.8 

1.4 

11 

+ PMNA 420-15 23 

+ PMNA 420-35 45 

+ PNFGA 420-10 10 

*Wafer Types: H = Monsanto C? (100) 1-2 n-cm 211 diam (n-type) 

SH"" Sernimetal C? (100) 3-5 n-cm 2" diam (n-type) 

W = Wacker F? (100) 3-5 n-cm 2" diam (n-type) 

..., 
00 
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3.4 Hask Making 

Using the present facilities at Yale to manufacture a set of mast 

plates is an unpleasant process. Computer aided layout of masts with 

mask fabrication occuring with a modern E-beam or optical pattern 

aenerator is the preferred route to take in the future. Perhaps an 

intermediate solution might be to employ the new SEH to generate lOx 

reticles by exposing aluminum and photoresist coated glass plates in a 

manner similar to that recently demonstrated by H. Roots of Yale 

University to write ultra-small patterns. In this section, the current 

.~cipe for making masks is presented for completeness, since change 

often comes slowly. 

To aid in the mask making (and subsequent fabrication) process, the 

mask layout should include a border line encompassing the chip. Such a 

border aids in lOx reticle mounting and mast alignment. Each mast level 

should also include a series of fine structures (e.g. fine lines) to 

assist in focusing and determining photoresist &xpo!ures. Such a 

resolution pattern was found to be useful in the Yale 8205 mask set. 

Level identifications are also suggested. An alignment key or 

registration mart is required for each level. A simple cross suffices. 

The best alignment method seems to make a solid cross on the first 

level. The second level has a translucent cross of slightly larger 

dimensions (e.g. 0.2 mils on the final plate). Alignment is done by 

centering the fabricated cross in the slightly larger cross-shaped 

window. Alignment accuracies of better than± 2 JUll can be achieved with 

this simple technique if the lOx reticle rotation problem is solved. 

no~o that the cross may be reused for the third level if the second 

level process doesn't obliterate it, otherwise a new cross must be made 

in an adjacent location by the second level. 

The Yale 8205 process requires eight mask levels. After cutting each 
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rubylith (lOOx). they must be photographically reduced by a factor of 

ten. resulting in a lOx reticle. The rubylith is mounted on a light box 

and photographed at the highest possible £-number (largest depth of 

focus) after being focused:! the lowc,t available £-number. Focusing 

~~s facilitated when ground glass system was modified during tho course 

of tho present work. so that 'what you sec is what you got'. The 

e%posed plate is developed as indicated by Table 3.4-1. The developer 

mixture ratios and development times may be varied depending on the 

outcome and exposure time. 

Once the lOx reticles have been made. they must be mounted on frames 

for the step and re~eat camera. Mounting is secured using Krazy GlueTH 

with the reticle's emulsion side facing into the frame. All reticles 

must be mounted with the same amount of rotation. In the present work. 

a technique was developed to assist in 'square' mounting. Two glass 

slides are glued to graph paper at right angles. The frame is snugly 

pressed against the glass slides. The lOx reticle is mounted on the 

frame by making tho chip border (discussed above) square with the graph 

paper lines by eyeballing the set-up. To achieve± O.S mil error or 

less on tho final mask plates. the frame border must be parallel to the 

graph paper lino within± 0.1 mm. This challenge can be met by 

patience. Should the final result be undesirable. the reticle can be 

separated from the frame by soaking the pair in acetone for three hours 

using ultrasonic agitation. The acetone will not affect the reticle. 

Tho correct use of the step and repeat camera requires similar 

patience and concentration. Tho utmost care must be taken to reproduce 

x and y steps between each run to within ±0.S mils. For the three 

barrel stop and repeat camera at Yale. a minimu.: of three runs must be 

made to make the eight master mask plates. Development is as described 

in Table 3.4-1. 
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Table 3.4-1 

HRP Development Process 

Mixtures 

Clearing Bath: 

Developer: 

Fixer: 

50% Methanol: 

75% Methanol: 

100% Methanol: 

Dacomatic DN-3/DR-5: H2o .: 1:3 

HRP Developer: H2o :: 1:16 

Kodak Rapid Fixer as is 

Methanol: H2o :: 1:1 

Methanol: H2o :: 3:1 

Methanol 

All baths 22°C - 24°c. Gently agitate plate in each bath. 

Process 

1. Clearing bath to remove anti-halation backing 

2. Rinse in running water 

3. Developer 

4. Rinse in running water 

s. Fixer 

6. Rinse in running water 

7. 50% Methanol 

8. 75% Methanol 

9. 100% Methanol 

10. Blow dry with N
2 
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30-60 sec 

60 sec 

- 300 sec 

60 sec 

60 sec 

300 sec 

15 sec 

15 sec 

15 sec 
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To copy a working mask plate from the master mask plate. an emulsion 

to emulsion contact exposure is used. Subsequent development results in 

a negative polarity mirror image of the master plate. To obtain a 

faithful copy of the master plate. the intermediate copy must be copied. 

However. to obtain a positive polarity mir~or image. a reversal 

development process is used. The basic process is to develop the 

emulsion to emulsion exposed plate in a solution which does not dissolve 

unexposed emulsion. but turns ezposed emulsions black. This blackened 

emulsion is then removed using a bleach bath followed by a clearing 

bath. The previously unexposed remaining emulsion is then given a 

blanket exposure and developed turning it black. This emulsion is then 

fixed and hardened in a fixer bath in the usual way. Thus. the 

initially unexposed e.ulsion shadowed by a black master plate emulsion 

is blackened. resulting in a positive polarity mirror image. The 

resolution of this process is nearly as good as the negative process and 

more than adequate for the Yale 8205 plates. The process is described 

in Table 3.4-2. 

A photograph showing the completed (and mounted) lOx reticles is 

displayed in Fig. 3.4-1. 
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Mixtures 

Dacoaatic Clearing Bath 

D-8 Developer (Kodak) 

R-9 Bleach Bath 

Table 3.4-2 

Reversal Process 

DN-3/DR-5: H2o :: 1:3 

Stock: H2o :: 1:3 

4 liters H2o 
+ 38 grams Kodak Potassium Dichromate 

+ 48 mL H2so4 
CB-6 Clearing Bath 

HRP Developer (Kodak) 

Kodak Rapid Fixer 

50% Methanol 

75% Methanol 

100% Methanol 

4 liters H2o 
+ 60 grams Kodak Sodium Bisulfite 

+ 2 grams Calgon (water softener) 

HRP Dev. : H2o :: 1:8 

as is 

Methanol: H2o :: 1:1 

Methanol: H2o·:: 3:1 

Methanol 

Baths 22°c - 24°c. Gently agitate plates in each bath. 

Process 

1. Clearing bath Dacomatic 

2. Rinse in running water 

3. Develop in D-8 Developer until black 

4. Rinse in running water 

5. Bleach in R-9 bath until transparent 

6. Rinse in running water 

7. Clearing bath CB-6 

8. Rinse in running water 

9. Presoak in HRP developer 

10. Rinse in running water 

11. Blanket exposure 

12. Develop in HRP developer until black 
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30-60 sec 

60 sec 

- 120 sec 

60 sec 

- 120 sec 

60 sec 

180 sec 

60 sec 

20 sec 

60 sec 

- 120 sec 

60-120 sec 



13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

Table 3.4-2 (cont.) 

Rinse in running water 

Fix in Rapid Fixer 

Rinse in running water 

Dehydrate in 50% Methanol 

Dehydrate in 75% Methanol 

Dehydrate in 100% Methanol 

Blow dry with N
2 
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30 SP.C 

120 sec 

300 sec 

15 sec 

15 sec 

15 sec 
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3.4-1 101 reticles for Yale 8205 chip. Level IDa in lmrer 
right-hand corner are aa follows: 
R: Registration C: Contact vias 
P: Boron diffusion 1: First level matal 
N: Channel stop diffusion 1: Improved first level metal 
G: Gate oxide windows 2: Second level metal 
T: Tnunel oxido windows . 
(Note: Polarity reversal from Zinal mask plates) 
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3.5 Fabrication Process 

The Ysle 8205 proces: is quite similar to the processes used by past 

and present investigators, and only departs significantly by the 

reduction of wet oxidation temperature to 900 C, the use of post-gate

oxidation foming gas annealing (420 C}, the formation of source-drain 

contacts, and of course in the fabrication of sub-micron inter-electrode 

gaps. The process is interlocked beyond what is revealed by a casual 

inspection. Slight changes in parameters or sequences can dramatically 

affect device behavior and yield. The best advice offered in this 

thesis is to not 'mess' with the recipe. 

A series of device cross-sections illustrating the basic fabrication 

sequence is sho,rn in Figs. 3.5-l(a-h}. The device fabricated in this 

sequence is the charge pack~t initiated HI'OS junction switching 

experiment described in detail in chapter 4 and illustrated in Fig. 

4.3-3. 

The wafers are selected and cleaned. Best results have so far been 

obtained with Honsanto n-type wafers (100) 2'' in diameter with 2·0 cm 

resistivity (CZ). In retrospect. more lightly doped wafers may have 

been preferable (10-20 o·cm). Attempts to use Wacker n-type wafers 

(100) 2'' in diameter with 5 Q•cm resistivity (float zone} were 

disappointing. The dark current was usually worse with these wafers and 

the Xl'OS junctions seldom worked. The latter may be related to the 

quality of surface polishing, which was done for the Wacker wafers by a 

small business in Massachusetts. 

0 
A wet oxidation is used to grow a 1000 A oxide mask for the silicon 

etching of registration marks CR-level}. Since photoresist does not 

adhere well to Si02 exposed to Si etch, the Si02 is stripped and a 2000 
0 

A wet oxide regrown. This oxide serves as the borofilm drive-in mask 
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(a)~ REGISTRATION MARK ~PHOT

0

0RESIST 

1000A OXIDE 

(c) 

BOROFILM 

PHOSPHOROSILICAFILM 

OXIDE 

600A GATE OXIDE 

P+ 

3.5-1 Yale 8205 process summary cross-sections 

a. Registration marks 
b. Borofilm diode formation 
c. Phosphorosilicafillll channel stop formation 
d. Gato oxide window and growth 
o. Tunnel oxide vindow and growth 
f. Contact via etch 
I• First level metal 
h. Final cross-section 
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(h) 
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TUNNEL OXIDE 

I P+ I 

PHOTORESIST 

0 

2000A ALUMINUM 
I 

SUB-MICRON 
GAPS 
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(P-level). Tho borofilm Ca boron doped polymer) and oxide mask are 

stripped using 10.-. HF. 

0 
A final wet oxide is gro,rn to a thickness of 3000 A to serve as a 

phosphorosilica film drive-in mask and field oxide (N-level). Gate 

oxide windows are opened in the sandwich structure and tho gate oxide 

grown. No autodoping was observed during tho gate oxide growth from 

adjacent phosphorosilicafilm. The gate oxide is given a post-oxidation, 

low temperature heat treatment (420 C) in a forming gas atmosphere. 

Although not as effective as a post-metallization forming gas anneal 

(which is incompatible with tunnel oxides for long periods of time), it 

does reduce dark current by an order of magnitude. 

Tunnel oxid:tion windows arc opened in the gate oxide and the tunnel 

oxide is grown as described by Dresscndorfer (1978), Lai (1979) and Teng 

(1983). The oxidation is at 800 C for lS minutes followed by an in-situ 

am,.eal of lS minutes. The final cleaning.of the windows prior to tunnel 

oxide growth was found to have a significant influence on tunnel oxide 

thickness and quality. A few drops of HF in the final ¾O rinse bath 

(preferably chilled) seems to yield the best results [T-C. Chen, 

private communication]. It was also observed that wafers which had 

undergone significant processing prior to tunnel oxide growth had 

thinner tunnel oxides than near virgin wafers oxidized for the same 

amount of ti.mo. Aluminum is immediately evaporated on the tunnel oxide 

to a thickness of 2000 i. 

Contact windows are opened top+ and n+ regions by a double etch 
0 

process. First, aluminum etch is used to etch through the 2000 A metal 

layer. Then, oxide etch:uit i$ used to etch through tho gate oxide 

layer. Unfortunately, BOE attacks aluminum so that unless the process 

is carefully co~trollod, the aluminum surrounding the contact window is 
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bevelled over several =icrons. Although actually a side benefit 

assisting step coverage in the Yale 8205 process, it looks ugly and 

cannot bG used in smaller :ftnmftt~;ft•• Other o:id: :tch techniques (i.e. 

gas phase) may be more fruitful in constrained layouts. The contact 

made by this new double-etch technique has relatively low resistance, 

and for example, allows the fabrication of high quality tunnel oxide 

HOSFETs. 

Once tho contact windows have been opened and the photoresist 

removed, al1111inum (1500 i> is evaporated. The first level metal mask is 

used to fom the photoresist uvcrAang for the subsequent aluminum 
0 

(shadow) evaporation. This 2000 A aluminum layer and the previous 3500 

i of ~luminum are patterned following lift-off using the second level 

j metal mask. Backside evaporation of aluminum is followed by a 10 minute 

post-metallization N2 anneal. 

Following tunnel oxidation, it has been found that the use of 

ultrasonic agitation degrades tunnel oxide durability. Teng (1983) used 

ultrasonic agitation and observed H'IOS junction degradation for 

annealing periods exceeding a few (i.e. 3) minutes. T°4is was confirmed 

by more recent experiments in which ultrasonic agitation was 

inadvertently used [C-C. Wei, private communication]. It was found in 

this work that without ultrasonic agitation, low temperature (400 C) 

post-metallization N2 anneals could be performed for at least 60 

minutes, and PHFGA for at least 10 minutes. The MTOS junction 

perfomance as measured by OFF state current (ambiguous as discussed in 

chapter 4) improved steadily (lower current). 

To package the chips, they arc coated with a protective layer of 

photoresist and carefully scribed and split apart. The resist is 

removed in an acetone bath. The chips are mounted in packages using a 
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conductive epo%Y which is cured by an air bake at 150 C for 60 min. 

Bonding is done with l mil gold wire and an ultrasonic bonder set at a 

low power and time setting. Tho chip/package is heated to 150 Casa 

ball bond is fomed on the chip bonding pad and a wedge bond on the 

package. Tho package leads are trimmed if necessary. Tho Yale 8205 

chips were packaged in both 24 pin dual-in-line packages (DIPs) and in 

44 pin leadless carriers. Tho ~S packaging yield was 100,. as 

determined by measuring device characteristics before and after 

packaging. 

The Yale 8205 process is given in recipe form in Table 3.5-1 and a . . 
photograph of a completed device after packaging in a 44 pin leadless 

carrier is shown in Fig. 3.5-2. 



Table 3.5-1 

Yale 8205 Fabrication Process 

l. Wafer Initialization 

A. Select wafers 

- best results have been obtained with Monsanto n-type (100) 
2" diam. 1-2 n-cm one side polished 

B. Scribe IDs into backside 

- place front side on te:xwipe and use diamond scribe 
on backside near edge 

C. Blow off wafer with N2 to remove particles 

2. Wafer Cleaning 

A. Preheat TCE and acetone to - 50°c in ultrasonic agitator. 
Cover to keep from evaporating. 

B. TCE ultrasonic > 5 min 

C. Acetone ultrasonic> 2 min 

D. DI rinse > 1 min 

E. Methanol ultrasonic> 5 min 

F. 

G. 

- prepare "super-mickey" ingredients 
40 mL H2o2 into SM beaker 

120 mL H2so4 into grad. cyl. 

DI rinse > 2 min 

- mix SM; pour H2so4 into SM beaker slowly 

SM ultrasonic 

R. DI rinse 

10 min 

> 2 min 

I. 10% HF - 1 min (49% HF: H2o :: 1:1) 

J. Blow dry w/N2 out of 10% HF - should be hydroscopic if clean 

K. Transport to furnace in clean petri dish 
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Table 3.5-1 (cont.) 

3. Initial wet oxidation (900°c, 40 :nin) 

(This is the standa~d furnace procedure with a slow pull) 

A. Load wafers into furnace 

i. Pull out hot boat with cool rod 

ii. Blow dust off ~afer with N
2 

iii. Load wafers onto boat facing mouth 

iv. Push in 1-2 in/sec 

v. Put on end ~ap 

B. Oxidize 40 min. 

C. Unload wafers 

i. Pull boat to furnace mouth l in/sec 
ii. Replace end cap 

iii. Wait 5 min. 

iv. Pull out boat 

v. Blow wafers cool with N
2 

vi. Place in clean petri dish 

4. Photolithography R-level 

5. 

(This is the standard photolithography procedure) 

A. Prepare A11370 photoresist (room temp.) 

B. Blow dust off pipette and bulb 

C. Mix HF312 developer: H2o :: 1:1 (room temp.) 

D. Spin on A11370 3000 RPM 60 secs 

E. Bake 90°c in clean air 10 min. 

F. Align and expose 

G. Develop until developed 
- one-at-a-time 

H. DI rinse 

I. Spin dry 

J. Inspect and check alignment 

K. Bake 90°c in clean air 

BOE etch s102 until clear+ 1 min 
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- 65 secs 

- 40 secs 

> 2 min 

- 1 min 

10 min 

- 3 min 



Table 3.5-1 (cont.) 

6. Strip PR 

(This is the standard photoresist strip process) 

A. DI rinse 

B. Acetone (ultrasonic) 

C. Fresh acetone (ultrasonic) 

D. DI rinse 

E. }!ethanol (ultrasonic) 

F. Blow dry with N
2 

7. Silicon Etch 

> 2 oin 

> 3 min 

> 2 min 

> 1 min 

> 5 min 

A. Mixed etchant 

- 70% HN03: 49% HF: 

- 1 sec 

99.9¾ Acetic:: 3:1:1 

- etch individually 

B. DI rinse immediately > 3 min 

8. BOE strip 5102 5 cin 

9. DI rinse > 2 t:rl.n 

10. Methanol (ultrasonic) > 1 min 

11. Blow dry with 1•2 and transport to furnace 

12. Wet oxidation, 900°C 90 min slow 
pull > 2000 R 

1 13. Photolithography P-level 
i 

14. BOE etch 5102 until clear+ 1 min 

15. Strip PR 

16. Nitric Acid (70% HN0
3

) 

-need hydrophilic surface 

17. DI rinse 

18. Methanol (ultrasonic) 
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- 5 min 

10 min 

> 2 min 

> 1 min 
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Table 3.5-1 (cont.). 

19. Blow dry with N2 

20. Bake out 90dC in clean air > 5 r:dn 

21. Spin on Borofilm 100, 3000 RPM 60 secs 

22. Bake 90°C > 5 min 

23. Bake 150°c - 200°c > 5 min 

24. + Drive in p 1050°c, N2 @ 1.6 slpm, o2 @ 0.07 slprn 

A. Load into boat face-to-face, back-to-back 

B. Load boat in furnace mouth, put on end cap 

C. Prebake 

D. Push into furnace 1 in/sec 

E. Replace end cap, drive-in 

F. Pull to mouth to cool 

G. Unload 

10 min 

75-90 min 

10 min 

25. Strip oxide and borofilm (10% HF) until 
clear - 8 min 

26. Wet oxidation, 900°c 3 hours, slow 
pull 

27. Photolithography N-level 

28. BOE etch Sio2 until clear+ 1 min 

- record time 

29. Strip PR 

30. Bakeout 90°c 

31. Spin on Phosphorosilica film 3000 RPM 

- "C a. 3 x 1020/CI:1311 
0 

32. Bake 90°c in air 

95 

> 3000 .& 

- 7 min 

> 5 min 

60 secs 

> 5 min 



Table 3.5-1 (cont.) 

33. Bake 150°c - 200°c in air > 5 min 

34. + 0 Drive-inn 1000 C N2 @ 2.0 slpm, o2 @ 0.2 slpm 

A. 

B. 

Load ~afers close packed front-to-back 

+ Proceed as for p drive-in (step 24) 

35. Photolithography G-level 

36. BOE etch Sio2 until kerf clears+ time from step 28 + l min 

37. Strip PR 

38. Dry o2 should flow in furnace > 60 min 

39. Dry oxidation 1000°c o2 @ 2.0 slpm 90 min 

40. N2 in-situ anneal cool down 

A. Switch to N2 @ 2.0 slpm 

B. Reset furnace temperature to aoo0 c 

c. Let cool down 60 min 

D. Slow pull 

41. Post-oxidation FGA 420°c 

csx H2 , 95% N2> 60 min 

42. Photolithography T-level 

43. BOE etch Si02 until clear+ 1 min 
record time - 3 min 

44. Strip PR 

45. Dip etch in chilled H2o with a drop 

or two of HF 10 sec 

46. Blow dry with N2 (or spin dry) and transport to furnace 

47. Dry oxidation 800°c o2 @ 2.0 slpm 10-15 min 
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Table 3.5-1 (cont.) 

47. cont. 

A. Pull hot boat to mouth 

B. Load wafer face up at mouth 

C. Push in and replace end cap 

48. Switch to N2 @ 2.0 slpm in-situ 

anneal 

49. Evaporate 2000 R Al @ 10 Rt sec 

50. Photolithography C-level 

51. Al etch until clear + 1 min 

52. DI rinse 

53. Spin dry 

54. BOE etch Sio2 (use time from 

step 43) 

55. DI rinse 

56. Strip PR (no ultrasonic) 

57. Evaporate 1500 i Al @ 10 Rt sec 

15 min 

- 5 min 

> 2 min 

- 3 min 

> 2 min 

58. ~hotoli~hography Ml-level - align carefully 

59. Al etch until clear + 3 min 
overetch 

60. DI rinse 

61. Spin dry 

62. Evaporate 2000 R Al@ 10 Rtsec 

-use point-like source 

63. Lift-off in acetone (no 

ultrasonic) 

- 10 min 

> 2 min 

60 min 
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Table 3.5-1 (cont.) 

64. DI rinse > 2 min 

65. Spin dry 

66. Photolithography }12-level 

67. Al etch until clear + 1 min 

- don't stop when 2000 R Al clears - 8 min 

68. Strip PR (no ultrasonic) 

69. Backside swab etch BOE 

70. DI rinse > 2 min 

71. Methanol (no ultrasonic) > 1 min 

72. Blow dry with N~ 
~ 

73. Backside Al evaporation 3000 i 

74. PMNA 400°C 10 cin 

75. Measure and weep 
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3,6 Pr~cess Yerificatio; 

In this section, the completely fabricated device characteristics are 

reported es me~:11!:ed using the process verification structures. The 

data is reported for wafers 7B and 9A which were those diced and 

packaged and used in the subsequent experimental testing of the 

irototype circuits. 

The p+ boron diffusion process can be checked using diffused resistor 

and contact string and evaluated in terms of the diffused layer sheet 

resistance and PN junction leakage current. The sheet resistence rD and 

contact via (1 mil x 2 mils) resistance re can be determined from the 

diffused resistor resistance RD and contact string resistance Re in 

cOJDbination with the layout geometry. From the layout, 

and 

so that 

and 

rD • Ri,/171 Rc/1539 

re a 9.SS Rc/171 - Rn/342 

3.6-1 

3.6-2 

3.6-3 

3.6-4 

For wafer 7B, a defective dopant source resulted in rD = 2.1 k 0/• 

and re• 450 O. In tho improv~d wafer 9A process, the sheet resistance 

was reduced to 16 0/0 and re to 4 o. The PN junction leakage current 

measured at -S.O volts was approximately 40 nA/cm2, though wafer 7B 

diodes suffered f~om lo,r voltage soft breakdown above 10 to 12 volts 

reverse bias, undoubtedly attributable to the defective dopant source. 

Tho diodes fabricated show a two to three order of magnitude improvement 

in leakage current over those fabricated by Teng (1983), attributable to 

the reduction in bulk traps achieved by t:: improved process. 

Thon+ phosphorous diffusion yielded sheet resistances well under 1 

Q/o. Tho field oxide sandwich was in tho SOOO i to 6000 i thickness 
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range. This gives a bonding pad stray capacitance close to 1 pF. The 
0 0 

gate oxide was 590 A thick and SS0 A t~ick for 7B and 9A devices 

respectively as deteniinod using the accumulated 6ato oxide capacitance 

corrected for stray capacitance. Tho gate oxide interface trap density 

measured close to inversion using the high/low frequency capacitance 

technique of Wagnor and Berglund (1972) was in the 2-3 x 1010/cm2 oV 

range for both wafers. In that method, 

CLF _ CHF ( CLFJl ~ Si9 D •----- 1--- 1--it qA C C ox 0 

3.6-5 

where C:t.F is the low frequency capacitance (quasi-static) at some 

voltage, and CHF the high frequency (1 HIiz) capacitance at the same 

voltage. No hysteresis was observed in the room temperature HF C-V 

characteristic, though it is expected that there were unactivated mobile 

ions present due to the almainum evaporation process. Fortmiately, 

almost all biases used experimentally were negative, thus retaining 

positive mobile ions (i.e. Na+> at the Al-Si02 interface. 

Tho typical breakdown strength of the gate oxide for wafer 7B was 7 x 

106 V/cm). Anomalous low voltage breakdown (1-2 x 106 V/cm) of the 

wafer 9A gate oxide was observed in many parts, and was tho major cause 

of low operational yield on this wafer. This breakd0YJ1 was not 

systematically studied but may be related to the PJIFGA of wafer 9A 

following gate oxiua~ion, metallization and electrode definition J1.r.i2l: 

to tunnel oxidation, etc. Such an inserted sequence wag designed to 

preview device behavior prior to investing unwarranted processing time 

for tunnel oxidation and sub-micron gap formation. Such a preview 

process sequence was not performed on wafer 7B. Post-oxidation FGA 

prior to tunnel oxide window definition has not exhibited any problem 

(lot X) so that PHFGA in tho preview 3oqucnco is most likely the 

culprit. 
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The tunnel oxide was determined ta be in the 31 i to 32 i thickness 

range on wafer 7B, and in the 33 i to 34 i thickness range on wafer 9A 

as detenlined using a modified [Dressendorfer, 1978] C-V extrapolation 

technique [McNutt and Sah, 1975], with e0 x • 3.9. The flat-band voltage 

was -0.19 volts:!:. 0.02 volts where the uncertainty is due to 

uncertainties in oxide thickness and stray capacitance values. Tho OFF 

state current (for wafer 9A) biased at -3.5 volts was typically 3.5 

µA/cm2, although this curre~t can be reduced by extending the PMNA 

cycle. The ON state current was typically 100 times larger at this 

bias, and increases exponentially (see chapter 4) with bias voltage up 

to a breakdown voltage of -4.1 volts at a current density of 2.5 mA/cm2• 

Operating the device in this range is a risky proposition since 

breakdown is a costly event with only two dozen devices packaged. The 

ON state holding voltage was -3.2 volts so that most devices were 

operated at -3.5 volts. 

The H'IOS durability test site consists of two adjacent M'J.'OS junctions 

(40 mils2 each) separated by a sub-micron gap. One junction is formed 

by etching off tho aluminum covering tho tunnel oxide during the 

overetch/ undercut proc:ss, and then recoating tho tunnel oxide with 

aluminum. Tho K'l'OS junction survived the etch/recoat process without 

significant change in characteristics. Fo~ example, tho OFF current in 

tho recoatod junction was 3.1 p.A/cm2 compared to 2.1 p.A/cm2 in the 

adjacent junction (-3.S volts). Tho ON current (also at -3.5 volts) was 

217 p.A/cm2 in the recoated junction and 201 p.A/cm2 in the adjacent 

device. The ability to fabricate such closely spaced HTOS junctions 

leads to intriguing opportunities for future investigation. 

The gate oxide HOSFET test site on wafer 9A was measured and showed 

ozco11ont XOSFET characteristics, as shown in Fig. 3.6-la. The 

saturated MOSFET transfer characteristic was carefully measured over the 
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range zero to 0.5 mA. Plotting the square root of current as a function 

of gate voltage gave a very straight _line indicating a threshold voltage 

of -2.l volts. The slope of the line is related to an effective surface 
, 

mobility ~p using a simple oquation for saturation current Is 

[Streetman, 1972) 

I • (µ' C W/2L) (VG - VT)
2 

s p ox 

so that 

( ' C W/2L)112 
µp ox 

3.6-6 

3.6-7 

Using W • 4 mils. L = 1 mil and C0 x = 62nF/cm2 yields an effective 

surface mobility of 146 cm2/V sec. 

This result can be used for reference in discussing similar 

measurements perfo:rmed on the tunnel oxide MOSFET test site with similar 

geometry. The characteristics of this 33 i oxide HOSFET can be seen to 

appear no:rmal in Fig. 3.6-lb. The saturated MOSFET current was 

carefully measured over the same range of zero to O.S mA and the square 

root of the saturated current as a function of gate voltage plotted. A 

very straight line was obtained yielding a threshold voltage of -0.8 

volts and effective mobility of 75 cm2/V sec. This mobility reduction 

may be due to a higher inversion layer charge density. If the saturated 

channel charge is written as 

3.6-8 

then the ratio of channel charge for tho tunnel oxide MOSFET to channel 

charge in tho gate oxide HOSFET at equal saturation currents is 
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approximately 

!l 
C -9.,G 3.6-9 

C 

assuming equal mobilities and geometries. Thus, the tunnel oxide H0SFET 

has approximately 20 times higher channel charge. The mobility 

reduction may also be due to differences ·in interface trap density or 

may even be fudamental in nature, such as dimensionally enhanced 

surface scattering or silicon surface tensile stress reduction. Further 

studies to understand this phenomenon are presently underway. 

The sub-micron gaps were fabricated with excellent yield on wafer 7B 

and less so on wafer 9A. However, in most cases, any residual short 

circuits between adjacent electrodes could be burned out by passing a 

few hudred miliamperes of current through the short, without observable 

damage to the devices. Typically the resistance between gaps exceeded 

1012 o. 

To test the basic fun~tionality of the fabricated CCDs, the parallel 

channel of the H'l"OS junction charge packet initiated switching 

experiment (Fig. 4.3-2) was used to create a charge packet using the 

surface potential equilibration method, and then dump it to the charge 

packet output sense amplifier (appendix D). The output of the source

follower is sho,rn as a function of metering well voltage in Fig. 3.6-2. 

This photograph demonstrates the functionality of the CCD structures 

fabricated on the Yale 8205 chip. 
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3.6-2 CCD input/output verification 



Jl'l."OS CllARu~ PAa::ET nraESHOLD DETECTOR 

4,1 Introdnction 

For the charge-coupled computer, one needs a method of comparing the 

magnitude of a quantity (represented as a charge packet) to a reference 

quantity. The JlTOS bistable junction was investigated as a possible 

device for performing such an operation. As discussed in chapter 2, it 

was believed that insertion of a charge packet into a deeply depleted 

li'l'OS junction would cause the MTOS device to switch to its ON state if 

the inserted charge packet exceeded some critical value, as determined 

by the physics of the MTOS junction. The switching threshold was 

thought to be adjustable by the pre-insertion of a charge packet smaller 

than the critical value. In this way, the MTOS device would perform the 

necessary magnitude comparison operation required in the charge-coupled 

computer. 

Although the layout simplicity of such an JITOS charge packet 

threshold detector was a compelling reason for investigating its utility 

as a quantity magnitude comparator, an equally compelling reason was the 

history of the Yale research group in investigating tho properties of 

ultra-thin tunneling oxides [Grant 1970, Gruodis 1971, Ha 1974, 

Iskarlatos 1974, Dressendorfer 1978, Lai 1979, Teng 1983). Thus, 

significant momentum in the preparation, measurement and understanding 

of such thin oxides had been acquired. 

As will be seen in this chapter, tho MTOS junction can serve as a 

charge packet threshold detector, but the physical 'computation' time ~s 

long; typically 10 to 100 milliseconds. In retrospect, this is not 

surprisin:. As R.C. Barker is fond of saying, tho positive feedback 

107 
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loop has an integrator in it, with an R determined by tunneling physics, 

and C determined by a pair of capacitor plates spaced 35 i apart. Under 

such circumstances, the operation of tho device is interesting, but not 

very useful for the applications designated at the outset of this 

investigation. 

HOYever. the device structure which was fabricated to demonstrate the 

thresholding operation is very utile for probing the physics of tho 

switching phenomena. Using this structure, it is possible to separate 

and measure electron and hole oxide transport currents as a function of 

oxide voltage by t,ro different techniques and obtain consistent results. 

In addition, it is possible to estimate the impact i~ni:ation hole 

generation current by measuring the transient device current as it 

switches into its ON stable state. 

To this end, the investigation of tho MTOS charge packet threshold 

detector has been quite fruitful. Some previously outstanding questions 

regarding tho device switchiag speed, and the quantitative roles various 

current components play in the switching process have been answered. 

The techniques developed in tho course of this investigation will be 

useful for probing the behavior of thinner and thicker (Fowler-Nordheim) 

tunnel junctions, and for studying tho current transport mechanisms of 

other dielectric thin films. such as silicon-rich Si02 and silicon 

nitride. 

~.2. Reyiow and Preview of MTOS 1unction Deyice Physics 

Tho X'l'OS junction aa·a bistable device has been investigated by Lai 

(1979) and Teng (1983) and in tho present work. Tho tunneling physics 

has boon covered by Drossendorfer (1978). In this section, a tutorial 

review of tho device physics will bo given, without unduly repetition of 

the fine wort presented by the above authors. Device behavior which has 
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been probed in the present work will be included so as to lay a proper 

foundation for the discussion of experimental results later in this 

chapter. 

Energy Bands and Space Cha;;e 

An energy band diagram of the junction under the flat band condition 

is shown in Fig. 4.2-1. In the discussion of the junction, an 

aluminum/Si02/n-type Si structure with Nn = 1 x 1016tcm3 and a 

oxide thickness of 33 i will be assumed. For such a structure, 

tunnel 

' = n 

Ef-Ei, is 0.35 volts at room temperature. The theoretical flat band 

voltage VFB is given by 

VFB • 'Al - 'Si - Eg/lq + 'n 

VFB • -0.24 volts 4.2-1 

using ,Al= 3.2 volts, ,Si= 3.23 volts, and E1 = 1.12 eV. It should be 

noted that the first two voltages are the standard textbook [Sze, 1981] 

values of these quantities. However, as Dressendorfer (1978) points 

out, quoted values for ,Si vary from 3.03 to 3.33 volts, and ,Al shares 

a similar situation. Tho theoretical flat band voltage may vary a few 

hundred millivolts from the above calculated value, without any charge 

trapped in the oxide. 

When a bias voltage VTO is applied to the aluminum gate (substrate 

1rounded), the semiconductor majority and minority carriers respond to 

form a space-charge region. In this thesis, attenuation is confined to 

noaative values of VTO so that tho semiconductor surface is depleted of 

majority carriers. (Host of the tunneling calculations referred to 

above assume an accumulated st:te). The ;c~iconductor space-charge 

region is then described by tho calculations in appendix B. The applied 

bias is distributed between the oxide and the semiconductor in normal 

MOS fashion according to 
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where 

Vox - <,,!Cox+ QINV/Cox 

Vo:x • Qg/Cox 

111 

4.2-2 

4.2-3 

and Cls is the total semiconductor space charge partitioned into an 

ionized donor component QD and an uncompensated mino:ity carrier hole 

component QINV• For the device current range of interest. the 

semiconductor space-charge is given by 

2qc c 
Q~ • ss 0 ~ Sq,s 8'41s Pno J 

n (e - S~ -1) - p
5 

(e - - S~
5 

-1) 
no s P

5 

4.2-4 

In tho appendi.%. it is shown that for QINV >> ~ (~ypical for MTOS 

devices). the surface hole concentration is related to the total hole 

charge by 

QINV • (2g s kTp )1/2 
S O S 

4.2-5 

The results of exercising the computer model for determining carrier 

concentrations is shown in appendix B. 

FrOlll the above equations. it can be shown that the electrostatic 

potential. charge and field equations are a system of relationships with 

only two independent parameters. For most of this discussion in this 

chapter, the two most convenient parameters are applied bias Vro and 

inversion layer charge QINV• Given these two values. quantities such as 

Vox• 'Ps, Ps• QD and C can be calculated. In addition. device currents 

can also be computed. Thus, the parameters Vro and QINV can be used 

define the state of the system. The MTOS states form a continuum which 

can be conveniently divided into eight regimes. based upon particular 

rolationahipa among device current components. Prior to discussing each 
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of these eight regimes, the physics of current transport throughout the 

ll'l'OS device will be discus.sec!. 

Th:ou;hout the junction, the total current consists of a majority 

carrier (electron) component, and a minority carrier (hole) component. 

Each carrier current in turn, consists of various components 

representing different transport mechanisms, such as diffusion, drift 

and tunneling. These components vary widely in magnitude depending upon 

position in the junction, and the state of the system. 

Oxide Current Transport (Tunneling. etc,) 

For the oxide, the electron transport mechanism can be considered, in 

the simplest sense, to be one-dimensional quantum mechanical barrier 

tunneling. In this view, a stream of electrons in the metal 

(represented by a probability wave function) is incident upon the oxide 

energy barrier (a simple trapezoid). Solving Schrodinger's equation for 

this system yields a decaying wave function in the barrier, a reflected 

wave in the metal, and a propagating wave (of smaller amplitude) in the 

semiconductor. An electron wave packet incident upon tho barrier is 

partially reflected and partially transmitted, as illustrated in Fig. 

4.2-2. 

From this simple model, sovor•l important features of current 

transnort through tho oxide may be described. Tho first is that the 

barrier penetration probability PT depends exponentially upon the 

average barrier size E8 according to (for example, see Schiff, 1968, PS• 

278) 
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4.2-2 Partial barrier transmission ot an incident wave packet. 
(After Schiff, 1968. Reprinted with permission 0£ tho 
McGraw-Hill Book Company and tho American Institute of Physics) 
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[ 
"']1/2 

PT • exp .,: ~/E 4.2-6 

where ~l/
2 

[v(x} - E J dx 
;[

~ 1/2 

... 
and E ~ h 2/Sm 

The electron tunneling current Jet depends upon the number of electrons 

n(E) with energy E. their mean velocity v(E). and the barrier 

penetration probability PT(E) according to 

Jet • f qn(E}v(E}PT(E}dE 

E 
4.2-7 

Since PT(E) depends exponentially upon the voltage drop across the 

oxide. tho electron tunneling current is very sensitive to the total 

semiconductor charge. in pa~ticular QINV• This can be seen 

experimentally in Fig. 4.4-6 later in this chapter. 

Another important feature of this simple model is that the current in 

a small energy range depends upon tho n(E)PT(E) product. In Al-Si02 

Si(n) tunnel Junctions. this product peaks just below the metal Fermi 

l~vel. as calculated by Lai (1979) and shown in Fig. 4.2-3. When this 

distribution of electrons emerges in the silicon. they are •hot' because 

they have significantly more energy than thermally equilibrated silicon 

conduction band electrons. These hot electrons subsequently undergo not 

phonon (and possibly photon) omitting collisions with the silicon 

lattice. After many such collisions, they are no longer hot with 

respect to tho silicon conduction electrons. and although those 

~loc~rona still continue to collide with the lattice. they omit and 

abaorb phonons at equal rates and hence are thermally equilibrated. 
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4.2-3 Distribution of tunneling electrons (After Lai 1979). 
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If the hot electrons have sufficient energy, a collision with the 

silicon lattice could result in·the breaking of a silicon-silicon 

covalent bond, resulting in the generation of an electron-hole pair. 

This pro~ess is referred to as impact ioniz.tion and plays a crucial 

role in the bistable behavior of the HTOS junction, as will be 

elaborated upon shortl7. 

The simple one dimensional tunneling barrier model gives good 

qualitative insight into the MTOS junction behavior, b~t lacks the 

accuracy to yield quantitatively satisfying results. To refine the 

model, the full three dimensional electron dispersion relationship in 

the metal and in the semiconductor is introduced, but the simple 

trapezoidal potential barrier of the oxide is retained. In three 

dimensional tunneling, it is assumed that the tunneling process is 

specular, that is, only the wave vector which is in the direction 

perpendicular to the barrier plane is altered in the tunneling process. 

Bence, only the energy of the electron which is in the same direction 

counts for tho barrier·penetration probability. 'Ihe wave vectors 

orthogonal to the above wave vector are conserved in the tunneling 

process. This wave vector conservation limits the final states 

available to a tunneling electron. In addition to wave vector 

conservation, the occupation probability of initial and final states 

(the latter is really an un-occupation probability) multiplies the 

penetration probability. To calculate the tunneling current including 

all these factors is an interesting yet long process, and has 

constituted the major portion of several theses [for example, Groudis 

1971, Dressondorfor 1978]. 

Unfortunately such refinements still fail to yield quantitatively 

satisfying results. To provide greater accuracy, the model of the 

tunneling barrier can be illlprovod. A two-band model for electron 
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dispersion in Si02 can be incorporated using a modified Franz form 

[Franz. 1956) to interpolate the imaginary wave vector in the forbidden 

energy range, using different effective masses at the conduction band 

and valence band edges. Image force barrier lowering may also be 

included. A ncn-unifom ozide thicbc,s model (statistical variations 

on the order of an Si02 lattice cage size with a sim!lar coherence 

length) may be considered. By slight and reasonable adjustment of ozide 

effective mass constants and the thickness variation ,arameter. 

Dressendorfer (1978) was able to achieve near perfect agreement between 

theory and ezperimont. Unfortunately. in such a finely tuned model. 

slight deviations in fitted values leads to enormous changes in 

tunneling currents. and as such, the predictive value of these models is 

.somewhat moot. 

Electrons in tho metal can tunnel both into empty conduction band 

states and empty valence band states. In the latter case. it looks as 

though 8 valence band hole has tunneled through to the metal. therefore 

this process is sometimes referred to as hole tunneling. The 

penetration probability for an electron far enough below the metal Fermi 

level to be able to tunnel directly into the semiconductor valence band 

is many orders of magnitude less than for electron tunneling at the 

metal Fc1'mi level into a hot state in the semiconductor conduction band. 
0 

Por thinner ozides (in the 20 A range), calculations by Green and 

Shewchun (1974) indicate that the ratio of electron tunneling to hole 

tunneling currents should be in the 104 to 105 range. For thicker 

ozide~. the ratio should be much higher. 

Under these circumstances, 'hole' transport through oxides in the 35 
0 
A thickness range may be dominated by mechanisms other than direct 

tunneling. One mechanism might be electron tunneling into interface 

trap states follOYed by subsequent hole recombination. The mechanism 
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favored by the author, but only in speculation, is that of a serie, of 

electron inelastic tunneling events through ~xide neutral trap :tates, 

culminating in the electron exiting into the silicon valence b•nd. Such 

a transport mechanism reduces the t1111lleling distance and hence the 

effective tm:ncling barrier dramatically. Although neutral traps in 

thick oxides have a relatively low density, it is possible that jn a 

thin oxide where the entire oxide is composed of a strained bond 

'transition' region [Grunthaner, et al., 1979], the number of neutral 

traps may be enhanced. Unfortunately such ideas must remain labeled 

speculation until experimental evidence discriminating among the 

transport mechanisms can be produced. Nevertheless, sufficient doubt 

about the hole transport mechanism remains in the author's mind to cause 

refrain from referring to hole transport as direct hole tlllllleling 

throughout this thesis. 

Seffliconductor Current Transpo;t 

The continuity equation for electrons and holes in a semiconductor is 

4.2-8 

and le_ • G - U - V • Jp/q at ext 4.2-9 

where Gext is some non-thermal generation of carriers, U is the 
.... -Shockley-Read-Ball (SRB) net recombination rate, and Jn and JP arc the 

electron and hole current densities. In tho MTOS device, Goxt has two 

major sources. The first is the impact ionization process discussed in 

appendix C. The second is the optical electron-hole pair generation 

process in an illuminated device. Throughout this thesis illuminated 

JITOS devices arc not considered since such generation was considered 
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extensively in the theses or Lai (1979) and Teng (1983). Thus, Goxt is 

consequential only under impact ionization conditions, and then only 

near the Si-Si02 interface. 

The SHH net recombination rate U varies in sign and magnitude 

depending upon the state of the MTOS device and the position in the 

junction respectively. In"deep depletion, pn < n 2 
i and U is negative. 

In 'thermal equilibrium' 2 (i.e. pn = ni ), U is zero. In the super-

inverted ON state, U is positive because pn > ni2 throughcut the 

junction. In super-inversion, the pn product is pumped above thermal 

equilibrium due to the generation of electron-hole pairs by the impact 

ionization process. 

The electron and hole currents~ and~ also depend on the state of 

the junction and position. The electron current throughout the entire 

junction is primarily drift toward the bulk. For holes, the current in 

deep depletion is characterized by drift in the space-charge region of 

thermally generated carriers toward the interface, and to a lesser 

extent, diffusion in the bulk toward the space-charge region. In super

inversion, the hole current is primaril7 diffusion from the super

inversion layer back toward the bulk. 

Urchoff Analysis of the Inversion Layer {Q1NVl 

For studying the transient switching behavior of the MI'OS junction, 

the hole current is much more interesting than the electron current, 

although the electron current is what is measured externally. As was 

indicated above, the inversion layer of minority carriers QINV is a 

convenient state variable of the KTOS junction, and because the junction 

bias VTO is fixed during the switching experiments performed in this 

investi1ation, QINV is the state variable which changes during 

switching. The time rate of change ·of QINV• which is labelled QINV• is 
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controlled by the various components of hole current in the junction, 

which can be divided into charging (positive) currents and discharging 

(negative) currents. Tho charging currents are the thermal generation 

of holes 1th•· optical generation of holes 1op• and the impact ionization 

. generation of holes 1 11• The discharging currents are the oxide hole 

transport current 1ht' tho reco~bination of holes Jrec• and the back 

diffusion of holes, 1diff• In addition to these currents present in an 

electrically isolated H.TOS junction, a non-isolated junction may have a 

lateral injection/extraction current due to lateral diffusion or drift 

from adjacent devices which we call 11~t• Thus. ~e can write 

4.2-10 

The thermal generation and recombination of holes is actually the 

same current logically divided according to sign, and hence are not 

simultaneously present. The thermal recombination/generation current is 

defined according to 

-Jth } xd 
J lf qU(x)dx 
rec x-O 

4.2-11 

where xd is the depletion layer depth and U is the SRH net recombination 

rate. Tho latter depends upon position, and has a delta function at the 

surface to account for interface trap generation/recombination. This 

term is normally disregarded, although it may contribute significantly 

to the integral. The problem is that for this oxide thickness range on 

(100) silicon, it is difficult to estimate the effective surface 

recombination velocity. Heasuremonts by Teng (1983) on (111) silicon 

indicate that tho surface recombination velocity is in a range similar 

to that of thicker oxides on (111) silicon. If a similar situation 

exists for (100) silicon, it may be justifiable to disregard surface 
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generation/recombination except under super-inversion conditions when 

both minority and majority carrier concentrations are .significantly 

larger than n1• and strong electric fields at the surface may ~nhance 

the recombination process. 

As was diecussed previously. the optically generated current was zero 

throughout the course of this investigation. However. as both Lai 

(1979) and Teng (1983) demonstrate. the optically generated current may 

control QINV under certain switching conditions. In deep depletion, the 

effect of illumination is to cau:e a current similar to that in a 

reverse-biased PN junction. 2 However, when the pn product exceeds ni. 

computing Jop is more complicated, and such a calculation is not 

considered here. Even in a thick MOS capacitor biased into inversion, 

the effect of illumination is to create a super-inverted layer of 

minority carriers in which the local optical generation rate exceeds the 

local recombination rate. To maintain steady state and zero total 

current, there is an equal minority and majority carrier flux away from 

the surface, in accordance with the continuity equations. 

The impact ionization current is pro~ortional to the electron 

tunneling current, where the proportionality constant ranges from 0.02 

to 0.05 over the hot electron energy range probed by the bistable Hl'OS 

junction. The impact ionization current is nil below Vox approximat~ly 
0 

equal to 2.2 volts for a 33 A Al/Si02/Si(n) junction, and becomes 

dominant in determining QINV for Vox > 2.4 volts. The impact ionization 

process is described in greater detail in appendix c. 

The diffusion current is defined at the depletion region edge, and is 

approximately equal to the total minority carrier current at this 

position. Solution of the continuity cq;ation for zero electric field 

and constant recombination rate constant 'Tp yields 
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where p(xd) is the hole concentration at the depletion region edge. For 

deep depletion, jdiff is negative but negligible compared to jth under 

:ost conditions. For example, using ND= 1 x 1016/cm3, ~P • 8.1 µsec 

and J1p • 480 cm2/V sec yields a diffusion current in deep depletion of 

4.2 pA/cm2 in contrast to jth equal to 10 nA/cm2 • Under super-inversion 

conditions however, the diffusion current rises exponentially with 

decreasing surface potential and quickly exceeds jrec as the dominant 

inversion layer discharging current component. Although it is a trivial 

observation to make, the minority carrier diffusion current in fact 

eventually recombines with majority carriers, so that it is only a 

matter of semantics to call one current recombination and the other . 
diffusion. The author though, prefers to distinguish between the two 

currents. In super-inversion, with a typical surface hola concentration 

Ps of the order of 1 x 1a21 per cm3, and surface potential ~s of -0.56 

volts, the back diffusion current .is approximately 60 µA/cm2 whereas the 

recombination current is calculate~ to be one hundred times smaller. 

Regimes of MTOS State Space Operation 

The continuum of llTOS state space (as parameterized by Vro and QINV) 

can be conv~niently divided into eight regimes of operation, which can 

be labelled one through eight in order of increasing QINV (increasing 

Vox• decreasing~,). 

In the first regime, QINV is less than the inversion layer charge in 

the stable OFF state, and is characterized by deep depletion. The 

primAry charging current is the thermal generation of holes in the space 

char1e region. In this regime the hole oxide leakage rate is smaller 

than tho thermal generation rate so that 
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In this regime. the oxide voltage drop is small so that the electron 

tunneling current is also small. when a bias voltage is initially 

· applied to the HTOS junction. it operates in this regime. until the 

inversion layer builds up so that the device reaches the second regime. 

In the second regime. enough minority carriers have accrued at the 

interface so as to increase the hole leak~ge rate (and reduce the 

thermal generation rate) so that the discharging current balances the . 
charging current and QINV • O. In this regime. the device is in the 

stable OFF state. The device is typically in a deep depleted low 

current mode since the oxide voltage drop is still•small. If the oxide 

is of poorer quality (greater Iht)• the device currents balance at a 

higher value of I th and lower value of I et· If the number of g_eneration 

centers is high (many interface or bulk traps). the device currents 

balance at a higher level of Iht and a higher value of Iet• Thus. the 

old rule of thumb that low OFF currents reflect good device quality is 

in fact ambiguous. An energy band diagram depicting this state is shown 

in Fis. 4.2-4. 

The third regime is categorized by net hole leakage through the oxide 

from the inversion layer. and spans from deep depletion to low level 

super-inversion. Throughout most of regime 3. the impact-ionization 

current is much smaller than the hole leakage current. except at the 

extremity of tho reg~e where ~he two currents become comparable. In 

this regime 

Tho thermal generation/recombination of minority carriers is small in . 
c011parison to QINV• as well as any diffusion current. 

In tho fourth regime. •he oxide voltage is large enough to cause the 

illpact ionization charging current to balance tho oxide hole transport 
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. 
discharging current. The net rate of charging is zero (QINV = 0) and 

the device is in a metastable state. !?%perimentally, such a state is 

difficult to observe for durations longer than a few hundre~ 

milliseconds before some pertu:bation of the system knocks it out of tho 

metastable state. This situation is roughly equivalent to balancing a 

pendulum pointing straight up. The inversion layer charge corresponding 

to this state is a critical one. For inversion layer levels less than 

this, an electrically isolated device's current will decay to the OFF 

state. For an inversion layer charge greater than this, the device 

current will rise to the ON state. Thus, this inversion layer charge is 

precisely the threshold ~harge required for charge packet threshold 

detector operation. 

For inversion layer charge greater than that of the fourth regime, 

the device enters a fifth regime where the impact ionization charging 

current dominates and 

As QINV grows, the impact ionization current increases at a 

differentially faster rate than the oxide hole leakage current, 

increasing the positive feedback gain. Tho diffusion current remains 

smaller than 1ht in regime S, by definition. 

Tho sixth regime is defined for continued net charging but for back 

diffusion larger than hole leakage so that 

. 
QINV = 1 ii - 1diff 

Tho back diffusion current doubles for every 18 mV change in surface 

potential and oxide voltage drop at room temperature, which is A 

differentially faster rate than the electron induced impact ionization 

tunneling current. This back diffusion current decreases the positive 

food back gain, dampening tho time rate of change of electron tunneling 
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current in an electrically isulated device. 

When the back diffusion discharging current has grown sufficiently to 

balance the impact ionization charging current, the device is in a 

stable super-inve:ted hig~ c~::::t OM state, referred to as the seventh 
. 

regime, an~ QINV • O. The stabilizing back diff;;ion ~urrent is such a 

strong function of surface potential, that the surface potential is 

approximately pinned independently of the applied bias voltage. Any 

change in Vro falls across the oxide and boosts the electron tunneling 

current. Thus in the ON state, varying Vro is like varying Vox and the 

ON device current rises exponentially with VTO. An energy band diagram 

schematically showing device operation in this regime is shown in Fig. 

4.2-5. 

The device can also exist in an ON-er than ON state which we refer to 
. 

as the eighth regime. However, in this case QINV is very large and 

negative owing to the back diffusion current. An electrically isolated 

device in this state decays quickly to the seventh stable ON regliiia. 

MTOS State Space Phase Diagram 

The state of the HTOS device can be specified by two parameters, 

which can be used as the state variables of the system (such as Vro and 

QINV)• Using the two state variables, it is possible to draw a phase 

diagram of the Ml'OS state space as shown in Fig. 4.2-6, for a device 
0 

with a 33 A oxide. Tho horizontal axis is applied gate voltage and tho 

vertical axis is inversion layer charge density normalized to a voltage 

by dividing by tho oxide capacitance. 

In this state space, curves of constant Vox arc nearly horizontal 

lines. To show this, recall Eq. 4.2-3 and note that for ND• 1 x 

1016/ca3, and Vro • 5.0 volts, the ~a.ilu;;m value of On is only O.l 

µC/cm2 (QINV = 0). Thus, 
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4.2-5 JCTOS onorgy bands in the high current state. 
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0 ~ AV i 0.10 volts 

with ll.V less than one hundred millivolts for non-zero values of QINV. 

Curves of constant surface potential ~s are almost e~actly 45 degree 

straight lines. This can be seen by using Eq. 4.2-2 to write 

4.2-12 

The effect of varying tho fixed value of ~sis to alter the horizontal 

axis intercept of tho unity gain slope line. 

Tho oxide breakdown voltage is determined by the product of the oxide 

thickness and tho breakdown electric field strength of the oxide. This 

latter quantity is typir.a!ly 10 MV/cm for tunnel oxi~os. and on the 

ph~;e diagram it is represented by a nearly horizontal line. If the 

HTOS device is operated above this line. catastrophic oxide breakdown 

will result. It is believed that breakdown results in the formation of 

conducting channels in the oxide thereby shorting out Vox• The failure 

is evidenced by loss of bistable device operation. nearly voltage 

independent current under illumination. and deep depletion capacitance 

under ill11lllination. These experimental observations lead one to a 

conclusion that tho oxide hole transport current mechanism has been 

significantly enhanced. preventing the formation of an inversion layer. 

Zero surface potential is drawn on the phase diagram as a unity gain 

straight line with horizontal axis intercept VFB. It is difficult to 

conceive of the device operating above this line since any inversion 

layer charge would be subject to strong electrostatic forces and the 

system would relax in a time comparable to the silicon dielectric 

relaxation time. 

Another phase boundary which can be drawn corresponds to VoxCR.• tho 
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fourth regime value of Vox· Here the impact ionization current balances 

the hole leakage current and the device is in a metastable state. This 

phase boundary is draYJ1 as a nearly horizontQl line in Fig. 4.2-6. Also 

shown is a dashed horizontal line showing the value of Vox when the 

impact ionization current becomes negligible. 

The thermal equilibrium condition, pn = ni2, is drawn in the phase 

diagram. as a nearly unity gain straight line except for small values of 

QINV• This line corresponds to the equilibrium inversion layer charge 

of an HOS capacitor if no oxide current transport took place. From 

appendix B, the equilibrium inversion layer charge can be calculated 

according to 

4.2-13 

In inversion, Qs ~ exp (- ~~s/2) so that at room temperature, the 

surface potential changes by only 120 mV for a ton-fold increase in 

inversion layer charge. Indeed, for thick oxide HOS capacitors, ~sis 

normally considered to be pinned at 2 'n• Thus, once the equilibrium 

inversion layer is established, it is reasonable to take the surface 

potential as nearly constant. For the distorted foot of the equilibrium 

phaao curve, tho horizontal axis intercept is VT, the classic inversion 

layer threshold voltage. 

Tho bistable JITOS states can be represented by two curves on tho 

phase diagram. In tho OFF state (regime 2) the inversion layer charge 

leakage rate (1ht) must balance the thermal hole generation rate. For 

low values of QINV, tho oxide drop is so smal!, that 1ht = 1th bsplies 
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very small 1th and pn = n1
2 • Note that small 1th does not imply a 

vanishingly small depletion region. This range of operation is the 

equilibrium diode mode of the MTOS junction. For larger values of 

applied bias. the oxide voltage drop causes the diode to nitch from a 

tunneling-limited mode to a supply-limited mode. and Vox becomes nearly 

pinned. and the OFF phase decouples from its nearl7 pn = ni2 mode. 

n~ ON phase is characterized by a nearly pinned surface potential as 

was discussed previously. due to the strong relationship between surface 

potential and back diffusion current. Tho ON curve is bounded by the 

breakdown phase and the holding voltage Vn. At the holding voltage. the 

charging impact ionization current is exactly balanced by oxide hole 

leakage and back diffusion. The fifth and sixth regimes have been 

shrunk to nearly coincide with the fourth and seventh regimes. Far gate 

voltages below Vn• there is no stable ON state for the M'l'OS device 

because tho back diffusion current plus hole leakage current always 

exceeds the impact ionization current. 

Finally. on the MTOS state space phase diagram. a dotted line at Vm 
• -3.S volts is drawn. with tho state space corresponding to each of tho 

eight regimes duly labeled. Most of the ensuing experiments are 

performed at this bias. 

This phase diagram represents the presently known operating phases of 

the Jr'1"0S device. The experimental device describe~ in the ~c:t 

sections. injects a charge packet into tho MTOS junction from a CCD 

input structure, and allows access to nearly every point on the phase 

diagram for measurement of the electron tunneling current, QINV and 

depletion layer depth for each HTOS state. As a chalionge, the earnest 

reader mi1ht try to draw such a phase diagram for a thicker oxide 

wherein Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is the dominant electron transport 
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mechanism. 

_Switching Time 

The switching time of the Al/Si02/Si(n) HTOS device is relatively and 

disappointingly slow. For an electrically isolated device. the 

switching time is determined ~y how long it takes to change the 

. inversion layer charge from one level to another using the internal 

charging or discharging currents. For example. for the device to switch 

from regime 5 to the ON state. the time is simply determined by solving 

tON . 

ON J • QINV - QINV( • Q dt 
t•O INV 

4.2-15 

t=O 

for the time t0N. For most cases of interest. it is appropriate to 

write 

where 10 and <2o are fitted parameters. Thus if the device switches from 
o ON QINV at t • 0 to QINV• the switching time is :olvcd to be 

4.2-17 

For the devices measured in this work, (VTO • -3.5 volts) lo is 

typically 1.00 pA/cm2• Oo is 0.16 µC/cm2 and Q~:V equal to 2.7 µC/cm2• 

Thus to switch from 2.4 µC/cm2 to 2.7 µC/cm2 might take 50 milliseconds. 

Note that to switch from 2.S µC/cm2 to the ON state takes nearly half as 

lon:, =~d that increasing Q~ (i.e. Vro> docs not significantly 

increase tho switching time. The switching ON time is dominated by the 
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device operation near threshold, where the positive feedback gain is 

low. 

The switching OFF time (from regime 3 to regime 2) is calculated in a . 
similar manner, except that to switch OFF, QINV is negative. Eq. 4.2-16 

can be used if jO is replaced with -10• In this case, the OFF switching 

time tOFF is given by 

4.2-18 

For devices measured in this work, Eq. 4.2-16 adequ:tely describes QINV 

using jO approximately equal to 0.13 µA/cm2 and~ equal to 0.81 µC/cm2 • 

For the OFF state in a practical device, the current needs to be less 

than say, 1~ of the ON current. For the experimental devices, this 
OFF 

requires QINV less than 1.2 µC/cm2 corresponding to an OFF switching 

time of approximately 1200 msec for Oo equal to 2.3 µC/c~2• 

The switching OFF time, although slow. is a measure of the oxide 

quality. since a 'perfect' oxide leads to the slowest possible switching 

time. Shorter switching OFF times are acheived only by a higher hole 

leakage rate. A thinner oxide would yield higher hole leakage rates but 

at the same time would require larger amounts of hole charge to leak 

away, since a thinner oxide would lead to a higher oxide capacitance. A 

thinner oxide would also suffer potential problems such as reduced 

uniformity, pinholes and durability. 

Q1ide Ibictness Consider1tion1 

The viable oxide thickness range for bistable HI'OS Junctions has been 

discussed briefly by Lai (1979) and Teng (1983). For bistable 

operation, there must be two distinct stable states, though for 

practical device applications, the current should differ by at least a 

factor of two, if not larger. For the devices considered herein, the ON 

state is assumed to be maintained by impact ionization generation of 



holes sustaining a super-inversion layer. The super-inversion layer in 

turn is responsible for the reduction of the oxide barrier to tunneling 

electrons. This super-inversion layer/impact-ionization process puts a 

lc,rer limit on the oxide thickness due to the maximum field permissible 

in tho oxid& prior to catastrophic oxide breakdown. Thi$ can probably 

bo alleviated slightly by choosing a gate metal with a lower work 

function which would result in enhanced impact ionization generation of 

holes through increased tunneling electron current and hot electron 

energy for a given voltage and oxide thickness. As mentioned above. a 

thinner oxide would also improve tho OFF switching time. Still. 
. 0 

problems in manufacturing reliable ultra thin tunnel oxides(< 25 A) 

will probably limit the lower oxide thickness even if the gate metal is 

changed. 

The upper oxide thickness limit is less certain. If the OFF state is 

to be one of deep depletion due to hole leakage. Teng (1983) estimates 
0 

tho upper oxide thickness limit to be approximately 45 A. However. if 

tho OFF state is one of near thermal equilibrium (pn = ni2). the Tong 

limit is increased. For example. consider an HOS capacitor where the 

equilibrium inversion layer size is just too =mall to cause significant 

electron tunneling. and the device rests in a stable. low current. near-

equilibrium state. If tho device is super-inverted. by illumination for 

example. the increased oxide electric field could lead to an enormous 

Fowler-Nordheim tunneling current and greater than lOO'Ji impact 

ionization probability due to the high hot electron energies (~3.5 eV). 

Such a large hole generation rate may be sufficient to maintain the 

super-inverted state. and compete favorably with back hole diffusion and 

recombination. 

Although at the time of this writing it is mostly speculation. hot 

electrons in.tho oxide and at the Si-Si02 interface in tho course of 
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no:r:mal operation of a thicker oxide device may result in undesirable 

effects such as neutral and charged traps in the oxide and at the 

interface [Nicollian, et al. 1969]. The generation of a charge moment 

in the oxide would lead to a shift in the device operating 

characteristics, which in turn invalidates the potential utility of a 

thick oxide bistable device. Thus, from practical considerations, it 

may be undesirable to have hot electrons in the oxide, and hot electrons 

above a critical energy at the Si-Si02 interface. 

In conclusion then, the oxide thickness limits for bistable operation 

are unclear, and that perhaps some investigation into the considerations 

described in this sub-section are warranted. 

4.3 Experimental Deyice Layout and Fabrication 

In order to test the proposed MTOS charge packet threshold detector, 

the layout sho,rn in Fig. 4.3-1 was used. A photograph of the fabricated 

device is shown in Fig. 4.3-2. The structure consists of two parallel 

channels, each isolated by a surrounding channel stop diffusion. The 

two channels are wired in parallel to reduce the number of bonds 

required for the experiment, and to be sure that identical voltages are 

present in each channel. Tho channels are laid out in close proximity 

to assure that the physical characteristics of each channel are as 

closely matched as possible (such as oxide thickness and substrate 

doping concentrations). In retrospect, the entire structure may have 

been more versatile if the two channels wore not hard-wired in parallel. 

Each channel has an input structure consisting of an input p+-n diode 

CVn), and an output transfer electrode (Vxo>• The input structure was 

designed to bo oporatod in a surface potential equilibration mode 

[Tompsett, 1975] commonly referred to as 'fill and spill' as described 

in chapter 2. The charge packet formed in the active channel is then 
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transferred to the MTOS device which is adjacent to the output transfer 

gate. A cross-section of the active channel is shown in Fig. 4.3-3. 

'l'bc charge packet formed in the parallel channel is transferred to a 

precharged HOSFET source-follower amplifier. The operation of the 

autput a.mpl_if ier is discussed in appendix D. 

The purpose of the parallel channel is to create a charge packet 

identical to the one transferred to the MTOS device. In this manner, 

the magnitude of the latter packet can be inferred from the response of 

the output amplifier. Although designed to be used as a 'live' monitor 

of the charge packet injected into the-HTOS junction, in practice, the 

large clock signal capacitive displacement currents and substrate 

ieakage currents of the source-follower MOSFET obscure the MTOS junction 

current. Thus, sequential monitoring rather than simultaneous 

monitoring was performed. In addition, the parallel channel was used as 

a basic test of CCD input/output functionality. 

There were several considerations in the geometrical design of the 

experiment. First, the area of. tho MTOS junction needs to be large 

enough to permit a reasonably noise-free measurement of the device 

tunneling current to be made, yet it must be small enough to be 

fabricated with reasonable yield (pinhole free, etc.). Also, the charge 

required to switch the device ON must be supplied from a modestly sized 

input structure. The charge per unit area of an inverted MOS capacitor 

is given approximately by 

4.3-1 

where Cox is tho oxide capacitance, v6 tho gate voltage, and VT the 

inversion layer formation threshold voltage. 

0 
For an M'IOS junction with an oxide 35 A thick operated at 3.4 volts, 

tho charge per unit area works out to be approximately 2.3 µC/cm2 • For 
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a thicker oxide of 500 i, the charge per unit area is 0.07 µC/cm2 per 

volt. To turn the MTOS device ON with a 15 volt bucket requires & 

junction area ratio of 2.3:(0.07 x 15) or 2.2:1. It was decided to use 

an area ratio of 2.5:1 by choosing the gate oxide area to be 100 mils2 

and the tunnel oxide area to be 40 mils2 • 

There were some differences between design and practice. First, the 
0 

~unnel oxide thickness was 33 A. Second, Eq. 4.3-1 underestimates the 

size of the HTOS inversion layer charge in the ON state because the 

device is actually super-inverted. Third, the MTOS device was operated 

at 3.S volts to stretch regime Sas seen in the phase diagram of Fig. 

4.2-6. The result of these three factors is that the ON state HTOS 

inversion layor_charge density is closer to 2.8 µC/cm2, nearly 25~ 

higher than the design. 

Tho gate oxide thickness was 555 i thick, rather than 500 X. In 

addition, Eq. 4.3-1 is inappropriate for the fill and spill operation, 

unless VT is replaced with Vn, the input transfer gate voltage. This 

latter voltage is typically 4.0 volts. Thus, to turn on the MTOS 

device, a metering well voltage of approximately 20 volts is required. 

This voltage is uncomfortably close to the 25 volt maximum swing of the 

KOS CCD clock drivers used in the test station, as described in 

appendix E. 

Not only is the area of the KOS device important, but the W/L ratio 

of the individual oxide areas is important, too. (Wis measured 

transverse to the direction of charge transfer). In general, for CCD 

devices, W/L is usually chosen to be large in order to improve the 

transfer time. This strategy was adopted in the layout of thii 

experiment as much as possible, but it is cumbersome to layout a 100 

mils2 area device, and have tho parallel channel described previously. 
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A compromise solution was settled upon and the W/L ratios of the input 

transfdr gate, metering well gate, output transfer gate and tunnel oxide 

gate were chosen to be respectively 10:1, 10:10, 10:2, and 8:S. 

Although the transfer time for such enormous devices is slow compared to 

typical transfer times obtained in commercial optimized CCDs, the 

transfer time is still much more rapid than the HIOS switching time, and 

is therefore adequate. 

The input diode was designed to span the width of the input transfer 

gate. In retrospect, with regard to substrate leakage currents, it is 

best to minimize the area of the input diode, since the diode area 

reduction has minimal impact on the speed of the fill and spill cycle. 

The speed of the latter is limited by the 100 mils2 metering well 

geometry. 

Although the fabrication process was discussed in some detail in 

chapter 3, this particular layout is sensitive-to the alignment of the 

interelectrode gap to the tunnel oxide region edge, though the 

interelectrode gaps themselves are self-aligned. However, to minimize 

charge transfer inefficiency, the gap between the tunnel oxide electrode 

and the output transfer gate should be placed as close as possible to 

the tunnel oxide region, without having the tunnel oxide itself exposed 

'thru' the gap. If the tunnel oxide is exposed, it is subject to 

possible contamination. Hore importantly, if the output transfer aate 

metal overlaps the tunnel oxide, application of relatively large 

transfer clock voltages will result in the breakdown of the tunnel 

oxide, destroying the experiment. 

If the tunnel oxide electrode significantly overlaps the gate oxide, 

a barrier to charge transfer may result. The reason is that the small 

voltages applied to this electrode may be insufficient to form a channel 
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under the gato oxide for charge transfer. Experimentally, the gate 

oxide ·threshold voltage is -2.0 volts, so that applying a tunnel o:ide 

bias of -3.S volts, a conductive, albeit high impedance channel is 

formed. Tho consequenco is that the high impedance channel acts as a 

bottleneck to lateral charge transfer, and the transfer rate must be 

reduced to accomodate the flow of charge. Experimentally, tho transfer 

efficiency degrades when currents exceeding approximately SO µA are 

pushed through this bottleneck. The thoorotical saturation current for 

a HOSFET of this geometry using µP = 200 cm2/V sec is 60 µA so that tho 

experimentally observed bottleneck is reasonable. 

4.4. Charge Packet Threshold Detector Experiment 

Operation 

Tho operation of the experiment can be divided into two stages. In 

the first stage, an input charge packet gIN is formed using the surface 

potential equilibration technique discussed~ chapter 2. In the second 

stage, the charge packet is injected into a freshly formed MTOS 

potential well. The magnitude of the MTOS device current (after a 

physical computation time ot) is the output of the detector. If the 

input charge packet exceeds the threshold value 9-r, the device will 

switch ON and be in a high current state. If the charge packet is less 

than 9r, the device will be in a low current state after time ot. A 

schematic cross-section of the active channel is shown in Fig. 4.4-1 

depicting the operation of the experiment. 

Initially all tho applied voltages are zero, excopt for the diode 

which is reverse biased at -S.O volts, and the semiconductor surface 

underneath the oxide is in a slightly accumulated state. A bias of -4.0 

volts is applied to Vn, followed by VMW being applied to the metering 

well. Tho diode voltage is then raisod to substratu ~otontial (zero 

volts), resultina in a lateral forward injection of holes into the 
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4.4-1 Schematic cross-section of active channel illustrating 
charso packet injection sequence. 

a. Char10 packet is formed using fill aDd spill technique. 
b. Motoring woll voltage ramped to zero causing ejection 

of charge p2ckct. 
c. -IITOS junction switches into ON state. 
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metering well. As the diode voltage is reset to -5.0 volts. it extracts 

holes from the metering well and input transfer gate well until the 

equivalent HOSFET channel under the input transfer gate becomes depleted 

of all minority carriers and pinches off at both ends. As described by 

Tompsett (1975), the metering well retains a charge packet QINV whose 

magnitude is give~ by tho expression 

4.4-1 

where AHW is the area of the metering well and Cox the specific gate 

oxide capacitance. [Note: Strictly speaking, this expression is 

written for an n-channel device. but for the sake of readability. Eq. 

4.4-1. is written as shown rather than reversing VHW and Vnl• Once 

this spill cycle is complete, the input transfer gate voltage is set 

back to zero. isolating the metering well. 

To inject the charge packet into the Hl'OS potential well, Vxo is set 

to -4.0 volts, followed by Vro set to (typically) -3.S volts. The 

metering well voltage is ramped to zero at •~proximately 0.25 volts/µsec 

causing the charge packet to be ejected from the metering well and 

injected into the HI'OS potential well. After VMW is ramped to zero, Vxo 

is clamped off to guarantee that the charge packet is confined to the 

Jl'IOS potential well. 

The timins describod above is sh01r11 in Fig. 4.4-2. The charge packet 

9m has set the initial state of the MTOS device to a point on the phase 

diagram of Fig. 4.2-6 given by Vro equal to -3.5 volts (vertical dotted 

lino) and an inversion layer voltage of 

4.4-2 

where Cox and dox refer to the tunnel oxide, and Am is the area of the 

tunnel oxide region. 
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Experimental Results - Dcyice Currents 

A multiple exposure photograph of the substrate current as a function 

of time is shown in Fig. 4.4-3 for various values of VJIW• for device 

9A10 operated with VTO • -3.4S volts. The substrate current on the 

•displayed scale can be considered to be the lrl'OS junction current 

because the reverse biased input diode current was belo~ 1 nA. 

Using this photograph, a number of salient device features can be 

observed. First, the ON switching time is in the 10-100 millisecond 

range and the OFF switching time is in the 100-300 millisecond range. 

Second, the threshold value of!¾- corresponds to VHW = -19.S volts, or 

9r = 634 ± 2 pC. Third, the transient response I(t) appears to be time 

invariant, that is 

i = f(I) 4.4-3 

for a given value of v10• Physically this is reasonable since the 

switching time is much longer than the dielectric relaxation time (pico 

second range) so that tho current could be used as a state variable in 

conjunction with tho applied bias. Fourth, the initial transient device 

current just subsequent to charge packet injection increases 

exponentially with inversion layer charge. 

In Fig. 4.4-4, another photograph is displayed which shows the 

transient device current for various values of V){lf for device 9All 

biased at v70 • -3.30 volts. This photograph also illustrates device 

operation in regime 8 (ON-er than ON) for the largest values of vO • 

In order to make a more accurate measurement of device current versus 

inversion layer charge, a sample and hold circuit (as described in 

:ppendix E) was used to measure the transient device current just 

sub~cquont to charge packet injection. This device current is sampled 
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60 r ·; 

20 

4.4-3a. Transient )ITOS device current as a function or ti.me for 
various sizes of injected charge packets. Metering well 
voltage varied from 12 to 22 volts in one volt increments 
except between 18 and 21 volts where the increment is 
0.2 volts. Waveform ripple is residual 60 Hz noise. MTOS 
junction biased at -3.45 volts. 
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before the ll'l'OS inversion layer charge den~ity departs significantly 

from the expression in Eq. 4.4-2 due to the i~pact ionization generation 

of holes. or the oxide leakage of holes. Unfortunately. the sampling is 

too slow to work well in regime 8 (partly due to the 'slow' response of 

tho ammeter). thus the current as a function of increasing injected 

charge packet appears to flatten out for injected charge packets 

exceeding the ON state inversion layer charge. The result of this 

measurement is shown in Fig. 4.4-S. Also shovn by the dashed line is 

the device current 1200 milliseconds after charge packet injection 

illustrating the thresholding properti~s of the device subsequent to the 

physical computation time. 

ne same data is replotted in the semi-log plot of Fig. 4.4-6.•with 

the data for different values of Vro also shown. A similar measurement 

was performed on device 7B20 Cdox = 31 i) and the results are also 

plotted in Fig. 4.4-6. Note that for the latter device. tho current is 

almost independent of Vro up to the saturation level, whereas for 9Al3 

there is a slight dependence of Vro• This phenomenon was reinvestigated 

and it was discovered that th: 9Al3 Vro dependency was anomalous and an 

artifact of the measured circuit. not present during the measurement of 

other devices such as 7B20. Because 9Al3 did not survive long enough to 

be remeasured, other wafer 9A devices were retested, with the fortuitous 

result that the Vro • -3.S volts curve for 9A13 appears to be correct 

and reasonable. 

For this latter curve, the data can be fitted using the expression 

I(VTO, QINV'. t) I t•O+ • I~c exp[Qr~/Qec] - r:t 4.4-4 

vro• -3.5 volts 
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4.4-6 Semilog ilot of transient MTOS device current as measured 
&t t m O as a function of normalized injected charge packet 
magnitude for two different devices biased at various voltages. 
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0 m 
with fitted values Iet = 26 pA, Jlet • 87 pC and Iet = 800 pA, with the 

'et' subscript referring to th~ electron tunneling current. 

If a sample and hold operation is performed on the transient device 

current at t • o+ and at t = &t, the difference is a measure of &I/6t, 

the time rate of change of transient device current. A plot of &I/ot 

measured using this technique is sh01fn in Fig. 4.4-7 as a function of 

metering well voltage for device 9A13. In this experiment, &twas 4 

milliseconds and the sample and hold difference signal was passively 

filtered using an R-C time constant of 2 seconds to reduce 60 Hz noise. 

The metering well voltage was ramped at 10 mV/sec from 18 volts to 23 

volts. 

To analyze the data, note that 

aI -- • at 

Rearrangi~g and using Eq. 4.4-4 yields 

cSI 
= cSt • 

Io 
et 

4.4-5 

4.4-6 

Thus, by measuring the time rate of change of the device current the 

time rate of change of the inversion layer can be inferred. A plot of 

QINV vs. gINV is shown in Fig. 4.4-8. For QINV = 550 pC (regime 3), 

the net rate of loss gINV can be interpreted a, th~ oxide hole transport 

current. Using a least squares fit, it appears 

'•. 4-7 
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4.4-7 Differential timo rate of change of initial transient device 
current and initial transient device capacitance as a 
f1111ction of metering woll voltage. 
Dovico biaaod at -3.5 volts. 
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DEVICE 9A13 
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4.4-8 Time rate of change of inversion layer charge as a function 
of injected charge packet size. Also shown is the inferred 
impact ionization current. 
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0 with Iht • 33 pA and Bb.t = 208 pC. The ratio between the electron 

tunneling current and hole leakage current ranges bet,reen 5 (for lower 

values of QINV) and 35 (for larger values of QINV). Such a low ratio 

places some doubt on the dominant hole current oxide transport mechanism 

being tunneling. since barrier penetration probability for 'hole' 

tunneling should be orders of magnitude lower as was discussed in 

section 4.2. 

. 
For QINV = 650 pC (regime S), the rate of increase QINV can be 

interpreted as the difference between the impact ionization current Iii 

and the li<>le leakage current. Assuming the exponential dependence of 

hole leakage current on oxide voltage docs not vary significantly from 

regime 3 to regime S. the fitted relationship of Eq. 4.4-7 can be 

extra~~latcd to regime Sand added to the measured value of 9INV• and an 

estimate of the impact ionization current obtained. This current is 

plotted in Fig. 4.4-8. It too can be fitted to an exponential form as 

4.4-8 

0 
with Iii= 0.26 fA and 9.ii = 42 pC. Comparison of this impact 

ionization current with the electron tunneling current yields a total 

impact ionization probability Pii = Iii/let in the range 2~ to 5~. 

This average impact ionization probability can be compared to both 

• the Shockley (1961) model and the Drummond and Moll (1971) model as 

discussed in appendix c. The energy of the hot tunneling electrons is 

approxima toly 

4.4-9 

The Shockley total impact ionization probability expression is 
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4.4-10 

wher6 Eii is the minimum energy for which the impact ionization pr~cess 

can occur, Bph ia the silicon optical phonon energy (k ~ 0) Eph = 0.063 

eV and mis (in Shockley's model) the ratio of plionon and impact 

ionization scattering lengths. Since Pii is on the order of O.OS < < 1, 

the e%ponential term in Bq. 4.4-10 can be e%panded to yield 

4.4-10 

The o%ide voltage drop V0 x is (QINV + Oz,)/C0 %, which for an MTOS device 

is approximately QINV/C0 % + O.OS so that Eq. 4.4-11 can be rewritten as 

- ~ Qr':rv J pii = q(4>s - \i + 0.05 + ~ - Eii /mE h + qlQ/mE he 
ox p p ox 

4.4-12 

0 where we have written QINV = QINV + 6 Q. 

E%perimentally, Pii can be written as 

4.4-13 

-1 
which for l\Q < < (1/Qii - 1/Qet> becomes 

Io 

P ii • r!i exp rLQ1':rv/r/ - / \l. [ l + l\QI,/ - Q 1 )~ 
et ~ ii ec/J ~ ii et~ 

4.4-14 

Comparing Eqs. 4.4-14 and 4.4-12 yields 
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4.4-15a 

and 
-l 

E11 • q { (~5 - 9m + 0.05 - Q~0 v/C0 x) - [cox(Q~i - Q~t)] } 4.4-lSb 

Putting in the fitted values for 111• ¾t• Qii• Qet and choosing QINV = 

630 pC we obtain Eii • 2.04 cV and m = 206. The value of E11 is similar 

to that obtained by Lai (1979) u~ing a surrogate optical generation and 

capacitance technique. but the value of mis several times larger. 

The experimental data can also be compared to the improved impact 

ionization model of Drummond and Moll. as shown in Fig. 4.4-9. The 

model is plotted as a solid line and Pii as described by Eq. 4.4-13 is 

plotted as a dotted line. The agreement is remarkably good and supports 

the assWDption made in appendix C that 

The data can be made to fit more accurately by slight adjustment of the 

model parameter A (=648) and the Kane band structure exponent (=4.2). 

but Fig. 4.4-9 displays the unadulterated da~a. 

It is interesting to note that the Shockley scattering length ratio m 

can be interpreted as the ratio of scattering r.t&s ~ph/r11 • Evaluating 

the latter ratio using the Drummond and Holl model at an energy 
0 corresponding to QINV • 630 pC (E = 2.45 eV) yields rph/r11 • 196. which 

is in close agreement with m • 206 as obtained above. Although it is 

tempting to interpret (as Shockley does in his phenomenological model) 

the ratio mas a ratio of real scattering distances. this is misleading. 
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0 
For example, putting m = 200 and lph - 70 A yields lii = 1.4 µm. This 

doos not indicate that impact io~ization is occurring one micron into 

tho bulk. rather it seems likely that the physical scattering distance 

into the silicon for impact ionization is the same as for phonon 

scattering. but the probability that such a lattice collision results in 

an ionization event is approximately 1/200. 

The fitted expressions for Iii and Iht can be used to calculate a 

semi-empirical metastable operating point corresponding to the threshold 

level. From section 4.2. the threshold point occurs when Iii= Iht• 

Thus using Eqs. 4.4-7 and 4.4-8, 

4.4-16 

Putting in the fitted values yields .Q-r = 620 pC, or VHW = 19.1 volts. 

Experimentally, Vw at the threshold is found to be 19.4 volts from Fig. 

4.4-5 and to be 19.3 volts from the zero crossing of 6I/6t in Fig. 

4.4-7. The discrepancy in the thresholds is due to the experimental 

uncertainties in determining QINV and then fitting the result to an 

ezpone~tial. Note that 6I/6t in Fig. 4.4-7 also passes through zero at 

Vw = 22.2 volts, which implies that the stable ON operating point 

corresponds to QINV • 745 pC for Vro = -3.5 volts and d
0
x = 33 i. 

Experimental Results - Device Capacitance 

Thus far attention has been confined to tho transient MTOS device 

current as a function of injected charge packet. The transient 

capacitance at t • o+ as a function of VJlW for device 9A13 biased at 

various values of VTO is shown in Fig. 4.4-10. A transient capacitance 

surface is shown in Fig. 4.4-11 for device 7B17 biased at Vro = -3.30 

volts, by plotting the measured transient capacitance as both a function 

of injected charge packet and time. 

Tho capacitance is also time invariant. and indicative of the state 
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of the HTOS junction. As such, it also can be used in principle to 

calculate 6INV by writing 

4.4-17 

and proceeding in a manner similar to that outlined in the previous 

subsection. However, the capacitance is neither a strong function of 

time nor QINV and is more prone to errors when calculating the terms of 

Eq. 4.4-17 than calculating the analogous current terms. 

tho capacitance can also be used to calculate the semiconductor 

surface potential $s• In appendix B, the zero-current approximation 

was used to develop a computer model relating carrier concentration 

profiles to depletion layer depth and surface potential under non

equilibrium conditions. In this way, it is possible to calculate device 

capacitance as a function of surface potential or inversion layer 

charge. the latter relationship can be used to compare the model's 

performance to the e~~erimental results of Fig. 4.4-10. 

the total device capacitance£ is given by 

4.4-18 

where ~ST is tho stray device capacitance. The stray capacitance can be 

estimated by examining the device layout. Tho device consists of a 

thick oxide bonding pad of area 26 mils2 , a gate oxide n+ overlap of 2 

mila2 , and a gate oxide overlap area of 21 mils2• Using the thick oxide 

capacitance of 21 pF/540 mils2 , an accumulated gate oxide capacitance of 

83 pF/207 mila2 , and an inverted gate oxide capacitance of 30 pF/207 

mils2 , tho stray capacitance is estimated to be 4.8 pF. Exercising the 

computer model for the device capacitance as a function of surface 

potential (i.e. depletion layer depth xd as a function of surface 
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4.4-12 HTOS device parameters as a function of surface potential. 
Solid curves are results of a computer model employing the 
zero current approximation. Dotted curve shows capacitance 
calculated using depletion approximation. Dashed curves show 
experimental capacitance measured using charge packet injection 
technique and steady state hole injection technique. Straight 
dashed lines highlight critical values of metastable state. 
CCVn> fitted using ~ 1 • -0.53 volts. 
C(Qinj) fitted using CST• 4.4 pF. · 
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potential) yields the solid curve of Fig. 4.4-12. In contrast. the 

capacitance as a function of surface potential calcula~cd using the 

depletion approximetion is sho,rn by the dotted curve. Tho difference 

can bo ascribed to the potential drop across the inversion layer charge 

as measured by the horizontal shift in the two curves. The depletion 

approximation ignores this voltage-drop and the depletion layer depth is 

given by the constant doping parabolic band bending as 

x a (2a e ~ /qJL.) 1 ' 2 
d so s .. D 

4.4-19 

Tho voltage drop across the inversion layer can be seen to range from 

0.2S to 0.3S volts. 

The same model can also be used to compute the inversion layer charge 

as a function of surface potential. This relationship. which is quite 

linear. is also shown in Fig. 4.4-12 (sec Fig. 2.3-3). This curve 

(lino) can be used as an ordinate for plotting the experimentally 

observed relationship between injected charge packet magnitude and Jl'IOS 

junction capacitance. as was sho,rn in Fig. 4.4-10. The result is also 

shown in Fig. 4.4-12 as a dashed curve. which is almost totally obscured 

by the theoretical curve. To obtain such near perfect agreement. the 

theoretical stray capacitance was adjusted from 4.8 pF down to 4.4 pF. 

Nevertheless, the agreement remains satisfying and lends confidence to 

the model. Also shown in Fig. 4.4-12 is th: depletion layer cherge QD 

and oxide voltage drop as a function of surface potential. 

Modelling of ON State Stabilization Currents 

Having established confidence in the computer model, the currents 

measured in the previous sub-section can be plotted as a function of 

surface potential as shown in Fig. 4.4-13. The computer model can be 

used to to compute the recombination current (as defined by Eq. 4.2-10) 

by integrating the Shockley-Read-Hall net recombination rate throughout 
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the space charge region. This current is plotted in Fig. 4.4-13 using 

the e:perimentally measured recombination/generation rate constant ~P = 

8 µsec, and can be seen to be much smaller than most other currents of 

interest. 

In addition to the recombination current, the computer model can be 

employed to calculate the diffusion current calculated in Eq. 4.2-11 by 

determining the minority carrier concentration at the depletion region 

edge. As can be seen in Fig. 4.4-13, the diffusion current is a strong 

function of ~sand is the dominant loss current component of QIHV in 

the ON state. Although it can be argued that the relative sizes of the 

two loss currents depends on the choice of~. in order for the 

recombination current (which varies as c~-1 ]) to be comparable to the 

diffusion current (which varies as c~-1121>. the average lifetime would 

have to be smaller by nearly three orders of magnitude. Such an error 

is doubtful uu two counts; first it would mean an enormous difference in 

~ within 10 mils measured laterally on the surface, and second it would 

result in a shifted ON state to a significantly lower than observed 

current level. In fact, e::perimentally the ON state agrees well with 

the predicted ON state found by the inter~ection of the impact 

ionization current and the back diffusion current. 

The relationship between the magnitudes of the recombination current 

and diffusion current is e:actly the same as in a PN junction. In that 

case, recombination in the space-charge region is virtually ignored, and 

tho primary current is the diffusion current calculated at the depletion 

region edge. The only difference is that in an MTOS junction, the P 

side is actually an inversion layer (looks p+) with the poasibility of 

surface recombination/generation. As was discussed in section 4.2, the 

contribution of interface traps to recombination has been disregarded. 
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4.4-13 JfI'OS device carrent densities as a function of surface 
potential for device biased at -3.50 volts. Idov is 
~xperimental total device current {electron tunneling current) 
QINV are points transcribed from Fig. 4.4.8 and measure 
time rate of change of inversion layer charge. Iinj is 
latoral hole injection current measured from steady state 
measurement. Iii i1 impact ionization current. Idiff 
•~d Jrec are tho back diffusion and recombination currents 
respectively as obtained from computer model. 
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The conclusion that a strong back hole diffusion current stabilizes 

the ON state is further supported by experimental evidence in section 

4.6. 

4,5 Steady State Hole Injection using a Djnde Controlled Inversion 
Layer 

Tho electrode structure for the charge packet threshold.detector 

experiment can be employed for steady state.hole injection experiments. 

Biasing the three input structure electrodes at -4.O volts yields an 

effective large area gate-controlled diode [Forster and Veloric, 1959]. 

In this mode, the voltage applied to the diode Vn, controls the surface 

potential under the three electrodes. If the tunnel oxide electrode is 

biased at Vro = -3.5 volts, its surface potential is similarly 

controlled. In this way, a three-terminal M'I'OS device is created in 

which the MTOS total junction bias Vro and surface potential ~scan be 

independently controlled. 

A~te-Controlled Diode Theory 

The gate-controlled diode theory is discussed by Grove and Fitzgerald 

[1966]. In this section, our attention is restricted to the situation 

where the surface under the controlling gate is inverted. Although 

Grove and Fitzgerald approached this problem from the point of view of 

the effect of the gate on the diode I-V characteristics, the effect of 

the diode voltage on the 'controlling' gate's inversion layer is 

emphasized here. From this point of view, the structure behaves as a 

diode-controlled MOS capacitor. A schematic cross-section for this 

structure showing the energy band bending for a diode-controlled biased 

and unbiased HOS capacitor is shovn in Fig. 4.5-1. In this device, the 

gate is actually three separate electrodes biased in parallel at a 

voltage greater than the threshold voltage (-2.O volts). Since the 

three electrodes are separated by submicron gaps, the device behaves as 

though tho electrode structure were continuous. The applied diode 
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GATE-CONTROLLED DIODE 

n•type SI 

Vo 

4.5-1 Energy bands of ideal gate-controlled diode structure. Dotted 
bands are for zero gate bias and solid bands are for inversion 
gate biases. In both cases the diode is grounded. Dashed 
line shows Fermi level. (After Grove and Fitzgerald]. 
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voltag~ is in the range -1.0 i VD i. +o.2 volts. 

For VD= 0 volts, the pn product throughout the semiconductor is 

equal to n1
2 , and the surface potential under the gated n-region is the 

equilibrium inverted surface potentiaJ ~, 0
• In the lateral direction 

between the p+ region and then region, the band bending is just such 

that minority carrier drift balances minority carrier diffusion. The p+ 

region is slightly accumulated due to the negati~e gate bias, and then 

region is inverted. The complexity of this structurally simple system 

should not be Ullderestimated. 

When VD< 0 is suddenly applied to the diode, the initial effect is 

to raise the valence band in the p+ region relative ~o the valence band 

in the inverted n region. This causes a net drift current of holes from 
+ the electrostatically unfavorable inversion layer into the p region, 

resulting in a raising of the inversion layer valence band until 

drift/diffusion balance is reestablished. The surface potential in the 

inversion layer ~sis approximately equal to 

4.5-1 

The semiconductor under the gate is in a state of slight deep depletion 

(pn < ni2) and the diode must extract the thermal hole generation 

current from the MOS capacitor in order to maintain the surface 

potential according to Eq. 4.5-1. If one measures the reverse biased PN 

junction current, it is the sum of an isolated PN junction reverse bias 

current and the thermal generation current of a slightly deep depleted 

MOS capacitor. This effect can be used to probe the HOS dark current, 

but tho MOS gate area must be large enough to permit the observation of 

dark current in the 10 nA/cm2 range [Rabbani and Lamb, 1983]. 

For small positive values of v0 , Eq. 4.5-1 continues to describe tho 

surface potential. In this situation, the diode is injecting holes 
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toward the MOS surface in order to support a super-inversion layer (pn > 

ni2). The injected holes subsequently recombine in the space-charge 

region or diffuse away into the bulk. Under either forward or reverse 

diode bias~ the eff~~t of th~ MOS inversion layer coupling is to 

increase the apparent area of the PN junction, because the inversion 

layer of holes acts e%actly as a virtual p+ region. Such an effect is 

used in inversion layer solar cells [for example, Okuyama and Ma, 1984]. 

Diode-Controlled MOS Capacitor E:;periment 

To check this simple theory e%emplified by Eq. 4.S-1, the capacitance 

of the metering well electrode was monitored as a function of VD in 

order to measure the surface potential of the capacitor. The bias 

applied in parallel to the three electrodes (Vll, Vw, V.xo> was.-4.0. 

volts. The surface potential was determined from the capacitance 

through the use of Eqs. 4.4-18 and 4.4-19 (which neglects the voltage 

drop across the inversion layer; permissible for gate O%idcs SSS i 
thick). This surface potenti~l is plotted as a function of diode 

voltage in Fig. 4.S-2. Experimentally it appears that 

Ws = 1.06 VD - 0.70 (volts) 4.5-2a 

The value w~ = -0.70 volts is almost the classic equilibrium inversion 

layer surface potential (2,n) so that the agreement between t~e Grove 

and Fitzgerald theory and the confirmation experiment is e%cellent. 

The same e%periment can be performed using the HI'OS capacitor rather 

than the metering well electrode. The three input structure electrodes 

~emain biased at -4.0 volts and the HTOS junction is biased at -3.5 

volts as its capacitance is monitored as a function of v0 • The surface 

potential is calculated using the results of the computer model, and is 

also plott~d in Fig. 4.5-2. hperimentally, 

Ws • 0.97 VD - 0.53 volts 4.5-2b 
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This value of $~ is considerably smaller than the value $~ = -0.98 

volts predicted by setting pn = ni2 and employing Eqs. 4.2-2 and 4.2-13. 

The reason for this discrepancy is not presently clear. The maJor 

differences between tho tunnel oxide device and the gate oxide device 

are that a current is flowing through the tunnel oxide with possible 

impact ionization generation of holes occuring for $s smaller than -1.S 

volts, and that the surface hole concentration is much higher for the 

tunnel oxide device. The former difference could account for part of 

the discrepancy, but the latter difference would predict the opposite 

effect. Another possibility is that lateral minority carriers are 

responding to the A. C. probe· signal resulting in increased capacitance 

[T-P. Ma, private communication]. The MTOS junction may be more 

sensible to such lateral effects due to the high value of Cox' so that 

such a hypothesis is reasonable but presently unp:oven. 

The outstanding observation of this simple diode-controlled MOS 

capacitor experiment is that tho diode voltage controls the MOS 

capacitor and MTOS capacitor surface potential in a linear and nearly 

unity gain fashion. 

Diode-Control led lfl'OS J"unctipr 

In Fig. 4.S-3, the capacitance-voltage and current-voltage 

characteristics of the MTOS junction arc shown for various values of 

diode voltage VD. In all cases Vn a Vw • Vxo • -4.0 volts except for 

the dotted lines which indicate the characteristics for Vxo • O. The 

effect of fixing $
1 

once the MTOS device is inverted is to flatten the 

C-V characteristic. This is similer to the case of thick oxide MOS 

capacitors where in inversion, $
5 

becomes fixed at some level ( "-2 cj,n). 

In this experiment though, the 'fixed' level of $scan be varied by 

altering the diode voltage. By pinning the surface potential, 

additional voltage applied to the thin oxide electrode falls across the 
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oxide. This is soon in tho I-V characteristics by the exponential 

increase in electron tunneling current for increasing VTO• 

As was discussed above, fi%ing v0 = 0 volts should result i~ pn = ni2 

throughout the semiconductor. Tho C-V curve corresponding to Vn = 0 can 
0 

be interpreted as the MTOS C-V for a thin (33 A) 'non-tunnel' oxide. By 

biasing Vn a O, the MTOS state is determined on tho JITOS phase diagram 

by the pn = ni2 trajectory. Varying Vn results in operating the MTOS 

device along a diagonally shifted but nearly parallel curve in state 

space. 

Instead of fixing the diode voltage and sweeping the tunnel oxide 

junction bias, the latter can be fixed.and the diode voltage swept. 

This measurement is shown in Fig. 4.S-4. The substrate current 

increases exponentially with Vn as expected since AVn = AVox• 

Experimentally we observe that 

4.5-3 

This behavior is indicative that the device current (i.e. electron 

tunneling current) is a function only of Vox• since 

4.5-4 

and equal increases in Vro and v0 cancel. This same behavior was 

alluded to in tho discussion of Fig. 4.4-6. 

In the c:q:erimental set-up for Fig. 4.S-4, the device current is 

measured at the substrate, and can be interpreted as an MIOS junction 

current for small levels of diode current. However, for positive values 

of Vn, the diode current grows rapidly leading to the downturn in total 

substrate current as seen in Fig. 4.S-4. For values of Vn before the 

diode current becomes large, the device current is plotted as a function 

of Vox using ~~ a -0.53 volts in the semi-log plot of Fig. 4.S-S. This 
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figure can be compared to Fig. 4.4-.6. The slope in the latter is. 

slightly steeper. but may be_due to the uncertainties in the indirect 

calculation of oxide voltage in :ither or both of the t,ro experiments. 

The HIOS capacitance as a function of v0 for various values of l1TOS 

junction bias is also shOYll in Fig. 4.S-4. This data WAS used in 

preparing Fig. 4.S-2. and was replotteu in Fig. 4.4-12 as a function of 

surface potential. In order to obtain :ood agreement between the 

experimental capacitance curve of Fig. 4.4-12 obtained from the charge 

packet injection experiments. and this latter data. 
0 

~s was chosen to be 

-O.S3 volts. This fitting process is the origin of the value of ~o 
s 

quoted previously in this section. 

In both the capacitance and current char~~~eristics of Fig. 4.S-4, 

there is an odd looking distortion for Vn = -0.8 volts (position depends 

upon Vro>- The distortion is one of lower capacitance (i.e. deeper 

depletion) and lower current (less oxide voltage drop. i.e. deeper 

depletion). than one might expect by extrapolating the smooth curves. 

This distortion is most likely due to the loss of the coupling inversion 

layer under the three input structure electrodes. The loss is due to 

the relatively large reverse bias diode voltage. aaking it energetically 

unfavorable for any minority carriers to remain in the HOS capacitor 

inversion layer. The negative diode voltage pulls out all the holes 

under the input structure electrodes. The MTOS junction then relaxes to 

its deep depleted OFF state and is no longer influenced by the diode. 

This behavior is discussed in more detail in section 4.6. 

N-Type Negative Resistance caused by Hot Electron Impact Ioni;ation 

When current through the PN junction is measured 1n tho diode

controlled IITOS junction experimental set-up, an interesting N-type 

negative resistance is observed. This measurement is in principle 
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straight forward. but in actuality Murphy's Laws of Instrumentation seem 

to be enhanced in the experimental configuration. which has resulted in 

the 'death' of many devices. including 9Al3. Fortunately, it was 

possible to make one measurement of 9A13 before it passed away using the 

experimental set-up shown in Fig. 4.S-6. Because most ammeters ~ith 

picoampere to nanoampere sensitivity operate best in a single-ended 

mode, the diode was grounded through the ammeter. and the substrate bias 

was ramped. To maintain constant bias across the input structure and 

tunnel oxide electrodes, a floating supply was used between the 

substrate and the electrodes. 

The PN junction current was measured with the input structure 

electrodes biased at -4.0 volts and ll'IOS junction shorted to the 

substrate. Then. the same measurement was repeated but with the MTOS 

junction biased at -3.5 volts. These measurements are shown in Fig. 

4.5-7. The difference in the two measured currents is due to the 

lateral flow of holes between the HTOS surface and the PN junction. 

The lateral injection current as measured for v0 between -1.0 and 

-0.4 volts can be interpreted as the tunnel oxide hole leakage current. 

!~~~!;=~:!.vu wui~ntial regime. QINV = Ilat - Iht• and in the steady-. 
state measurement of Fig. 4.S-7, QINV = O. The hole leakage current 

measured by this method is shown in Fig. 4.4-13. It is seen that the 

agreement between this latter measurement and the hole leakage current 

obtained using tho charge packet transient technique is quite 

rca;onable. Such consistency tends to validate both approaches and 

lends confidence to the reiults. 

In the bias regime v0 l -0.4 volts, tho oxide voltage has reached a 

sufficient level to cause hot electron impact ionization generation of 

holes. This hole 1eneration partially resupplies holes lost to oxide 
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leakag~ and reduces the lateral hole current requirement from the diode, 

and tho diode ·current begins to drop. In thiz regime, 

As tho impact ionization current continues to grow, the net diode 

current decreases in a N-type negative resistance fashion, and ov~n 

changes sign. When Jii is equal to Jht' tho lateral current is zero and 

the diode curront is the same as when tho MTOS junction is unbiased. 

The surface potentiai for this condition is loss than that obtained from 

the metastable operating point of tho charge packet injection 

_experiment. Tho difference is not well understood, but may be duo in 

part to the finite impedance of tho ammeter used in Fig. 4.5-6, which 

may distort tho I-V characteristic, so that the charge packet e%periment 

is felt by ~e author to be more reliable. This same lowor-than

expoctod surface potential phenomenon was encountered in tho diode

controlled HOS capacitor experiment described in t~o previous 

subsection. 

Tho total diode current, which also decreases in a negative 

resistance fashion from VD l -v.~ volts to VD=+ 0.1 volts, increases 

again beyond tho latter limit and changes sign a second time duo to the 

additive effect of tho PN junction current, and completes the N-type 

characteristic. Such a characteristic can be used for a bistable 

switching circuit if a load of sufficient value is placed, in series with 

tho PN junction. This is shoYll in the load time analysis diagram of 

Fig. 4.5-8 (wherein tho load is chosen to be a passive resistor, as 

opposed to an FET active load). By choosing tho proper load, it is even 

possible to apply zero volts to tho circuit yet have two stable current 

states, one with positive current and tho other with negative current. 

Tho circuit is switched by causing the JITOS junction to become super

inverted beyond tho threshold level (regime 4) such as by illumination 
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or any of the other techniques described in this work. 

Although such a circuit may have many interesting applications. the 

switching speed of this circuit depends upon the strength of the 

negative resistance. which depends upon the hole g~neration cnrrent due 

to impact ionization. Raising the junction bias does this but is 

limited by the breakdown voltage. By increasing tho area of the device. 

the total hole generation rate is increased but the capacita~cc is als~ 

increased. It is preferrable to increase the impact ionization 

probability and simultaneously reduce the capacitance. Although 

preliminary. a collaborative effort between the author and another 

investigator has shown that tho same N-type negative resistance curve 
0 

may be obtained using a thicker ( ~90 A) oxide biased into the Fowler-

Nordheim tunneling regime. In this case. the specific oxide capacitance 

is reduced three-fold and the impact ionization probability is increased 

approximately thirty-fold to nearly 100'11 or larger. Thus the negative 

resistance switching capability is enhanced by approximately two orders 

of magnitude. 

Tho author regrets that due to time constraints. the ramifications of 

this newly discovered N-type negative resistance remain largely 

une:plored. Perhaps future investigations will reveal an optimum way to 

employ this phenomena in a practical circuit. 

§1 6 1 Effect of Control Gate Voltage on PN junction - IITOS junction 
Copplipg 

In the previous section. the PN junction diode voltage control of the 

JITOS junction surface potential was examined. In th~ cases so far 

discussed. the control gate va~ tit~~~ biased su=h th~t a strong 

inversion layer was prosent or was clamped off so that the diode was 

decoupled from the H'l'OS junction. In this section the intermediate 

ran1e of control ~:to biases will be examined. 
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For the investigation, a somewhat simplified experimental structure 

which was fabricated on the 820S test chip and whose layout is shown in 

Fig. 4.6-1 is used. The structure is elongated in the direction 

transverse to current flow, compared to the structure discussed 

previously in this chapter, and there is only.one control gate as 

compared to throe. The PN junction is located only one mil away from 

the IITOS junction :o as to enhance the coupling of the two devices by 

lateral diffusion when the control gate is OFF. 

There were lour basic sets of currcat-voltage measurements that were 

perfor.ned on this device structure. Since there arc three independent 

terminals (substrate irounded), one terminal's bias ·is fixed, and 

current measured as the sacond is s- ·~and the third bias used as a 

parameter. Thero are throe interesting places to measure current which 

are tho substrate, tho diode, and the J:l'l'OS gate. However, the substrate 

current is almost equal to the MTOS junction current, and the diode 

current is only easily measured when the diode voltage is fixed and 

equal to the substrate voltage. Thus, four sets of measurements have 

been made, and these measurements are sufficient for und~rstanding this 

complex semiconductor device structure. 

In tle first measurement performed, the diode is grounded to 

substrate, and tho substrate current is monitored as a function of 

control gate ·voltage, for various values of ll1'0S junction bias. The 

results of this measurement ar~ shown in Fig. 4.6-2. The gate voltage 

is ramped to -3 .O volts with the HTOS junction initially in the OFF 

state. At approximately -1.9 volts, the lateral subthreshold control 

gato channel conductance is sufficient to allow lateral hole injection 

from tho diode to take place. The Jrl'OS junction current rises rapidly 

and then switches into a high current state. At this point, the 

coupling between tho diode and MTOS junction has changed. The JlTOS 
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junction inversion layer is limited by the subthrcshold diffusion of 

holes from the MTOS super-inversion layer through tho control gate 

channel to tho diode. 

Increasing tho control gate voltage results in the formation of an 

inversion layer which strongly couples the ml>S junction surface 

potential to the diode voltage in the previously discussed manner of a 

diode-controlled MOS capacitor. The ~-ros current is independent of 

control gate voltage as long as the coupling inversion layer is present. 

and the current is detemined by the tunnel oxide voltage drop as 

described by Eq. 4.5-2. 

Reduction of the control gate voltage below -2.» volts with the lrl'OS 

junction 1n a high current state (V10 must be above the holding voltage 

v8>. retards the ability of the diode to control the Hl'OS surface 

potential through the lateral current. The MTOS inversion layer grows 

until tho back diffusion loss term makes up for the retarded control. 

As will be seen in Fig. 4.6-6. the lateral diffusion current to the 

diode actually grOYs as the control gate bias is reduced from -2.0 volts 

to -1.S volts. This counter-intuitive effect is due to a differential 

negative 'resistance' relationship. As the lateral channel is clamped 

off. the Jl'IOS inversion layer grows resulting in increased electron 

tunneling current and impact ionization currents. The increase in 

super-inversion results in an increase in lateral diffusion current. 

Thus, clamping off tho lateral channel results in increased lateral 

diffusion current. Tho percentage of tho lateral diffusion current 

exiting tho MTOS super-inversion layc~ collected by the diode is also a 

function o! control gate voltage. as the number of majority carriers in 

tho control channel is regulated from depletion toward flat-band. 

For control gate voltages-less than - -1.5 volts. tho ml>S junction 
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current is nearly indopondont of control gate voltage, even though the 

internal inversion layer currents continue to rearrange themselves. 

In Fig. 4.6-3. a similar measurement is performed except that the 

Jl'l'OS junction bias is held fixed at -3.5 volts and the diode voltage is 

discretely varied. The effect of the diode voltage is seen to be two

fold. The first effect is to vary the control gate threshold voltage 

required to initiate switching of the MTOS junction from a low current 

to a high current state. This effect is similar to the apparent 

threshold lowering offoct obsorvod in MOSFETs if a non-zero 'source' 

bias is applied relative to substrate [Muller and Kamins. 1977]. This 

'body' effect is that 

' 
~ - VT - (29 9. - 9 V )112 + (29 9 )112 

o n o S o n 4.6-1 

Once tho inversion layer has been formed, th~ diode controls the MTOS 

surface potential. By comparing Fig. 4.6-2 and Fig. 4.6-3, the 

relationship of Eq. 4.5-3 is again verified. (Compare the currents at 

v6 • -3.0 volts). 

T"Ais system can be considered to be a gate-controlled threshold 

detector. If tho control gate voltage exceeds a certain threshold 

value, the K'IOS junction switches to a stable high current state. The 

threshold level, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6-3 can be altered by 

adjusting the diode voltage over :pproximately a half volt range. 

Another variation on the theme is sho1f'll in the measurements of Fig. 

4.6-4. Hore the MTOS Junction is fixed at a bias of -3.5 volts and 

substrate current is monitored as tho diode voltage is swept for various 

values of control gate voltage. Consider first the case for a control 
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gate voltage VG• -2.0 volts. The HTOS junction is initially in a low 

current state as VD is ramped from -2.0 volts toward zero. It is 

energetically unfavorable for there to be an inversion layer under the 

control gate in this case until Vn > 0 volts so that for VD i o. the 

diode is decoupled from the irros junction. As VD is ramped above zero. 

-~ lk~or.iuu l•yar £0:rms and the MTOS junction surface potenti~l becomes 

coupled to the diode .~ltage and the Ml'OS junction switches to a high 

(diode-controlled) current state. The device current rises 

exponentially with increasing Vn (i.e. increasing Vox> until at VD 
+o.3 volts. tho forward biased diode current obscures the Kl'OS electron 

tunneling current and the net substrate current begins a sudden nose 

dive exhibiting differentially negative resistance. 

Sweeping in the reverse direction from +o.4 volts to -2.0 volts. the 

opposite happens except that when the inversion layer dissipates close 

to VD equal to zero volts. the M'IOS junction remains in a high current 

state. The Jrl'OS state is pinned by lateral diffusion toward the diode. 

:.lie strength of which depends upon the control gate channel's state of 

depletion (i.e. VG). 

If the control gate voltage is large enough (for example VG = -2.2 

volts) when the diode voltage is swept toward -2.2 volts. the MTOS 

inversion laye= i: !;:; th:~ !he critical level required for the impact 

ionization positive feedback when the coupling inversion layer 

dissipates so that tho JITOS junction relaxes back to a low current 

state. 

For small values of control gate voltage (less than -1.4 volts) the 

couplina of the H'l'OS junction and PN junction while tho .MTOS device is 

in a low current state is by hole diffusion between the PN junction and 

tho H'IOS deep depletion potential well. In this situation, the two 
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devices behave as the devices studied by Teng (1983). The efficiency of 

such coupling is poor so that a significant total PN junction current 

must flow before switching occurs. 

It is difficult to diagrammatically show the physical properties of 

the device, but in Fig. 4.6-S, a potential well-like diagram is shown 

which attempts to ill~strate the different coupling states of the 

system. Before proceeding, it is important to note that diffusion can 

only be marginally illustrated by such a diagram. and the control gate 

well is not really a well at all. Super-inversion doesn't really fit 

into this pictorial scheme as it was originally intended. Nevertheless, 

in Fig. 4.6-Sa, the system is shown for the )tl'OS device in a low current 

state with some sub-threshold conduction of holes from the diode taking 

place. This lateral flow is balanced by oxide hole leakage so that QINV 

.. o. 

In Fig. 4.6-Sb, the lateral current has i~creased sufficiently (by 

increasing VD or V6 ) to initiate switching of th-. MTOS j!?!!ction. The 

growth of the )lT()S inversion layer is stabilized in Fig. 4.6-Sc by 

lateral hole diffusion toward the diode and by back hole diffusion. 

Reducing v6 can be imagined to increase the HTOS inversion layer and 

hence to vary the various components of QINV which will still sum to 

z.ero. 

In Fig. 4.6-Sd, a negative diode voltage is seen to have little 

effect on the )tl'OS inversion layer, since the control gate continues to 

li-it latc~al diffusion from the super-inversion layer. 

So far measurements involving the substrate current have been 

discussed. Measurement of tho diode current is shown in Fig. 4.6-6. 

Consider Vro • -3.S volta and refer to tho similar condition of 4.6-2. 

As tho control gate voltage is increased from zero toward -3.0 volts 
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4.6-5 Potential well-like diagrams for subthreshold control gate 
voltage switchina of coupled HIOS .junction and PN junction. 
See toxt. 
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(with the MTOS junction initially in a low current state), it can be 

seen that the diode current increases exponentially. This lateral hole 

injection current is identical to subthreshold MOSFET conduction 

current. BOYever, at v0 = -2.0 volts, the hole injection via 

subthreshold conduction is sufficient to cause the KIOS junction 

inversion layer to gro-. autonomously through the impact ionizatio~ hole 

ceneration mechanism (Fig. 4.6-Sb). The growth is limited by the 

lateral subthreshold diffusion of holes toward the diode and back 

diffusion to the bulk (Fig. 4.6-Sc). The diode current is observed to 

change sign and magnitude. 

After switching, the MTOS-PN junction system is in that counter

intuitive regime of operation. Increasing v0 i=proves the control of 

the diode over the HTOS junction surface potential, and the MTOS 

junction current and lateral hole diffusion current decrease as the 

super-inversion region is brought under the reins of the diode voltage 

until firm control is established. The lateral current flow is 

primarily drift once the control gate layer is established. 

Sweeping the control gate voltage back toward zero decouples the 

diode voltage from the MTOS junction surface potential, but the latter 

is still limited by the control gate voltage (Fig. 4.6-Sd, but imagine 

VD• 0 and v0 • 1.7 volts) like an overflowing bathtub. Reducing VG 

increases the maximum level of the llTOS inversion layer, and results in 

an increased lateral diffusion current as collected by the diode. 'lhen 

the control gate voltage is r~duced below approximately -1.5 volts, the 

majority carriers in the coupling channel limit the amount of lateral 

diffnsion current which actually reaches the diode and is collected. 

This reduction in collection efficiency rftsults in~ reduction of diod~ 

current, until the collection efficiency reduction saturates near VG= 

, -1.2 volt:. 
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Tho presence of a continued diode current for a clamped off channel 

provides hard evidence for the concept of lateral and back diffusion of 

minority carriers from a super-inversion layer. Such a back and lateral 

diffusion current m~y in fact boa practical drawback of this dovicc, or 

a useful property depending upon tho application. Excess minority 

carriers can cause latch-up in OIOS circuits for example. an undesirable 

foaturo. Ho,rever. diffused carriers can fill a CCD potential well, 

allowing for soft coupled detection of the Ml'OS ON stat:. or ~:ovido a 

base current to a PNP transistor yielding simple integrated signal 

amplification. 

4,7, Pulsed Control Gate Switching of the n'TOS Iunction 

In Fig. 4.6-4, it can be readily discerned that with the MTOS 

junction initially in tho low current state, and the diode grounded to 

substrate. applying a control gate voltage greater than -2.0 volts will 

'. cause the device to switch to a high-current state. Removing the 

. control gato bias will further increase the device current. In this 

manner. it is actually a simple manner to switch the llTOS junction ON 

electrically. To electrically switch the junction OFF is also straight 

forward and can be done in two ways. The classical way is to briefly 

remove the )IT()S junction bias. which will result in the recombination 

and diffusion of the inversion layer. Another way is to begin with the 

control gate off and bias tho diode at perhaps -1.0 volt. Pulsing the 

control gate on will cause tho diode to extract the KTOS inversion layer 

and switch the junction OFF. Removing tho control gato bias will result 

in the isolated MTOS junction in its stable OFF state. A oscilloscope 

photograph illustrating the electrical switching of the MTOS junction is 

shown in Fig. 4.7-1. Noto that tho junction can also be switched OFF by 

transferring out the charge in tho MTOS potential well in a CCD manner. 

Perhaps more interest!:g is to preset tho initial state of the HTOS 
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junction using the diode voltage. In this operation, the control gate 

is initially on with the diode voltage setting the HIOS junction surface 

potential to some steady-state intermediate level. The control gate is 

suddenly clamped and the KIOS junction either relaxes to the OFF state 

or switches to the ON state, depending upon the preset value of Vox• 

This situ~tion is entirely analogous to the charge packet initiated 

switching azperiment in which th~ size of the injected charge packet 

presets the initial state of the junction. As such, it is not 

surprising that the transient device current resembles that of the 

charge packet initiated switching experiment as illustrated in the 

multiple exposure photograph of Fig. 4.7-3 for various values of v0 • 

One slight difference about this preset surface potential transient 

switc~ing experiment concerns the discontinuity observed at t = 12 msec 

in the transient current corresponding to the instant when Vxo is 

suddenly clamped off. The reason for the discontiniuty is that when the 

inversion layer under Vxo is clamped off, the holes which comprised the 

layer are ejected both back· toward the diode and forward into the HIOS 

junction. Approximately half the inversion layer goes in one direction, 

and half in the other. The extra charge ejected into the M'IOS junction 

can ~e calculated _by writing 

4.7-1 

where A:to is the relevant area of the output transfer gate and Cox is 

the specific 1ate oxide capacitance. Using A:xo Cox equal to 8 pF and 

v10 - VT' equal to 2 volts we obtain AQ equal to 8 pC. The change i:i 

current is well approximated by expanding Eq. 4.4-4 to obtain 

4.7-2 
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4.7-2 Potential well diagram illustrating preset .M'IOS junction 
surface potential experiment. 
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4.7-3 MTOS junction transient current as a function of time for 
various values of preset surface potential. Jll'OS junction 
bias applied at t • o. and output transfer gato clamped oft 
at t = 12 msoc. Diode voltage increased from 
-0.6 volts to +o.2 volts in 0.1 vo!t i:cre=ents. MTOS 
junction biased at -3.45 volts. Waveform ripple due to 
residual 60 Hz noise. 
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which using 9et • 87 pC yields 41./I approximately equal to lOl!i. This is 

almost exactly the VAlue observed. 

Note also that in this experiment. the more negative v0 becomes. the 

longer it takes to precharge the HTOS potential and preset the surface 

potential. This is because the equivalent MOSFET conductance of the 

control gate channel varies a~ the square of Va-V»-VT' (see Eq. 4.6-1). 

In principle. nearly all the calculations performed in section 4.4 

could be applied to the transient current response of Fig. 4.7-2. 

However, due to the uncertainties in !he preset surface potential as 

alluded to throughout this chapter. it was felt that the errors 

associated with analyzing data collected in this manner would be greater 

than those using the charge packet method. In addition. since no new 

information would be garnered. demonstration of the qualitative 

equivalence of the two methods is satisfactory. 

4,8 Smmary 

The new results and ideas presented in this chapter are now 

summarized. 

First. the successful operation of the HTOS junction as a charge 

packet threshold detector was demonstrated. Its characteristics are 

summarized in Table 4.8-1. The quintessential feature of the device is 

its relatively slow physical computation time (10-100 milliseconds) 

which is too slow for mo:t applications. There is (nndemonstrated) 

promise of increasing the switching speed by altering the oxide 

thickness and gate material work function. 

In the febricated Al/Si02/Si(n) device. the elect.ron tunneling 

current. impact ionization current and oxide hole leaka;c currents were 

measured using two techniques. One technique was to preset the MTOS 
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junction to an unstable state by injecting a packet of hole charge of a 

known and calibrated amount. and observing the transient device current 

as the junction relaxed to its OFF state or switched to its ON state. 

The second technique was to use a diode-controlled 110S capacitor 

structure and measure the diode current as a function of HTOS junction 

surface pote~tial in a steady-state fashion. The two techniques yielded 

basically identical results. 

The average total impact ionization probability obtained from the 

ratio of hole generation current to electron tunneling current was 

measured as a function of hot electron energy. This experimental result 

was compared to a theoretical scattering rate calculation, and the 

results were found to agree remarkably well. 

When the JITOS junction was coupled to a PN junction through an 

intermediate control gate. a new N-type negative resistance was 

discovered. whose strength is controllable with the applied HTOS bias. 

This N-type negative resistance has since been observed for thicker 

oxides biased into the Fowler-Nordheim tunneling regime, which by 

themselves are not bistable. This N-type nerative resistance may be 

useful in bistable switching circuits. 

Tho use of the control gate with JITOS devices has allowed the 

electrical switching of the junction with significantly greater 

efficiency than has been done previously. The control gate allows the 

thresholding operation to be transferred from a minority ca~rier current 

in the JITOS depletion region to a control gate voltage. The switching 

threshold using the control gate can be altered by varying the PN 

junction voltage. 

A model of the lrl'OS junction carrier concentration profile was 

developed which properly estimates the potential drop across the super-
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inversion layer as demonstrated by comparing capacitance calculations to 

experimental results. This model also predicts tliat the ON state 

stabilization mechanism is mainly due to back diffusion of holes from 

the super-inversion layer. This diffusion current was e:perimentally 

observed in the fabricated devices. Such a stabiliz,tion mechanism is 

in contrast to a recombination mechanism (in the space-charge region) 

proposed by earlier workers. 

In tho course of this w9rk, e%perimental techniques have been 

established which enable the control of the HI'OS junction surface in a 

manner which allows access to tho entire state-space of the junction, 

and gives the capability to map device currents, potentials and 

capacit~nces throughout all regimes of operation. 

Some of tho areas which need further investigation include resolving 

the oxide hole transport mechanism issue, a fuller understanding of how 

the diode co~!ed to the Hl'OS junction controls its surface potential, 

and applications of the newly discovered N-type negative resistance 

effect. 

The author is grateful to his predecessors who have established firm 

foundations for this work. It is hoped that the techniques and methods 

introduced in this chapter may be useful for the continued study of thin 

oxides and other dielectric films. The metal/tunnel-oxide/semiconductor 

system remains one of the most complex yet structurally simple systems 

encountered by the author. c~ .pling such a system to a PN junction or 

CCD may extend tho useful role thin oxides can play in practical 

circuits, but 8t the same time seriously compounds the device 

complo:ity. 
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Table 4.8-1 Summary of Charge Packet Threshold Detector Characteristics 

(9Al3) Al/Si02/Si{n) 

Area 

Oxide Thickness 

Flat-Band Voltage 

Oxide Capacitance 

OFF State (VTO = -3.5 volt~) 

Actual 

-4 2 2.58 x 10 cm 

40.0 mils 2 

33.0 + 0.5 i 
-0.19 volts 

266 pF 

-9 Current (Electron Tunneling) 2.0 x 10 A 

Inversion Layer Charge 

Surface Potential 

Oxide Voltage 

Equilibrium State {pn 

Current 

Inversion Layer Charge 

Surface Potential 

Oxide Voltage 

~.etastable (Critical) State 

-1.4 

-1.9 

355 pC 

volts 

volts 

-8 2.4 x 10 A 

594 pC 

-0.98 volts 

-2.33 volts 

Current (Electron Tunneling) 3.3 x 10-8 A 

Inversion Layer Charge 

Surface Potential 

Oxide Voltage 

ON State (VTO • ~3.5 volts) 

622 pC 

-0.88 

-2.43 

volts 

volts 

-8 Current (Electron Tunneling) 9.8 x 10 A 

Inversion Layer Charge 720 pC 

Surface Potential -0.56 volts 

·Oxide Voltage -2.75 volts 

Area Normalized 

1 

1 

33.0 .± 0.5 R 

-0.19 volts 

1.03 2 uF/cm 

-6 2 7. 7 x 10 A/cm 

2 1.4 uC/cm. 

-1.4 

-1.9 

volts 

volts 

-5 2 9.5 X 10 A/cm 
2 2.3 uC/cm 

-0.98 volts 

-2.33 volts 

1.3 x 10-4 A/cm2 

2.4 uC/cm2 

-0.88 volts 

-2.43 volts 

3.8 x 10-4 A/cm2 

2.8 uC/cm2 

-0.56 volts 

-2.75 volts 
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Table 4.8-1 Summary of Charge Packet Threshold Detector Characteristics (cont'd.) 

Switching ON Time 

Switching OFF Time 

Impact Ionization Probability 

·Electron/Hole Oxide 
•current Ratio 

0 1et' 
0 

Q.?t 
0 

; t' 
0 

Qht 
' 0 
Iii, 

0 
Qii 

Actual 

2.0 - 100 msec 

100 - 300 msec 

2 - 5¾ 

5 - 100 (extrap) 

5 - 50 (meas.) 

26 pA, 87 pC 

33 pA, 208 pC 

26 fA, 42 pC 

Area Non:ialized 

10 - 100 msec 

100 - 300 msec 

2 - 5% 

5 - 100 (extrap) 

5 - 50 (meas.) 

100 nA/cm2 ,0.34 µC/cm2 

128 nA/cm2 ,0.81 µC/cm2 

1 pA/cm2 ,0.16 µC/cm2 



CIIARGE-PAcmT DIFFERENCER CIRCUIT 

,.1 iptrgdnctigA 

The charge-coupled differencer circuit discussed in this chapter is a 

novel implementation of the functional block discussed in chapter 2. 

This circuit creates an output charge packet equal in magnitude to the 

difference in magnitudes of two input charge packets. The advantage of 

the implementation of the differencer presented in this chapter is that 

the physics of the device predict inherently linear transfer 

characteristics with exactly unity gain. In principle, the circuit can 

be fabricated using a minimal amount of real-estate, which makes it 

particularly attractive for charge-coupled computer array applications. 

A third important feature of this invention is that the origin of the 

input charge and the differencer electrodes can be separated by 

structures in the silicon yet connected by a wire passing over those 

structures, an advantage not normally enjoyed by charge-coupled devices. 

In cooperation with the Hughes Aircraft Company's Corporate Patents 

Office, a novelty search was initiated revealing several circuits which 

perform a charge packet differencing operation. The prior art which was 

found to be the closest to the circuit disclosed in this chapter was 

invented by Fagan (1978). The primary differences between the two 

circuits are that first Fagan generates two voltages wh~ch are 

proportional (possibly with two different proportion:l!ty constants) to 

two reference charge packets. Fagan then uses two sequential fill and 

spill c7clos utilizing one of these voltages on each cycle to generate 

tho output charge packet. Such a technique produces an inherently non

linear relationship between input charge packet and requires more real 

207 
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estate and more complicated timing ~han tho circuit presented in this 

-.ork. 

There are t,ro drawbacks to tho new charge-packet differencer circuit. 

Tho first is that the input charge p~ckets are destructively sensed. 

· This nuisance can be circumvented in the charge-coupled computer by 

- cloning the input charge packets prior to the sense operation through 

. the utilization of the differencer's replicator mode. The second 

drawback is that the inherent unity gain is affected by stray 

: capacitance. Since the ctray capacitance is often a function of 

voltage. the change in gain appears as a distortion in the transfer 

• characteristic. The stray capacitance can be minimized by proper layout 

• and advlnced fabrication technologies. 

In the Yale 8205 implementation of the charge packet differencer. 

'much larger geometries than what would be used in a true charge-coupled 

,computer array were employed. due to the limitations imposed by 

.fabricating the devices at Yale. The consequences of these oversized 

geometries were that charge transfer inefficiency. dark current and PN 

'junction leakago current were all in excess of what they might be were a 

better facility available. These consequences are compounded due to 

interplay among the non-optimized characteristics. For example. to 

illprove charge transfer efficiency. clocking rates were kept relatively 

slow. Such increased time intervals amplified the detrimental aspects 

of both dark current and leakage currents. 

Even with tho limitations imposed by tho processing facility. the 

charge packet differencer implemented on the Yale 8205 chip demonstrated 

the validity of the performance predictions made based on initial 

analysis of the proposed structure. The device performs charge packet 

differencing in a linear and accurate way and h•s a largo dynamic range. 
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In the sections which follow, the operation of the device will be 

discussed and the predicted performance analyzed. The device layout and 

the rationale for the chosen geometry will be covered, including a 

proposed layout for improved performance. E%perimental results obtained 

from measurement of the fabricated de~ices will be ezamined and 

analyzed, including calibration of the output amplifier. This chapter 

will end with a summary of the results obtained by this work and 

conclusions regarding future directions. 

5.2 Theory of Operation 

Basic Operation 

To assist in the discussion of the basic operation of the charge 

packet differencer circuit, a schematic series of drawings is shown in 

Fig. 5.2-1. In Fig. 5.2-la, a cross-section showing two input charge 

packets 9sA and 9sB in storage wells VwA and VWB isolated from floating 

+ p diffusions by output transfer 1ates Vu and VXB is displayed. The 

floating diffusions are wired to two electrodes labelled A and B, which 

are also connected via a HOSFET switch to the precharge potential vO• 

Nezt to electrode A is an isolation gate VX2 and an input diode reverse 

biased by VD2• Adjacent to electrode Bis an output transfer gate Vxo• 

These latter four gates, input diode and precharge MOSFET switches 

comprise the charge packet differencer. In Fig. 5.2-la, the precharge 

· switches have been momentarily closed by pulsing Vpcs to some negative 

bias larger than Vo + VT, where VT is the (negative) 110S threshold 

voltage. 'lhen this negative bias is removed and the switches open tho 

circuit, the two difforencer electrodes A and B remain precharged at a 

floatin; vclt:ge Vo. Tho negative charge on each gate is 9A and 9iJ 
respectively. 

• In Fig. 5.2-lb, the output transfer gates Vu and VXB have been 

biased to a negative voltage larger than VwA and Vwa respectively, 
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causing the positive minority carrier charges 9sA and 9sB to be 

collected by the floating diffuions. The positive minority carrier 

charge recombines with a portion of the negative charge on electrodes A 

and B, resul!ing in a reduced charge on each electrode. To ensure 

complete charge transfer, the prechargo voltage must be large enough to 

ensure that tho floating diffusion bias v0 after recombination is still 

larger than VwA + VT~ and Vwn + VT. Tho new negatlve charges on each 

differencer electrode 9A and 9J3 are given by 

This gate charge subtraction process is very similar to the operation of 

the output charge packet sense amplifier discussed in appendix D. 

In Fig. S.2-lc, the input diode CVn2> has been momentarily forward 

biased with respect to the semiconductor surface under electrodes A and 

B, filling the potential wells under these gates with minority carrier 

charge. When tho diode is returned to a reverse bias condition, a 

portion of the injected cnrriers spill out from the potential wells back 

to tho diode and the rest are trapped in tho potential well under 

electrode B. This process is wholly analogous to the Tompsett aurface 

potential equilibration method of cr&&ting a charge packet (as ditcussed 

in chapter 2) except in this device the gate charge is fixed rather than 

the gate voltage. 

The charge trapped under electrode B can be determined using Gauss' 

Law in the following manner. Since the spill process described above 

terminates when the surface potential under tho two electrodes are 

equal, Eq. 2.3-lOa is used to argue that tho depletion layer cherge 

areal densities under tho two electrodes arc equal. This assumes that 

there is a negligiblo potential drop across tho ainority carrier 
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inversion layer under electrode B. which is reasonable for gate oxides 
0 

in the 500 A thickness range under moderate bias conditions. It is slso 

necessary to assume identical doping profiles under each electrode. 

though the doping profile need not be constant. The charge on the gate 

electrode. charge in tho oxide. interface trapped charge. depletion 

layer ch~r;e a~d in the case of electrod~ B. the charge in the potential 

well is summed. and assllllling zero electric field outside the ~fOS 

sandwich. one obtains from Gauss' Law: 

QA/AA+ Oou + QITA + OnA = 0 

Qs/As + Oo:m + QilB + Cl»B + Qo/AB = 0 

5.2-2 

5.2-3 

where AA and AB are the areas of electrodes A and B, ~XA• ~XB• QITA 

and QITB are the fixed oxide charge and interface trapped charge areal 

densities on electrodes A and B. OnA and tliJB arc the depletion layer 

charge areal densities under electrodes A and B. and ,9o is the minority 

carrier charge trapped in the potential well under electrode B. 

Tho depletion layer charge densities in Eqs. S.2-2 and S.2-3 arc 

evaluated and the charge packet Oo solved for. It is asslllllcd (as is 

reasonable) that tho oxide and interface trapped charge in the two HOS 

capacitors arc identical. This yields 

o ~ n: - o~ ~•A.• .::S.n """B 
'A 

5.2-4 

which relates the magnitude of the captured charge packet to the charge 

on the two electrodes. This latter charge can be rewritten using Eq. 

s.2-1. and by recognizing that in the precharged state. tho areal gate 

charge densities must be equal (i.e. 9A/AA • 9JJIAB). Thus, 

5.2-5 
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Noting that a negative number of minority carriers cannot be captured. 

the chapter 2 notation is ~dopted so that 

This is the basic equation of operation of the charge packet 

differencor. 

5.2-6 

If the differencer electrodes are of equal area. the most useful 

differencer operation is obtained. that of unity gain. Such a 

characteristic is desired for the charge-coupled computer. Note that if 

the B channel input charge packet is zero, the differencer acts as a 

charge packet replicator. Such a replicator might be designed with 

un!ty gain (equal electrode areas). as an attenuator (AB< AA) or as an 

amplifier (AB> AA). The latter situation is particularly intriguing 

since it may be well suited for low noise amplification of small charge 

packets. however this posdbility is not pursued here. 

In a final phase not illustrated in Fig. s.2-1. the newly formed 

output charge packet 9o may be transferred from tho differencer in the 

usual CCD fashion. At this stage, the differencer may be reset by 

pulsing the JlOSF'ET precharge switches. Another option is to pulse the 

diode instead. to fill the potential well under electrode Ba second 

time. In this multiple cycle mode of operation. the differencer (or 

replicator) acts as a charge packet copying machine. This foature is 

particularly useful if subsequent circuits utilizing the created•charge 

packet are destructive in nature. The re-generated charge packets may 
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Timing diagram for charge packet differencer 
operation. Basic cycle is 

1. Precharge phase and prepare input charge 
packets. 

2. Gate charge subtraction phase and 
differencor fill. 

3. Differencer spill. 
4. Transfer output charge packet. 

Copy cycle is: 

1. Reset output amplifier (optional} and 
differencer fill. 

2. Differencer spill. 
3. Transfer output charge packet. 
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also be summed to form a larger charge packet which is a discrete 

multiple of the original. Note also that more than one input operation 

can take place, with the differencer electrode acting as a summation 

node during the gate charge subtraction process. 

A timing diagram for the basic operation of the differencer circuit 

is shown in Fig. S.2-2. Although more difficult to conceptually 

visualize, the gate charge subtraction phase {p~lsing Vn, VXB) can be 

coincident with the differencer's fill phase {pulsing Vn2>. This timing 

reduces the total time required to complete the differencing operation. 

Charge Handling Capability 

The m&%imum charge which can be input into the differencer depends 

upon the precharge bias vO, and the area of the electrodes. The A 

electrode is more critical ~han the B electrode. If too much charge is 

suLtracted from the B electrode during the input phase, the output 

charge packet will be zero. However, if too much charge is subtracted 

from the A electrode, the output will saturate, or even be reduced, 

depending upon the timing. The device saturates when the effective 

voltage on the A electrode becomes comparable to the MOS threshold 

voltage VT. Once the A electrode is less than VT, the fill and spill 

operation is hampered. 

The maximum prachargo voltage which can be applied to electrode A is 

determined by tho breakdown strength of the deep depleted silicon under 

the electrode. If tho breakdown field strength is CBR• the :azimum 

prechargo voltage is given by {asswaing no interface trapped charge) 

- V • FB 
5.2-7 

For Nn • 1 z 1O16tcm3, tho sllicon breakdown strength is approximately 
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0 
2.5 x 105 V/cm [Goetzbergor and Nicollian, 1967]. For d0 x = 550 A, the 

mu:imum precharge voltage is 24 volts. The maximum gate charge is then 

given by Gauss' Law a~ 

5.2-8 

After the maximum input charge has been aubtracted from the gate, the 

effective yoltage is VT. The new gate charge is given according to 

' ' 9A_/AA + 0nA = 0 5.2-9 

where QDA• the minimum depletion layer charge density is obtained by 

setting the surface potential eq~l to 2,n such that 

' 
0i>A • (4,nqcscoND)l/2 5.2-10 

The maximum input charge packet is the difference between QA and QA and 

is 

5.2-ll 

MAX 2 
Evaluating this quantity gives a value of 9sA /AA of 0.21 µC/cm. Th~ 

maximum output charge packet is determined by Eq. 5.2-6 and is 

5.2-12 

MAX 
and has the same value 9o /AB a 0.21 µC/cm2• 

If tho diffcrencer is not operated at full capacity, the maximum 

input signal charge is given by 

5.2-13 
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where 

5.2-14 

The maximlllll output charge packet is also given by Eq. S.2-13 with AB 

replacing AA. 

Effect of Stray Capacitance 

The effect of stray capacitance is primarily to attenuate the output 

of the charge pac~et differencer. Because the stray capacitance is a 

function of effective differencer electrode voltage. the associatel 

change in attenuation factor introduces non-linearity into the transfer 

characteristic. The stray capacitance can be divided into three major 

components. 'Ihe first is the stray capacitance due to the floating p+ 

diffusions. The second is due to the underlap capacitance between the 

floating p+ diffusions and adjacent transfer electrodes. The third 

component is due to stray wiring capacitances. Because the wiring can 

be done over thick oxide. it can be quite small. The underlap 

capacitance can be reduced by using a self-aligned implanted diffusion 

process. The floating p+ diffusion can be minimized by reducing the 

area of these regions. 

To quantitatively calculate the effect of stray capacitance one 

begins by writing a statement of charge conservation on the differencer 

electrodes: 

9a + 9sCB • 9i3 + 9sCB + 9sa 

5.2-lSa 

5.2-15b 

Yhcrc QSCA and 9sCB are the negative charges stored on the stray 

capacitance. Substituting these relationships into Eq. S.2-4 yield°s 
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5.2-16 

where 

5.2-17 

The difference in charge stored on the stray capacitance can be 

erpressed approximately by the product of the differential stray 

capacit~nce (CsCA• Cscn> and the change in differencer electrode 

effective voltage. 

I I 

Clscn - ClsCR = Csca CVu - Vn> 

Substituting these ~elationships into S.2-17 yields 

~ I t 

AOo • A CsCA (VA - VA) "-: CsCB (VB - VB) 
A 

If the electrode areas are ~qual. and if the differential stray 

capacitances are equal CCsc>• Eq. 5.2-19 can be simplified to 

' ' AOo - Csc (VA - VB) 

since VA and VB are equal. 

Finally. recognizing that 

one obtains 

C 
A°<) .2£°<) 

cox 
and Eq. 5.2-16 becomes 

where tho stray capacitance attenuation factor age is defined as 

5.2-lSa 

5.2-lSb 

5.2-19 

5.2-20 

5.2-21 

5.2-22 

5.2-23 

5.2-24 
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Although. in general. the stray capacitance attenuation effect is 

undesirable. it is possible to convert this to a feature. If the stray 

capacitance can bo controlled by a bias voltage. or more ideally. by a 

clt~T'!" packet (porh~l'tt '!!?!d~r !l~e.ti:: g:t: c:p:l::itor). it may be 

possible to construct a device which does charge packet differencing and 

multiplicat~on (division). This possibility is not pursued further 

here. but it may be worthy of future investigation. 

Effect of PN Junction Leakage Current 

Tho floating p+ diffusions in the charge packet differencer are. of 

course. roverso biased PN junctions in which a non-zero reverse 

'leakage' current fl01rs. This current discharges the differencer 

electrodes in the same manner discussed in appendix D regarding 

;mplifior droop. Tho discharge rate is simply 

• 

5.2-25a 

5.2-25b 

whore Ju and JLB are the current densities through the floating 

diffusions with areas ADA and AnB respectively. These currents depend 

upon tho quality of the diffusions and the effective differencer 

electrode bias. The higher the bias, the larger the current. For poor 

quality diffusions, soft broakdoYJ1 of the junction may occur for large 

prechargo biases loading to large and unpredictable current levels. 

If an interval 4t elapses between the time the electrodes are 

prechargod and the time the output charge packet is formed, the total 

discharge is jiven ~y 

and --
:;;i..iina a constant discharge current during the interval. 

5.2-26a 

5.2-26b 

The output 
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charge packet, asslll:ling equal f!catlng diffusion areas, is determined by 

5.2-27 

It is interesting to note that if tho discharge currents are equal~ 

there is a net null effect on tho output charge packet except that the 

saturation level will be reduced. However, in most cases of interest 

the B electrode will have a larger effective voltage than the A 

electrode, and JLB will be larger than JI.A. Tho consequence will be 

increased attenuation for increased output charge packets, and increased 

attenuation for longer intervals. The latter effect will be 

particularly pronounced for poor junctions when the differencer is 

operating in a multiple cycle copier mode. 

Effect of Dark Current 

Tho differencer circuit is virtually immune to bucket dark current in 

the same way as the Tompsett surface potential equilibration method is 

imune. »~rk e~rrcnt collected in eithe~ the ;pill bucket or the 

metering well will either result in premature formation of tho charge 

p:ckct, or be spilled toward tho input diode if the metering well is 

already full. The exception to this immunity occurs during the output 

transfer phase when dark current integrated over the output transfer 

phase interval may be included in tho output packet. 

5,3 Deyico Layout and Fabrication 

Yale 8205 Layout 

Tho layout of the charge packet differencing experiment fabricated on 

tho Yale 8205 test chip is shown in Fig. S.3-1, and a photograph of an 

actual device is shown in Fig. 5.3-2. There are three major stages to 

this layout; the input charge packet formation stage, the differencor 
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circuit, and the output stage. The latter is discussed in detail in 

appendix D. 

Tho input stage consists of two parallel but isolated fill and spill 

ch:rge packet. formation channels. A and B. Each channel has an input 

diode which are connected in parallel and biased by v01 • The input 

diodes are gated by spill electrodes which are also connected in 

parallel and blased by Vn• 

well biased by VWA and V1m• 

Each channel has an independent metering 

The metering well sizes are 101 mils2 each. 

Using these two electrodes and input diode, each channel can produce 

signal charges 2sA and 9sn for input into the charge packet differencer. 

Each input structure terminates with an output transfer gate controlled 

by VXAB follDYcd by a floating p+ diffusion. The area of the floating 

diffusion is 20 mils2 which includes a 4 mils2 underlap with the output 

transfer gate. As will be discussed in section S.S, this underlap 

constitutes a major portion of the differoncer electrodes' stray 

capacitance. 

Tho floating p+ diffusion is connected via a 1 mil wide wire over an 

isolation channel stop to the charge packet difforoncer electrode. The 

area of each differencor electrode is 138 mils2• Each differenccr 

electrode is also connected to a floating diffusion of the precharge 

KOSFET (also isolated by the channel stop diffusion). The area of this 

diffusion is 18 mils2 • The A differencer electrode is adjacent to an 

input gate CVn> and input diode CVn2>. The B differencer electrode is 

juztaposed an output gate CVxo> and a floating diffusion wired to the 

output sense amplifier HOSFE'r gate (as described in appendix D). 

Tho circuit shown in Fia. 5.3-1 was designed to bo compact, reduce 

bondina sites, and incorporate as much symmetry as possible. The latter 

was chosen for balance so that parasitic effects might tend to cancel. 
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In fact, although the bonding pad count was an issue, as was compaction, 

these self-imp<'sed constraints led t_o a design which. with hindsight, 

was not optimized. The circuit performs as designed and certainly 

d1mon1trates the basic p~i=.ei~l=~ cf its cpc~.tion. llowever, the author 

feels it might be instructive for future investigators if a few words 

are devoted to a critique of this layou~. 

The most serious error committed in this layout was that the A and B 

input channels, and A and B precharge switches were tied in parallel. 

Although this reduces the bonding pad count, experimentally it makes it 

impossible to independently bias each differencer electrode. This type 

of operation is important when testing of the chip is underway and 

faults are being traced. For e%ample, with the present layout there is 

no way to test for a short between the two differencer gates. 

A second oversight was that the W/L ratio of the differencer 

electrodes was made less than unity. This was convenient from a 

compaction point of view. but the effect this layout has on charge 

transfer rates was underestimated. As a consequence, the differencer 

operates much slower than it might were the layout optimized. 

Finally. the stray capacitance effects were not fully analyzed at the 

time'of layout so that floating p+ diffusion capacitance, underl:p 

capacitance and wiring capacitance were not reduced to their minimum 

values. Optimizing these parameters would have led to a greater 

demonstrable accuracy in the Yale 8205 e%perimental device. 

Although the above issues are glaringly obvious in tho course of 

retrospection. the reader should take note that when the Yale 8205 chip 

was laid out. primary concern was concerned with broader questions, such 

as if tho channel stop isolation technique would work, or if the sub

micron sap technology would work~ or even if tho predicted operation of 
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tho differencer was indeed correct. Lesser details such as minimizing 

stray capacitance escaped attention at tho time. 

Proposed Improved Layout 

In li1ht of tho observations made in tho precoedins paragraphs. an 

improved layout suitable for fabrication at Yale without process 

modification is presented in Fig. S.3-3. The changes include stretching 

out the differoncer electrodes to achieve a greater W/L ratio without 

changing the area. There is no reason not to continue to stretch the 

geometry other than that tho sub-micron gap yield is reduced for longer 

gaps. In the improved layout. the W/L ratio has been increased from its 

previous value of approximately 2/3 to 17/2. an improvement factor of 

over an order of magnitude. The layout could probably be stretched 

another factor of two. As proposed. the charge transfer time will be 

improved by more than an order of magnitude since the transfer time for 

diffusion limited transfer scales as L2 [Carnes et al. 1972]. 

Another change is that tAe stray capacitance has been reduced as much 

as possible. In the improved layout. the channel stop diffusion (whose 

width has been cut in half) is covered with thick oxide. reducing wiring 

capacitance. The floating p+ diffusion area has been reduced by using 

the same diffusion for both the precharge switch and input charge 

collector. l'he underlap capacitance has boon significantly reduced by 

oliainating the undorlap for input charge transfo: which was 

unnecessary. and decreasing the size of the prochargc MOSFET switch. 

which was overdesigned in the Yale 8205 layout. 

Tho third improvement (which may be unnecessary) was to change the 

procharge HOSFET into a d~al gate device. In this now design. tho gate 

closest to the floating p+ diffusion acts as a screen gate which is d.c. 

biased. and the second gate performs the MOSFET switch function as 
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beforo. The purposo of the screen gato is to reduco 'reset noise' when 

the differoncer electTodes are precharged to potenti&l V~. This is 

analogous to the output amplifier screon gate function described in 

Beynon and Lamb (1980, pg. 192). Tho co!t o! the :c:::: ;ata ia an 

added bias in tho circuit and increased effoctive floating diffusion 

area. The utility of such a screen gate may not be apparent in a la:ge 

geometry device when there are a billion or so electrons in the bucket, 

but for scaled geometrios, the number of electrons decreases as L2• In 

these cases, the screen gate may perform a necessary noise rcductio~ 

function. 

5,4 Experimental Results and Analysis 

Output Amplifier Calibration 

In appendix D, a simr,le theory describing tho operation of the 

sourc~-follower charge packet output sonse amplifier was developed. The 

change in output voltage of the source-follower configured HOSFET was 

found to be related to a charge packet QSIG according to 

where CoUT is the transcapacitance of the output HOSFET. The 

transcapacitance can be·written in terms of the lumped output HOSFET 

gate ~~pacita:ce 'AG a~d the amplifier gain aA such that 

By measuring the amplifier gain aA and transcapacitance CoUT• the 

physical HOSFET gate capacitance can be ascertained. 

5.4-2 

To calculate the gain of the source-follower configuration, tho 

precharge HOSFET switch was maintained in the closed or on condition and 

the voltage VoA was used to control the output HOSFBT gate voltage. The 

outp:t voltaic VolJT was m~asured as a function of VoA for several values 
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of load resistance. This measurement for device 7B6 is sho'Wll in Fig. 

5.4-1. The gain of tho source-follower amplifier is experimentally 

determined from the slope of the transfer characteristic using 

5.4-3 

It is sooD r~u= ~he displayed measurement that the gain improves for 

increasing load resistances. From appendix D, note that 

l _ --i. ox 
[

2R.....µC W 

L 
5.4-4 

so that this dependence is expected. In order to cause the observed 

transfer characteristic to agree with Eq. 5.4-4, an effective value of 

Y/L = 3-5 must be used, which gives good agreement over the range of 

load resistances examined. This same effective W/L value was observed 

when the normal (grounded source) I-V characteristics of the output 

HOSFET were analyzed. However, from the layout shown in appendix D, the 

design value of W/L was S3. Such a discrepancy can be explained in 

terms of high impedance inter-digitated source and drain fingers in the 

output.HOSFET. The ohmic voltage generated in these fingers would be 

sufficient to cause mo!t of the device current to flow at tho base of 

the fingers. Indeed, the measured sheet resistance of the diffused p+ 

layer for wafer 7B was 2.1 kO/• due to a defective dopant source. (This 

problem was corrected and in lot 9 and the sheet resistance was reduced 

to 0.015 kO/•). For wafer 7B, the consequence of such a high diffused 

layer sheet resistance was to increase tho minimUJ11 load resistance 

required to achieve near unity gain of the output amplifier. For wafer 

7B devices, a load resistance of 1 HO in parallel with &11 oscilloscope 

impedance of 1 HO was chosen. From tho slope of the 500 kO transfer 

characteristic, a gain aA of 0.81 is observed. 

To determine tho output sense amplifier transcapacitance, a 
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measurement of output voltage versus input charge packet was performed. 

For this measurement. tho parallel channel of tho charge packet 

initiated HTOS junction switching experiment was utilized. A charge 

packet was fo%11ed using only the fill phase of tho normal fill and spill 

technique. In this mode. the input diode is connected to ground 

(substrate) through an electrometer operating as an ammeter and tho 

input gate is biased just above threshold so that a small current can 

flow between the diode and the metering well bucket. This current flows 

until the metering well bucket is filled and then ceases as the 

equivalent HOSFET source-drain voltage goes tQ zero. When the output 

transfer gate is pulsed. the charge transferred to the output sense 

amplifier C(¼16) consists of three components; the charge in the 

metering well bucket (proportional to the metering well voltage minus 

VT), tl:.e c~arge under the input transfer gate (likewise proportional to 

the input transfer gate bias minus VT), and the integrated current which 

flows from the input diode during the transfer interval. The input 

transfer gate bias is adjusted so that this latter component is small 

yet the current sufficient to fill the bucket in betw=en output transfer 

cycles. 

The total charge transferred during each cycle, when averaged over 

the cycle period T, appears as a d.c. current through tho input diode 

;s measured by the ammeter. T'4e current sensed by the ammeter is 

I• '¼10/T 5.4-5 

This current as a function of metering well voltage (VJlW) is shown in 

r.1,. ~.4-l. The current over the metering well voltage range -5 to -10 

volts is reasonably linear and has a equivalent slope d<2sIG/ dV0 of 

ip~ruximately 34.0 pC/volt with a cycle peribd of one millisecond. This 

is close to what is predicted from the oxide capacitance. 
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Also sho,rn in Fig. S.4-2 is the chn:e in ontput voltage (referenced 

from the reset level and·hereafter referred to a~ the output signal) of 

the charge packet sense amplifier as a function of metering well 

volt~;=. Th= :lcpo cf t~is transfer char~cteristic dVoUT/dV0 is 0.90. 

The transcapacitance is simply calculated frc:,m the ratio of the two 

above slopes as 

5.4-6 

and has a value of 37.7 pC/volt for device 7B6. 

Combining the amplifier gain measurement and transcapacitance 

measurement yields an b.ferred lumped output MOSFBT gate capacitance 

(using Eq. S.4-2) of 46.S pF. This can be compared to a predicted value 

~f 43 pF as computed in appendix Dusing the-fabricated characteristics 

of wafer 7B. The results are reassuringly close. 

Charge Packet Replicator 

Tho charge-packet initiated M'IOS junction switching experiments' 

parallel channel was again utilized to test the charge packet replicator 

mode of operation of the charge packet differencer experiment. The 

parallel channel was clocked to perform charge packet formation usin~ 

the fill and spill technique with tho input transfer gate biased at 

-4.00 volts. The output signal was measured as a function of metering 

well voltage (Vq) as shown for device 7B6 in Fig. S.4-3. Tho non~zero 

value c! the output signal for no charge packet (V0 ;mallor than -4.0 

volts) is duo to a combination of non-ideal behavior including amplifier 

droop and dark current collected during the output transfer phase. The 

slope of the transfer characteristic is 0.87, which when multiplied by 

tho output transcapacitance indicates that input charge packet size is 

33 pC per metering well volt. 

Tho char1e packet differenccr operating in a replicator mode was also 
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measured on device 7B6. In this mode, VWB was set equal to the input 

transfer gate bias which was equal to -4.0 volts. The A input channel 

metering well bias was ramped from zero to -10.0 volts and tho created 

chargo packet was fed into tho differoncor. Tho output signal from the 

diff6rencer was measured as a function of VyA as shown in Fig. 5.4-3. 

Again, a •~ilar non-zero output signal is seen for YwA smaller than 

-4.0 volts, which is attributed to the non-ldeal behavior discussed 

previously but amplified due to tho longer overall cycle time of the 

diffe:oncing operation. The slope of the transfer characteristic 

indicates that the differencer is producing 27 pC per A channel metering 

well volt. From the previous measurement. the replicator ideally would 

be producing 33 pC per metering well volt so that differencer has a gain 

(i.e. attenuation factor) of 0.82. 

This attenuation factor can be explained by invoking the stray 

capacitance effect discussed in section 5.2, as exemplified by Eq. 

5.2-23. To estimate the stray Qapacitanco we add the three major 

components. First, the underlap capacitance between the floating p+ 

diffusions and adjacent :lectrodos co:tributes a capacitance of 0.38 

pF/mil,2 multiplied by 7 mils2 or 2.7 pF. The floating p+ diffusion 

capacitance (to substrate) was calculated in appendix D and estimated to 

be approximately 60 fF/mils2 yielding 2.2 pF. Finally, the stray wiring 

capacitance is dominated by where the wire crosses the channel stop 

diffusion over gate oxide which has a capacitance of 0.38 ~F/mils2 

multiplied by 4 mils2 or 1.5 pF. The total stray capacitance is 6.4 pF. 

The offoctivo oxide capacitance of the differencer electrode is 45 

pF. Using Eq. 5.3-9, tho predicted attenuation factor is 0.87. The 

aaree• ont between the experimentally observed attenuation factor and 

this predicted value is reasonable. but the difference indicates that 

the stray capacitance may be laraer than actually calculated. 
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Whon tho B input channel is used, tho device is no longer operating 

in the replicator mode, but it is convenient to discuss the effect 

briefly. Applying Ve• -6.00 volt results in the formation of a two 

volt bucket and charge packet of 66 pC. U~i:; Eq. 5.2-23 and tho output 

transcapacitance, the output signal should be reduced by 1.45 volts. In 

Fi1. S.4-3, the results of this measurement are shown and it can be seen 

that indeed the transfer characteristic is shifted down by the predicted 

amount indicating proper operation of the differencer circuit. Note 

that the bee of the transfer characteristic is shifted two volts to the 

right but the 'zero' level is unaffected. Finally, as a preview to an 

upcoming sub-section, observe that the output saturates for 

approximately a four volt A channel input bucket independently of the B 

channel input bucket size. 

Q.1r1e P1ctet Differ;ncer Di11nostic Procedure 

Prior to discussing the results of testing a fully functional charge 

packet differencer, it is useful to discuss the techniques developed to 

diagnose modes of differencer failure. The procedure outlined below can 

also serve as a vehicle for fine tuning the circuit. The overall plan 

is to work backwards beginning from tho o~tput amplifier and heading 

towards tho input circuits. 

1. Amplifier source-follower test 

a. Apply -20 volt bias to VDA 
b. Apply -25 volt bias to VpCA 
c. Apply -20 volt bias to VoA 

In tho course of applying this latter bias, the output voltage 
VOUT (measured across a suitable resistor) should follow 
and track VoA once VoA exceeds VT (soc Fig. S.4-1). 

d. Operate VpCA in a pulse mode (0, -25 volts) 

Output amplifier ahould exhibit reset clock feedthrough effects 
and perhaps droop. Droop should not exceed 10-20 mV/psec. 

e. Turn off VpCA (zero volts) 
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Output voltage should gradually return to zero, depending upon 
droop rate. 

f. Retn:::: VpCA to normal pulse mode operation 

2. Differencer potential well test 

a. Apply -25 volt bias to Vpcs 
b. Apply -20 volt bias to v0 
c. Apply -4 volt bias to Vn 
d. Apply pulse to Vxo CO, -25 volts) 
e. Apply pulse to VD2 CO, -25 volts) 

Output amplifier should display large (possibly saturated) 
response. Reducing v0 should reduce output signal 
which should go to zero when v0 is smaller than Vn• 

f. Apply -20 volt bias to v0 
g. Apply pulse to Vpcs (0, -25 volts) 

Output amplifier ihould display large (possibly satuTated) 
response, but not as large as when Vpcs was held 'on'. 
Reducing V

0 
should reduce output signal which should go 

to zero when v0 is smaller than Vn• 

h. Apply -20 volt bias to v0 

Check t~at increasing Vn decreases the output signal 
which should go to zero when Vx2 is increased to -20 
volts. 

i. Apply -20 volt bias to Vn 

3. Replicator mode test 

a. Apply -4 volt bias to Vn 
b. Apply -7 volt bian to VWA 
c. Apply pulse to VXAB (0, -25 volts) 
d. Apply pulse to VDl CO, -25 volts) 

Output amplifier should display an output signal. Increasing 
VwA should increase output sisnal. Decreasing V.JA 
below Vn should result in output sisnal decreas ng to 
zero. 

e. Apply -6 volt bias to VL\ 

Increasins Vn should cause output signal to decrease 
which should go to zero when Vn is equal to VwA• 

f. Apply -4 volt bias to Vn 
4. Differencer Test 
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Increasing VlfB from -4 volts to -6 volts should cause 
decreasing output signal which should go ·to zero when 
V,m is equal to -6 volts. Increasing VwA should 
increase output signal which should be cancelled by an 
equal increase in Ve• 

5. Fine Tuning 

a. Apply -4 volt bias to VWB 
b. Apply lo,, frequency triangular wave to VwA 

(-4 to -8 volts) 

Oscilloscope display of output synchronized by triangular 
wave should show a reasonably linear transfer characteristic. 
Increasing VWB should uniformly decrease envelope (see 
Fig. 5.4-3). Adjust cycle time. all de biases. clocked 
biases' high and low levels. and transition rates until 
performance is optimized with respect to linearity. dynamic 
range. zero standoff. clock feedthrough and transfer 
eff iciazu:y. 

This last instructic•n is deliberately vague. Tuning a CCI> circuit is 

an acquired skill which appears to be a black magic art to the 

inezperienced. This simple differencer experiment can be considered to 

be a black bo~ with 14 control inputs and one output. the latter of 

which must be optimized through the 36 parameters which characterize the 

14 inputs. The challenge of tuning the circuit is compounded because 

there are many local optima in parameter space. Only by considering the 

device physics of the internal workings of the black box (grey box), can 

one hope to achieve the global optimum in a finite period of time. 

Charge Packet Differencer Performance Verification 

The charge packet differencer creates a charge packet 0o equal to the 

difference of two input charge packets QSA and QSB according to 

5.4-7 

For the Yale 8205 experimental structure, the input charge packets are 

proportional to the input channel metering well voltages VwA and Vwn 

such that 
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5.4-Ba 

5.4-Sb 

The output tr~ngoonduct~nce relates the output charge packet to the 

output sisna! according to 

5.4-9 

Combining these equations and including the stray capacitance yields the 

relationship between input channel metering well voltages and output 

signal. 

5.4-10 

where the effect of stray c:p:citance has been included. This last 

equation is valid for VwA and Vwa larger than Vn• and VwA larger than 

VIB. The output signal should be zero otherwise. A plot of the 

predicted performance of the device using the parameter values 

determined previously is shown in Fig. 5.4-4. The plot shows a planar 

surface which intersects the ordinate axes plane along the lino VwA a 

VIB. 

Tho semi-empirical predicted performance may be compared to a plot 

shcn,in: tho measured transfer characteristics of device 7B20. ~hich is 

shown in Fig. S.4-5. The applied biases are summarized in Table 5.4-1. 

In Fig. S.4-S. the output signal is rcfurenced to tho case when Vn• VwA 

and VIB are biased at -4.0 volts. The output :ignal appears to be 

negative when VWB is biased above VwA• This is because increasing VlfB 

helps suppress dark current collected under tho B chan:el differencer 

olectrodo through 9sB and tho reduced effective electrode bias. 

In tho active region of the transfer characteristic we can define the 
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5.4-4 Ideal performance transfer characteristics of differencer 
circuit. Output gain calculated using experimentally 
observed values." 
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7,-----------------------
DEVICE 7B20 

6 

s 

4 

3 

2 

1 

RL=500k.0. 
8t=50 p.sec 

Vx1=-4.0VOLTS 

oc:;..-~-..L---'---'----'--....L.--"---"-----
12 13 -vw 8 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

METERING WELL VOLTAGE 

S.4-S Transfer characteristic surface of experimental charge 
packot difforencer circuit. Ot~tput signal referenced 
to roset level shifted by 0.8 volts. 



Table 5.4-1 

Differencer Set-up Voltages etc. 

Device 7B20 

Fundamental clock period ot 50 isec 

Output HOSFET load resistance 11. 500 kn 

Output HOSFET drain bias VDA -20 volts 

Output MOSFET precharged gate bias VOA -20 volts 

Precharge MOSFET pulse (amplifier) VPCA 0,-25 volts 

Differencer precharge bias VO -20 volts 

Precharge MOSFET pulse (differencer) VPCS 0,-25 volts 

Input isolation gate bias VX2 -20 volts 

Input diode pulse (differencer) VD2 -25,0 volts 

Output transfer gate pulse (differencer) vxo o,-25 volts 

Input diode pulse (input stage) VDl -25,0 volts 

Input transfer gate bias VXl -4 volts 

Output transfer gate pulse (input stage) VXAB 0,-25 volts 
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differencer output gains a»A and aDB as 

avoUT I 
~A - lvllB avWA 

5.4-lla 

and 

~B 5.4-llb 

which according to Eq. 5.4-10 should be equal to each other and 

5.4-12 

which is equal to 0.91 using the parameters evaluated for device 7B6. 

For device 7B20, the gains are aDA = 0.89 and aDB = 0.86 depending_ 

slightly on the operating region in which they are evaluated. The 

difference between the 7B6 predicted gains and the 7B20 observed gains 

is insignificant and it i, concluded that the device is operating 

properiy. 

The transfer characteristic indicates that the differencer saturates 

tor an A channel bucket larger than approximately 5 volts. From device 

7B6, this corresponds to 165 pC. Using Eq. 5.2-13, the maximum charge 

packet prior to saturation is 162 pC so that the agreement, although 

somewhat fortuitous, validates the understanding of the saturation 

mechanism. 

The transier characteristic of Fig. 5.4-5 demonstrates the successful 

i=plementation of the charge packet differencing concept introduced in 

this chapter. This transfer characteristic will be revisited in the 

discussion of device linearity in the next subsection. 

In Figs. S.4-6A and S.4-6b, multiple exposure photographs showing . 
the raw output signal from tho differencer are displayed. In tho first 
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Multiple e%posure photographs showing actual output of 
charge packet differencer circuit as sensed by output 
amplifier. 

a. Output as a function of channel A input 
charge packet. VwA ramped from -8.S 
volts to -3.S volts left to right. V,m 
stepped from -5.0 volts to -8.0 volts in 
-0.S volt increments beginning from ma%imum 
response. 

b. Output as a function of channel B input 
charge packet. V,m ramped from -3.S 
volts to -8.S volts left to right. VwA 
stepped from -8.0 volts to -5.0 volts in 
O.S volt increments beginning from maximum 
response. 
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Vx1= 

-4.0VOLTS 

Vout 
0.SV /DIV 

Vx1= 
-4.0VOLTS 

Vout 
0.5V /DIV 
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DEVICE 7820 RL =S00kfi 

-VwA 
0.5V /DIV 

Vws 
0.5V /STEP 

2msec/DIV-

DEVICE 7B20 Rt =sook.n 

.-Vwe 
-t----r----~ 0.SV /DIV 

VwA 
0.5V /STEP 

2msec/DIV -
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7 
DEVICE 9A11 
RL=sook.n 
8t=50p.sec 

6 Vx1=-4.0VOLTS 

s 
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5.4-7 Transfer characteristic surface of e%perimcntal charge packet 
diffcrencor. Output signal referenced to reset level shifted 
by 0.6 volts. 
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photograph. VwA (solid trace) is slowly increased from -3.S volts to 

-8.S volts from left to right while V'fB is kept at constant value. The 

output signal (which appears as a sho:t dash in these photographs) 

increases as VwA increases. ,nd decreases as Vtm is stepped from -S.O 

volts to -8.0 vclts in O.S increments. 

In tho second photograph. VWB (solid trace) is slowly increased from 

-3.5 volts to -8.5 volts from left to right as VwA is kept constant. 

Tho output signal decreases with increasing VWB and increases as VwA is 

stepped from -5.0 volts to -8.0 volts. This second photo is quite 

similar to Fig. S.4-S except that the viewing angle is perpendicular to 

the V,ra uis. 

In Pig. 5.4-7. the successful operaticn of part 9A11 is shown. As 

expected. this device shows many of the same features as device iB20 

(Fig. 5.4-5) and its behavior is not analyzed here. Since it was 

fabricated using a slightly different process from that employed during 

the manufacturing of device 7B20. its operating characteristics are 

expected to be somewhat different. This is partially exhibited by the 

lower gain observed in the transfer characteristic of part 9A11. 

Linearity 

Tho linearity of tho transfer charccteristic shown in Fig. 5.4-S is 

quite good except close to tho bias conditions VwA • Vxl• VWB • Vxi• and 

VyA • V1m• whore tho transfer characteristic is slightly rounded. This 

distortion is introduced by the fill and spill operation for shallow 

capture wells. For example. a similar distortion is observed in Fig. 

5.4-3 where tho H'I'OS experiments' parallel channel was used to create a 

charao packet using· tho fill and spill technique. Ideally. tho fill and 

spill technique should result in a sharp ,lope dl.scontinuity at v0 a 

VII• Instead. tho large geometry circuit implemented on the Yale 8205 
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chip produces a rounded knee transfer characteristic. The rounding is 

probably due to charge transfer inefficiency during the spill phase. A 

small charge packet is effectively captured due to the slow spill 

process even though it is energetically favorable for that charge to be 

spilled out the input diod~. Such rounding effects are e.zpected to be 

reduced for smaller geometry devices. 

Charge transfer inefficiency during the spill phase of the i:p~t 

circuit is responsible for the distortion near Vwn = Vxr and VwA • Vxr 

in the 7B20 transfer characteristics. Charge transfer inefficiency 

during the spill phase of the differencer circuit is responsible for 

linearity distortion near Vwn = VwA• 

In characteri:ing the difierencer linearity, four cases are 

considered. The linearity is measvred over two different operating 

ranges. One is the full operating range which includes the rounding 

effects discussed above. The second is a reduced range which does not 

include the rounding effects. The linearity is thus measured for a 

constant value of VwA over two operating ranges of V,m, and for a 

constant value of VWB over two operating ranges of VwA· 

To quantify the non-linearity, a method introduced by Epsley (1933) 

as described by Millman and Balkias (1972) is used. The technique is to 

partition the operating range into four equal sections in the input 

parameter (VyA or Vlf'B)• The four sections are defined by five metering 

well voltages which are labelled IL, Iur, Xx, X)(B and In in order from 

l01Fest to highest. Each input voltage is a;;ociated with an output 

voltage (YL, YIJI, Yx, YHJI, Yn>• Fo~ the constant VwA case (-8.0 volts), 

the partitioned transfer characteristic is displayed in Fig. 5.4-8. 

Partitioning for both the full interval and the sub interval is shown. 

In tho method of Espley, it is assued that an input sine wave is 
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S.4-8 Partitioning of actual transfer characteristic £or 
non-linearity characterization. Soe text. 
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applied to the circuit and a distorten sine wave is output. The 

distorted output signal is assumed to contain tho five Fourier 

components B0, B1 • B2• B3 and B4 in order of increasing frequency. 

Those five component amplitudes arc determined from the transfer 

characteristic in terms of the five output voltages according to the 

following relationships: 

The harmonic distortion is defined for each component as 

D2 • I B2IB1 I 
D3 - IB3/B1I 

D4 • IB4/B1) 

The total distortion is defined as 

For device 7B20. the four cases considered were 

1. VyA • -8.0 volts. VWB • -4.0 to -8.0 volts 

2. Vl'A • -8.0 volts. vWB - -s.o to -7.0 volts 

3. VIB - -s.o volts. V,rA • -4.0 to -8.0 volts 

4. V,m - -s.o volts. V,rA • -6.0 to -s.o volts 

5.4-lJa 

5.4-lJb 

5.4-lJc 

5.4-lJd 

5.4-lJe 

5.4-14a 

5.4-14b 

5.4-14c 

5.4-15 

In caso 1. distortion is expected due to tho rounding effects 

discussed above. In caso 3. the same distortion is ezpoctod with 

additional distortion due to saturation effects. The results of those 
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Table 5.4-2 

Linearity Distortion 

Case .!. 2 3 4 

Yg 6.70 5.35 6.38 5.37 

Yvu 5.35 4.50 5.37 4.52 .... 
YM 3.63 3.63 3.68 3.68 

YLM 1.85 2. 75 1.93 2.81 

YL 0.20 1.85 0.19 1.93 

BO -0.08 -0.013 -0.15 -0.02 

Bl 3.33 1.75 3.21 1.71 

B2 0.09 0.015 -0.02 -0.015 

B3 0.08 0.000 -0.115 0.0033 

B4 -0.01 -0.0016 -0.05 0.005 

D2 0.027 0.0085 0.062 0.0087 
D2 (dB) -3ldB -4ldB -24dB -4ldB 

D3 0.025 0.0000 0.036 0.0019 
n3 (dB) -32dB -29dB -54dB 

D4 0.003 0.0009 0.015 0.0029 

D4 (dB)' -50dB -6ldB -36dB -5ldB 

DT 0.037 0.0086 0.073 0.0094 

DT (dB) -29dB -4ldB -23dB -4ldB 
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measurements and calculations are displayed in Table 5.4-2. For the 

first case, the total distortion is -28 dB (20 10110 DT) and for the 

third case, tho distortion level was increased to -23 dB. However, in 

the snb b!t=:::l cpcrating rangei, the distor~ion was ll!!lch less 1.nd 

measured to be -41 dB for each case. 

Noise and Dynamic Range 

The noise of part 7B20 was examined by displaying the output signal 

during actual operation on an oscilloscope. Although such a method does 

not reveal the spectral properties of the noise no~ does it provide an 

accurate determination of the RHS noise value, it does yield an upper 

bound on the magnitude of the noise. From such an examination, the 

noise envelope was found to have a maximum value of 1 millivolt in 

width, with a 60 Hz envelope of 2 mV. 

The observed noise level is most likely due to the experimental set

up which was dJsig~e~ to reduce noise·levels to the millivolt range. 

For measuring noise levels in the microvolt range in such a complex test 

station, special elaborate precautions must be taken which were not 

observed in this work since noise levels were not a fundamental issue. 

The noise was examined to place a lower bound on the dynamic range of 

tho fabricated devices. 

A millivolt noise signal correspo:ds to a 37 fC equivalent noise 

char1e packet. The observed saturation level was 165 pC $0 that the 

dynamic range, which is the ratio of these charge packets is over 4400, 

corresponding to 73 dB for a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of unity. Tho 

practical dynamic range might be defined for an SNR of 10, or 53 dB. 

To compare this fi;~re to the range expected were test station noi:e 

removed, various noise sources arc estimated following Carnes and 

Iosonoc:ty (1972) and Barbo (1975). The noise is calculated in terms of 
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an RHS number of carriers and converted to output signal by multiplying 

by q/CotJT• First. at the input, the noise introduced by the A and B 

input channels is given by 

which is of the order of 10 µVeach. The differencer itself also has a 

fill and spill noise of the same size. Dark current {which is zero

standoff signal) contributes a noise which is approximately equal to the 

square root of the zero-standoff voltage equivalent number of carriers 

(assUllling a Poisson distributed generation rate). For part 7B20. which 

has a zero-standoff signal of 0.8 volts, this yields approximately 60 

Interface trapping noise is given by 

= 1/2 
q(l.4kTDit~) /Coux 5.4-17 

where AE is tho total electrode area in the circuit and Dit is the 

~ctive interface trap density. Assuming Dit = 1 x 1010 (cm2 - eV)-1 • 

tho noise is S µV. Another source of noise during charge transfer is 

charse transfer inefficiency noise. This noise is given by 

5.4-18 

where c is the fractional loss per transfer.~ is the number of 

transfers. and N is the average number of carriers. Using a modest 

value of•• 0.05 yields approximately 60 µV. 

The output amplifier reset noise during tho precharse phase is 
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which is of the order of 10 µV. The Johnson noire from the large load 

resistance is 

5.4-20 

The bandwidth is determined by the 25 pF oscilloscope input capacitance 

yieldi~g a noise level of 25 µV. 

The total noise expected for this CCD circuit is therefore 

5.4-21 

which is app~oximately 90 µV. or a noise equivalent charge packet of 3.4 

fC. The projected maximum dynamic :ange for an SNR of l for this device 

is given by the ratio of the maximum saturation charge packet of 186 pC 

tc the noise equivalent charge packet which is S.S x 104 or 81 dB. 

Operating Speed 

'l'ho effect of varying the fundamental clock period 6t from 1000 µsec 

down to S µsec is shown in Fig. 5.4-9. In this experiment. the A 

channel input charge packet is kept constant <VwA = -8.0 volts) and th: 

B channel charge packet size is slowly ramped (VIB = 0 to -10 volts). 

The input transfer gate Vn was biased at -4.0 volts and the other d.c. 

and clocked biases wore as in Table 5.4-1. 

'l'he effect of varying the operating speed can be divided into two 

major consequences. For slow speeds (fundamental clock periods longer 

than 100 µsec). tl:.~ consequence is increased dark current and amplifier 

droop resulting in a significant zero-standoff signal. However. the 

slope of the transfer characteristic is not affected. For clock periods 

shorter than SO µsec. charge transfer inefficiency degrades the gain of 
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4 5 6 

DEVICE 7B20 
RL=S00k.0. 

Vx1=-4.0VOLTS 

VwA=-8.0VOLTS 

7 8 9 

CHANNEL B METERING WELL VOLTAGE (-Vwa) 

10 

S.4-9 Output or charge packet di££ercncer circuit as a fUJ1ction of 
B channel input for various values of fUJ1damental clock 
period &t. 
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the transfer characteristic. 

aharacteristic is nearly flat. 
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At a clock period of 5 psec. the transfer 

Using a fundamental clock period of 50 

µsec. it takes 300 µs~c to complete one full differencing operation and 

to transfer the output charge packet into subsequent circuitry. 

Multiple Cycle Operatiop 

If the timing of the circuit is appended (see Fig. 5.2-2), it is 

possible to re-generate the output charge packet several times without 

repeating the gate charge subtraction operation. In this multiple cycle 

mode. a fill and spill operation is perfoi:med subsequent to the transfer 

of th~ output charge packet, and a copy of the output charge packet is 

re-gene::ted. 

To aeasure the effectiveness of this multiple cycle mode, the 7B20 

device was biased for replicator mode operation with the re-generation 

timing cycles appended. The fundamental clock period was 62 psec and 

the interval between each charge packet foi:mation was one millisecond. 

During each cycle. the output amplifier was reset to its precharged 

state. The output signal is shown as a function of input charge packet 

size <VwA> for six copy cycles in Fig. 5.4-10. 

The overall behavior indicates that the differencer is indeed capable 

of re-generating output charge packets over multiple cycles. The slope 

of the transfer characteristic changes slightly from the initial cycle 

to the copy cycles, but remains nearly constant during the latter. Tho 

linearity appears to improve during the re-generation cycles, though the 

absolute size of tho output signal progressively decreases. Host of 

the•o offocts can be interpreted in terms of PN junction le~k~s= ;~rrent 

discus;=d in section 5.2, and exemplified by Eq. 5.2-27. During the 

replicator mode operation, tho B electrode effective voltage may be 

significantly larger than tho A electrode effective voltage, leading to 
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5 
DEVICE 7B20 
RL=500k.0. 
8t=S0µsec 

4 vxi=-4.0VOLTS 
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5.4-10 Output of charge pnckct diffcrenccr circuit as a function of 
A channel input for sequential regeneration cycles. 
Re-aonoration cycle time was ono millisecond. 
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decreased output charge packets with increasing time. 

When VwA is larger than -7.0 volts, the effective A electrode voltage 

is small enough to result in charge transfer inefficiency during the 

fill phase. As a result, the output charge packet size dramatically 

drops. To explain why it does not drop to the zero-standoff voltage 

level is more troublesome, but a plausible explanation is that soft 

silicon breakdown in the B channel well is occuring, which tends to fill 

that potential well independently of the input diode. Such a soft 

breakdown h~othesis is consistent with the large zero-standoff charge 

packets observed during the output transfer ph&;e. 

5.5 »isppssion 

Accuracy Erra~ 

In chapter two the desired features of the charge packet differencer 

circuit were discussed. ne key feature in an analog processing system 

is that accuracy be maintained. Within that context, it was proposed 

that an analog computational building block should have an eight bit 

equivalent accuracy, i.e., that the error be no larger than one part in 

256, or -48 dB. 

In the previous section, the fabricated devices were characterized in 

terms of linearity, gain, noise, and offset dynamic range. Each of 

these characteristics contributes to the total error accrued in one 

operation. For thu f.b~icated devices, the equivalent observed noise in 

these circuits (0.04 pC) might suggest that a minimum resolvable charge 

packet (IIRCP) size of 0.50 pC for an SNR of 12.S be chosen. For a 

dynuaic range of 256:1, tho maximum charge packet which the differencer 

must need to handle is 128 pC, well below tho experimentally observed 

saturation level of 16S pC. 
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The linearity distortion contributes to the 8ccuracy error. For 

e;a:iple, if the beat fitting straight line is chosen through the fiv~ 

measured points of the first case listed in Table S.4-2, the slope is 

0.82S. At the point where the actual transfer characteristic deviates 

the most from this best fitting line, the corresponding error is 6.S pC. 

For the second case of Table S.4-2, the slope is 0.88 and the maximum 

error in this subinterval corresponds to 0.68 pC. These non-linearity 

errors should be compared to the MRCP size of 0.50 pC. Thus, the sub

interval non-linearity error is almost tolerable in these large geometry 

devices. 

The non-linearity error is calculated assuming that the slope itself 

is acceptable. However, non-unity gain caused by stray capacitance is 

the largest contributor to absolute computational error in the circuit. 

The maximum error occurs during the replication of a large charge 

packet. For example, with a stray capacitance attenuation factor of 

0.89, replicating a 128 pC charge packet results in an error of 14 pC. 

To achieve a maximum error smaller than the IIRCP, the stray capacitance 

attenuation factor must be better than 1-1/256 or 0.996. This implies 

that the stray capacitance must be less than 0.40 percent of the 

differencer oxide capacitance. 

As observed at the output of the charge packet sense amplifier, the 

zero-standoff voltage also appears as a fixed large offset error. 

However, most of this error is generated in the cour~c of transferring 

the charge packet out of the difforencer and amplifying it. Therefore, 

it is not considered as an error in the differoncor itself, oven though 

it represents a nuisance. 

Tho improved layout prop~sed in Fig. S.3-3 will assist in decreasing 

the non-linearity error due to charge transfer inefficiency rounding 
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:!!octs, and partially reduce stray capacitance, especially if tho 

screen gate is omitted. However, oven with tho screen gate mitted, the 

stray capacitance will b: t-=c percent of tho electrode oxide capacitance 

which ia five times too large. The major effect of tho improved layout 

will be to increase the speed of tho circuit, which in turn will 

alleviate the detractive effects of the dark current and PN junction 

leakage current. 

Opentipg Speed 

As was just discussed, the proposed improved layout will increase tho 

speed of the circuit from its present value of 300 µsec/operation (3.3 

tops) by perhaps one or two orders of magnitude c~ 0.1 mops). This is 

due to the present speed limitation being difiusion limited charge 

transfer which scales as L2 • 

For a charge-coupled computer, the operating speed should be of tho 

order of one million operations per second (1 mop). A major increase in 

speed comes about if the charge transfer in the channel is due to 

fringing fields rather diffusion. Such effects dominate in channel 

lengths under 10 µm which are not practically obtainable at the present 

time in the Yale facility. 

Effects of Scaling apd Process Improvement 

It is expected that if a suitable processing facility were available, 

devices mooting tho charge-coupled computer's requirements coul~ ba 

reali~~ically manufactured. By decreasing the CCD device geometry to 

levels comparable ta present day commercial devices (for example: T • 

SO µm, L • 10 µm) tho device speed could easily reach tho 1 mops range. 

Tho area of such a scaled device is 200 times smaller than the improved 

layout of Fig. 5.4-3. Thus tho noise level in the circuit becomes much 

more critical, even though the noise equivalent charge packet size 
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scales with the saturation level charge packet. Hovever, the author's 

experience is that the charge-coupled computer's noise requirement (3000 

RHS noise carriers) is comparable to present day CCD noise levels. 

With the transfer efficiencies expected for such a small geometry 

device (bettor than 0.999), the linearity error associated with charge 

transfer inefficiency is expected to be minimal. The attenuating 

effects of stray capacitance can be improved by using a self-aligned 

polysilicon ,ate technology, though wiring capacitance may become more 

pronounced in system configurations. Any error though could be kept 

below the JmPC by careful layout and process design. 

S,6 Summary and Conclusions 

This chapter began with a discussion of the basic theory of operation 

of the charge packet differencer circuit. To the best knowledge of the 

author, and confirmed by a patent novelty search, the differencer 

circuit is unique in its operation and CO!!!pactness, and offers distinct 

advantages over present charge packet differencing techniques. Aside 

from compactness, the advantages of the circuit are inherent linearity 

and communication over structures in the silicon substrate. The speed 

of this new circuit is projectod to be comparable to present CCD 

differencing circuits with accuracy unsurpassed by devices occupying 

significantly more real estate. 

In addition to the basic theory, non-ideal behavior was also 

discussed such as tho attenuating effects of stray capacitance. Also 

covered was the ~~tractive effects of PN junction leakage current and 

bucket dark current. 

The layout of an experimental realization of tho proposed difforcnccr 

circuit which was fabricated at Yale was presented. Tho layout was 

critiqued using hindsight and an improved !:7cut .uitable for 
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fabrication without process alteration was described. 

The experimental devices fabricated at Yale were measured and 

Yale process due to the limited facilities were a priori acknowledged to 

yield less than optimal performance, the fabricated devices functioned 

well. The major source of accuracy error was due to stray capacitance, 

though the effects of ·charge transfer inefficiency, dark current and PN 

junction leakage current also contributed to the total error. By 

applying the theory presented early in the chapter, the inaccuracies 

described above were quantitatively analyzed and found to conform to 

expectations in a self-consistent way. 

Finally, the actual device performance and projected performance in 

consideration of scaling and process improvement were compared to the 

requirements of the charge-coupled computer as discussed in chapter two. 

The experimental devices have well demonstrated the feasibility uf 

performing charge packet differencing using the proposed CCD circuit. 



SUJOlARY AND CONCLUSION 

There were several ;~ •• nogi m vaglnaering and applied science which 

were made in the course of this work. These can be divided i~to 

advances of interest to the scientific community at large, and those 

which have progressed the state of knowledge in the Yale semiconductor 

research group. For the fomer community. tho advances are considered 

i~ be (in no particular order): 

First, the novel concept of a charge-coupled computer was 
introduced, which sho,rs promiso for focal plane 
array image pre-processing applications. This 
concept is a technological solution to the 
fundamental problem of machine vision. 

Second, a new charge-coupled device circuit which performs 
charge packet differencing, roplicaticn and/or 
attenuation in an inherently linear and compact 
way was invented. A prototype circuit was 
fabricated and analyzed. This circuit forms the 
basic analog building block of the charge-coupled 
computer and will bo useful in other more 
specialized systems. This invention represents an 
advance in solid-state circuits. 

Third, although not heavily emphasized, but of some import 
to the semiconductor industry, was the successful 
demonstration of a 33 i gate oxide enhancement mode 
KOSFET with well behaved characteristics. Previous 
ultra-thin oxide HOSFETs have shown irregularity in 
their performance, which has been eliminated in this 
work through process improvement. Perhaps to be 
significant was tho observation of mobility degradation 
in ultra-thin oxide HOSFETs, though a systematic study 
of this phenoaeno~ was not a part oi this research plan. 

Fourth, the KTOS junction was experimentally demonstrated to 
behave as a charge packet threshold detector albeit a 
slow one. This bistable device was found to be triggered 
into its high current state if an injected charge packet 
exceeded a certain critical level. The critical level and 
transient response of tho MTOS junction was measured and 
analyzed. 

265 
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Fifth, 

Sixth, 

26q 

the incorporation of electronic control circuitry on the 
same chip as the Jtl'OS junction in an integrated fashion 
has permitted the measurement of internal MTOS junction 
currents over an extended and previously inaccessible 
range of state space using both a charge-coupled mode and 
a surface potential control mode. The magnitudes of 
topical physical phenomena such as oxide hole t.ran,port 
and hot electron impact ionization have been ascertained. 

a new N-typc negative resistance was discovered and 
explained. This negative resistance arises in the 
coupling of an MTOS junction with a PN junction through 
an appropriately biased field effect control channel at 
the silicon surface. The strength of the negative 
resistance depends upon the llTOS junction bias and 
coupling gate bias. which control the back diffusion 
current from a super-inversion layer of minority carriers 
under tho tunnel oxide electrode. This negative 
resistance may have application in optical or electronic 
switching devices. 

Parochial progress of interest to the Yale semiconductor effort was 

also made in tho course of tho research. Such progress is probably not 

of particular interest to tho broader community at large because these 

solutions and observations arc either minor or have been established in 

industry (undoubtedly several timesj L·ut never publicly disclosed or 

have not yet been adapted to tho Yale environment. In the process ar=a. 

for example, tho shadoved evaporation technology for forming sub-micron 

inter-electrode gaps was successfully transferred from tho literature to 

practice. Dark current was suppressed several orders of magnitude by 

lowering the wet oxidation temperature. The use of phosphorous doped 

silicon to getter impurities was successfully employed in tho Yale 8205 

process. Borofilm was found to yield much higher quality p+N junctions 

than borosilicafilm. Post gate oxidation forming gas anneal was found 

to reduce interface traps. Tho avoidance of ultrasonic agitation 

following tunnel oxidation was found to significantly improve H'l'OS 

junction durability. Sub-micron spaced tunnel oxido electrodes can bo 

sequentially formed without significant difference between the two 

junctions' properties. A double etch procos: was found to yield good 
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contact vias without comprocising tunnel oxide quality. Chips with HTOS 

device: can be scribed and ultrasonically bonded with 100~ device yield. 

Progress whi~h was not process related included the modelling of deep 

depleted MOS capacitor carrier concentrations through tha use of a 

simplifying zero current approximation ;nd an appropriate computer 

program. Such a model will ~ssist in relating surface potential, oxide 

voltage, surface carrier concentrations, electric field, depletion 

depth, recombination/generation currents, bulk diffusion current and 

d;vice capacitance. Progress was also made in measurement 

instrumentation as described briefly in appendix E. 

Philosophically, perhaps the most significant impact this research 

has had at Yale is to inject the concept of charge-coupled devices 

applied to fundamental ultra-thin O%ide device studies into the local 

stream of consciousness. 

Soverel research spin-offs were suggested by preliminary results 

obtained in this research. Tho first is related to oxidation induced 

stacking faults. The electrical activity as:ociated with surface 

silicon defects and their elastic strain fields such as excess minority 

carrier recombination or generation rates does not appear to boas well 

studied as more classic interface traps. A bettor understanding of 

those effects may bo important to dynamic memory technology and CCDs. 

Previously, it appears that only tho bulk effects of silicon defects 

have boon considered [for example, Chattorjoo, ct. al. 1979). 

A second research spin-off already undonay is based on tho 

observation of mobility degradation in ultra-thin oxide KOSFETs. This 

study has boon previously limited by an inability to make high quality 

ultra-thin gate oxides. For example, tho effect of ultrasonic agitation 

during photolithography had not before boon related to annealing 
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durability. Nor had low impedance source-drain contact vias boon 

formed. 

A third as yet unoxpl~red research project is the proximity coupling 

of tunnel oxide devices which are laterally spaced in the sub-micron 

range. Prior to this work, a method for making these devices was 

unavailable (in a local sense). Investigation of such devices may yield 

results of fundamental or practical interest. Fo~ cX~lllplc, proximity 

coupled IIINP bistable junctions have been employed to form a shift 

register [~awamur: and Yamamoto. 1981]. 

A fourth research spin-off is actutlly a continued study of tho 

charge control/surface potential control structures coupled to capacitor 

:tructuras. However. tho tunnel oxide might be replaced by a thicker 

Fowler-Nordheim tunnel oxide [as suggested by D. DiJlaria. private 

co11111unication] or by other dielectric thin films such as silicon rich 

Si02 or nitrided oxide. This stu6y is also presently underway. 

Finally. the study of charge-coupled computing is really only in its 

infancy. This work has demonstrated the concept's feasibility, but 

there remains many avenues for future investigation. 

In conclusio~. this research has spanned a spectrum from computer 

science and parallel procossi~g through electrical engineering and 

integrated solid state circuit design to the physics of hot electron 

impact ionization. Porh~ps overly ambitious in its scope. the research 

has nevertheless permitted an insightful glimpse into the myriad of 

interrelationships among tho scientific disciplines. and perhaps has 

yielded advances on several fronts. 
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APPENDIX A 

LIST OF SYJIBOLS 

Differencer gain 

Output amplifier gain 

Prototype differcncer overall gain (A channel) 

Prototype differencer overall gain (B channel) 

Stray capacitance attenuation factor 

Reciprocal thenial voltage 

Del ta function 

Permittivity of free space 

Relative dielectric constant of,Sio2 

Hinority carrier mobility 

Surface minority carrier effective mobility 

Photon frequency 

Charge density 

Oxide charge density 

Capture cross-section 

Interface trap capture cross-section 

Electron trap capture cross-section 

Hole trap capture cros,-section 

Minority carrier lifetime 

A7era10 minority carri6r lifetime 

A1111linum - Sio2 barrier voltage 

Metal - Si02 barrier voltage 

Bulk silicon built-in voltage 

Body potential 
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a 

&(x) 

p , 
p 

V 

p 

" ~ox 

a 
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Semiconductor - Si02 barrier voltage 

Silicon - Si02 barder voltage 

Electrostatic potential 

Surface potential 

Inversion layer voltage drop 

Metering well surface potential 

Input transfer gate surface potential 

Diode-controlled surface potential offset 

Kane band structure constant 

Device area 

Metering well area 

Tunnel oxide area 

Output transfer gate area 

Capacitance 

Output amplifier floating capacitance 

Floating diffu:ic: ::;::it:::: 

High frequency capacitance 

Low frequency capacitance 

Output transcapacitance 

Oxide capacitance 

Stray capacitance 

Total capacitance 

Interface trap density 

Aluminum thickness 

Oxide thickness 

Minority carrier diffusion coefficient 

Total distortion 

A 
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Average t1llllleling ba:rier height 

Semicondnctor conduction band edge energy 

Planck electron energy 

Metal Fermi ener:y 

Semiconductor Fermi energy 

Semiconductor band gap energy 

Semiconductor midgap energy 

Impact ionization threshold energy 

Hetal Fermi energy 

Optical phonon energy 

Semiconductor valence band edge energy 

Electric field 

Semiconductor breakdown electric field 

0%ide electric field 

Surface electric field 

Generation rate (external) 

Aluminum etching undercut hypotenuse 

Planck's constant 

Planck's constant divided by 2n 

Back diffusion current 

Electron oxide tunneling current fitted parameter 

Electron oxide tunneling current 

Bole oxide transport current fitted parameter 

Hole oxide transport current 

Impact ionization current fitted parameter 

Impact ionization current 

Lateral injection/extraction current 

GEXT 

h 

h 

1diff 
0 

1et 

1et 
0 

1ht 

1ht 
0 

Iu 

Iii 

11at 
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PN junction reverse leakage current 

Optical generation current 

Recombination current 

Thermal generation current 

HOSFBT saturation current 

Bulk diffusion dark current density 

Depletion region dark current density 

Back diffusion current density 

Electron oxide tunneling current density 

Hole oxide transport current density 

Impact ionization current density 

Lateral injection/extraction current density 

PN junction leakage current density (A channel) 

PN junction leakage current density (B channel) 

Current density fitted parameter 

Optical generation current density 

Electron current density vector 

Hole current density vector 

Recombination current density 

Surface dark current 

Thermal generation current density 

Boltzmann's constant 

Electron wave vector 

Impact ionization scattering length 

Phonon scattering length 

Channel length 

Hetering well length 

Iht 

Iii 

Ilat 

ILA 

ILB 

Io 

Iop 

~ 
T p 
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Input transfer gate length 

Ratio of scattering lengths 

Electron effective mass 

273 

Longitudinal electron effective mass 

Light hole effective ma.s 

Transverse electron effective mass 

Electron concentration 

Intrinsic carrier concentration 

Bulk electron concentration 

T:ap den:ity (space and energy) 

Conduction band effective density of states 

Doping concentration 

Trap density (space) 

Total number carriers emitted from traps 

Hole concentration 

Bulk hole concentration 

Surface hole concentration 

Total impact ionization probability 

Incremental impact ionization probability 

Barrier penetration probability 

Electron charge 

Charge on the A channel electrode 

Charge on ~he B Qhannel electrode 

Channel charge 

Depletion layer charge 

Depletion layer charge under electrode A 

m 

* me 

* mh 

* =1 

* mlh 

* mt 

n(x) 

p(x) 

Pno 
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Depletion layer charge under electrode B 

Equilibrium state inversion layer charge 

Electron tunneling current fitted parameter 

Hole transport current fitted parameter 

Impact ionization current fitted parameter 

Input charge packet 

Inversion layer charge 

Rate of change of inversion layer charge 

Average inversion layer charge 

HTOS OFF state inversion layer charge 

JJIOS ON state inversion layer chsrgo 

Output charge packet 

Current fitted parameter 

Total semiconductor space charge 

A channel input charge packet 

B channel input charge packet 

A channel stray capacitance charge 

B channel stray capacitance charge 

Signal charge packet 

Threshold level charge packet 

Contact via resistance 

Diffused layer shoot resistance 

Impact ionization scattering rate 

Phonon scattering rato 

Contact string test site resistance 

Diffused resistor value 

Load resistance 

Qet 

Qht 

Qii 

QIN 

QINV . 
QINV 

QINV 

QINV 

QINV 

~ 

~ 

~ 

QSA 

QSB 

QSCA 

QSCB 

QSIG 

~ 

• 
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Surface recombination velocity 

Fundamental clock period 

KOS capacitor relaxation time 

Self-induced drift time constant 

Aluminum etch time 

Hetering well fill time 

KTOS SYitching OFF time 

KTOS switching ON time 

Fringing field transit time 

Total aluminum overetch time 

Temperature 

Robotic reaction time 
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Shockley-Read-Hall net recombination rate 

Charge transfer inefficiency noise voltage 

Input channel noise voltage 

Interface trap noise voltage 

1ohnson noise voltage 

Reset noise voltage 

Total CCD noise voltage 

C&rrier thermal velocity 

Differencer reset voltage 

Amplifier reset voltage 

Diode or drain voltage 

Input diode voltage 

Input diode voltage 

Amplifier drain voltage 

Flat band voltage 

&t 

At 

t,, 

T 

vth 

Vo 

VOA 

VD 

VDl 

Vn2 

VDA 

VFB 
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Gate voltage 

Holding voltage 

Amplifier output voltage 

Hetering well voltage 

Oxide voltage drop 

Breakdown oxide voltage drop 
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Critical oxide voltage drop 

Amplifier pre-charge switch voltage 

Differencer pre-charge switch voltage 

Source voltage 

Amplifier source voltage 

Scree~ gate voltage 

Threshold volt&ge 

Effective threshold voltage 

Tunnel oxide voltage 

A input well voltage 

B input well voltage 

A channel transfer voltage 

B channel transfer voltage 

Joint channel transfer voltage 

Input trans~er gate voltage 

Output transfer gate voltage 

Aluminum etch undercut distance 

Ch:n.::l width 

Ketal - semiconductor work function difference 

Depletion layer depth 

Vo 

VH 

VotJT 

VMW 

Vox 
BR 

Vox 
CR 

Vox 

VPCA 

Vpcs 

Vs 

VsA 

VsCR 

VT 

V, , 
T 

Vro 

VwA 

VWB 

VXA 

VXB 

VXAB 

VxI 

Vxo 
1t' 

w 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

Charge-coupled device 

Charge transfer device 

Charge transfer efficiency 

Czochralski grown silicon 

Dual in-line package 

Float zone gro,rn silicon 

Hetal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor 

Hetal-ox!de-scmiconductor 

KOS field effect transistor 

Metal-tunnel oxide-semiconductor 

Minimum resolvable charge packet 

Processin; element 

Post metallization forming gas anneal 

Post metallization nitrogen anneal 

P-typc semiconductor/N-type semiconductor 

Post oxidation forming gas anneal 

Radio frequency 

Root-mean-square 

Signal to noise ratio 
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CCI> 

C'l'D 

cm 

CZ 

DIP 

FZ 

HNOS 

MOS 

HOSFET 

HTOS 

HRCP 

PE 

PJIFGA 

PMNA 

PN 

POFGA 

RF 

RJIS 

SNR 
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APPENDIX B 

CABRIF.I CONCENT.RATIONS IN NON-EQUILIBRitJJ( SEMICONDUCTOR SPACE 
CHARGE REGIONS USING A ZERO CURRENT APPROXDIATION 

Introduction 

In this appendi.%, a zero-current approximation will be developed to 

determine minority and majority carrier concentrations in a non

equilibrium space charge region. In the theses of Lai (1979) and Teng 

(1983), an approach is used which comes from the work of Green (1974). 

In that approach, a clever integral of the current density equations is 

performed to obtain the surface minority carrier concentration. 

However, in the cour5e of performing the integral, the current 

contribution is found to be negligible, and is then set to zero. 

In the zero-current appro~imation introduced in this appendix, the 

current contribution is initially set to zero. The end results are, of 

course, similar and perhaps the mathematics are not significantly 

sbplified. However, the technique applied in this appendix is thought 

to be conceptually straight forward, and parallels the approach taken by 

Sze (1981) for the equilibrium KOS structure. As such, the results 

obtained are equally valid in deep depletion, equilibrium, super

inversion and even accumulation. 

Paradoxically, the zero-current approximation results are useful in 

calculating currents in the space-charge region and at its edge. 

Indeed, the zero-current approximation should not satisfy the casual 

reader until the full calculation has been perfomed, and the zero

current approximation validated. 
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Analysis 

In this approach. one begins by writing the current density for holes 

as 

Rearranging. and dividing by qDP yields 

-dp • 
dx 

In most cases of interest (as will be validated later) 

J 

qµp:e < < 1 

B-1 

B-2 

B-3 

This states that the net hole current is much smaller than tho drift (or 

diffusion) component. Therefore, on~ can justifiably ign~ro the net 

current. This is not saying tho net current is negligible, rather, it 

says that a sizeable current can be accounted for by a slight 

perturbation of the carrier concentration. 

Equation B-2 is rewritten as 

d ln p 
dx - -B~ 

dx B-4 

•hero Eq. B-2 has been divided by p, the Einstein relation employed, and 

the electric field e rewritten in terms of the electrostatic potential 

gradient. Inte1rating Eq. B-4 yields 
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ln p(~) - ln p(x
0

) • -a [~(x) - ~(x
0
)] 

or p(x) • p(x
0

) exp [s9(x
0

) - S~(x)] B-5a 

This familar equation relates a change in hole concentration to a change 

in electrostatic potential. Similarly, for electrons one obtains 

B-5b 

Attention is now confined to an HOS system on n-type silicon, where x 

is measured from the Si02-Si interface into tho bulk. In this system, 

tho electron concentration can be written in terms of the bulk 

concentration nno 

n(x) • nno exp (J3 ~(x) ) B-6a 

Tho hole concentration, on tho other hand, may be written in terms of 

the surface (x • O} hole concentration Ps· The reason is that the zero

current approximation fails at the depletion region cugG whore e-+ 0 and 

p(x) are very small in deep depletion. However, the zero-current 

approximation is well suited for the iaversion region where p5 and $1 

are large. In this case, 

p(::) = P1 ,;;::p [jl( ~s - $(x))] 

Following Sze (1981, pg. 366-368), the total semiconductor spaco

char1e Q1 can be calculated in terms of the surface potential$ and the 
s . 

surface hole concentration p1 • The Poisson equation is rewritten as 
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B-7 

where p(x) • q [p(x) - n(x) - Pno + nno] B-8 

and where constant doping has been assumed. 

Thus, 

Although, the zero-current approximation for p(x) is poor, near ~ = 0, 

Eq. B-9 is not critically dependent upon p(x), since the second term is 

strongly dominant. 

To calculate the electric field €(x), one integrates the Poisson 

equation using tho clover technique referenced by Sze. T"ne technique is 

to first write 

Thon, write 

d ( ddx"') • dtj,. dx ..::.1:. 

2 
• d ~ d~ 

dx 
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Thus 

e(x)
2 

B-10 

Porfoming tho integral yields 

B-11 

This equation is the workhorse for all subsequent analysis and modeling. 

The total semiconductor charge is calculated from Gauss' Law as 

B-12 

so that at the surface, 

[ 
B~ ~o a~] 

n (e - sip - 1) + p (1 + ....::::.e11is - e ) 
no s s P5 

B-13 

This ezprossion relates tho total semiconductor space charge to tho 

surface potential and surface hole concentration. 

For an MOS system, tho applied bias is divided between a voltage drop 

acrou the ozide CVox> and tho drop across the semiconductor ( 1p s> 

according to 

VG - VFB - Vox + tP s B-14 

whore VFB is the flat-band voltage. The voltage drop across tho oxide 
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is given by 

where the oxide capacitance Cox ii defined in terms of tho oxide 

thickness d0 z and relative dielectric const~nt e0z as 

C 
OX 

Thus. ~:om Eq. B-13. 

V -V • t1, + 
G FB "s-

B-15 

B-16 

B-17 

For an n-type semiconductor. one chooses(+) for accumulation and(-) 

for depletion. (In depletion. v6 < Ws < 0). 

Note that in equilibrium (i.e. pn 

Eq. B-17 becomes 

= n?>, p(x)I 
w=O 

• Pno ao that 

V -V .t1, + 
G FB "s- [ 

8"1s -8"1s ] 
n (e -f3"1 -1) + p (e +aip -1) 

no s no s 
B-18 

In deep depletion or inversion. the expression in Eq. B-17 can be 

reduced by noting that 



so that it becomes 

V -V = t1i -G FB s 

2qc c 
S 0 

a~x 
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B-19 

The semiconductor space charge can be decomposed into two components, 

the depletion la,er charge of ionized d~nors On• and an inversion layer 

of minority carriers QINV, such th~t 

B-20 

In the case of deep depletion, QINV < < Oi,, and Eq. B-19 reduces to 

v,..-vl:'1) -
... ... -u 

1'i _ (-~ "' )1/2 
S 0 S l 0 

B-21 

This is, in essence, fu depletion approximation, since precisely the 

same result is obtained by assuming a constant net charge density from 

the surface to a depletion depth xd, and a zero charge beyond. That 

equivalent dopleUon layer depth xd is given by 

B-22 

In tho case of strong or super-inversion, QINV >> On, and Eq. B-19 is 
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reduced to 

V -V • tP - (2e: e: kTp ,112 j C G FB s s o s ox 

Here, the inversion layer QINV can be see~ to be 

Q =· (2a a kTp ) 112 
INV so s 

This relates the inversion layer charge to the surface hole 

concentration. 

B-23 

B-24 

Although approximate, the expression in Hq. B-24 can be substituted 

into Eq. B-19, and then the surface potential solved for. The result is 

~s = VG-VFB- cl> + l - 2 ~ (V -v ) ~QINV)2 
o o oGFB C 

ox 
B-25 

In contrast, using: &heot ch4rgc l~~:r;io~ !.7ar approximation, 

•~~re ~s arises from the depletion layer charge only, one obtains 

QINV 
+c 

OX 
B-26 

Tho difference is due to tho accounting of tho effect of the 

inversion layer upon ~ •• However, for MTOS devices, the uumerical 

difference in calculating ~. given VG and QINV is negligible, sincc·i
0 

is just a few millivolts (-3 mV), and to a good approximation 
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B-27 

The problem with the voltage drop across the inversion layer is that 

it makes it difficult to relate the surface potential to the small

signal (high frequency) capacit&nc0 of the junction. The capacitance is 

given by 

C • B-28 

Herc, xd is a weighted depletion layer depth, which for convenience, can 
. 

be defined as the depth whore n(x) = Nn/2. The depletion approximation 

relates xd and ~. according to Eq. B-22. However, in an MTOS system 

where QINV is typically 1 x 10-6c/cm2 or larger, this equation yields 

erroneous results. 

Computer Model 

The most effective way to calculate the depletion layer depth is to 

employ a simple computer model of the semiconductor space charge region. 

In this model, the surface potential as a function of space-charge is 

converted to surface potential as a function of depth. Once determined, 

minority and majority carrier concentration profiles may be calculated 

and the depletion layer depth determined. 

The model begins by setting the gate voltage v6 and the oxide voltage 

drop Vax• Using Eq. B-14, tho surface potential ~sis determined. The 

electric field at tho surface is calculated from Eq. B-11. 

Tho model now increments the electrostatic potential~ by amount 

6~, typically equal to (10/p)-1 • The corresponding incremental value 
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uf depth 6x can bo obtained by writing 

&x = &lj, /e(x) 

At tho now depth x' • x + &x, tho new electric field €Cx') cBn be 

determined by using tho new electrostatic potential 1j,' = 1j, + &lj, and 

Eq. B-11. 

In this manner, w(x) may be numerically computed. From lj,(x), n(x) 

and p(x) may also be computed, and the depletion depth xd determined. 

Simultaneously, the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination current may be 

computed, by numerically integrating the volume net recombination rate U 

over the space region. The results of these calculations for the JlTOS 

device are sho,rn in Fig. B-1. 

Model Validation 

The validity of the zero current approximation is now discussed. As 

in all cases of validating an approximation, one validates the method 

with respect to a result. In this case, the surface potential should be 

shown to be properly related to tho device capacitance in an H'IOS device 

where a significant current flows. Tho procedure is that the region of 

failure of the zero current approximation (as defined by Eq. B-3) is 

first identified, and then it is shown that such a failure has 

negligible effect on tho C-lj, s relationship. 

In Fig. B-2, the computer model has be~n used to plot the drift 

current components_ (4J1pPe9 and qµnne) in the space-charge region for an 

n-type semiconductor with co~stant doping No• 1.0 x 1016/cm3 for 

various values of surface potential. In actual JITOS device operation 

(d0 x • 33i, v0 • -3.S volts, VFB • -0.19 volts) the total current 
_, .. 

density does not exceed 1 x 10 -·A/cm". Thus for ::!=ift current densities 

far above this value (say 1 x 10-2A/cm2 ), the ~ero-current approximation 

is valid. From Fig. B-2, tho approximation is valid near the surface 
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for holes, and near the depletion region edge for electrons. 

To obtain the C- $
8 

relationship, Poisson's equation was integrated 

from the bulk to the surface. Th£ zero-current approximation was used 

to determine the charge density p(x) in Poisson's equation. Integrating 

from the bulk, P(x) is at first strongly dominated by n(x), the electron 

concentration, hence the failure of the zero-current approximation in 

estimating p(x) in this region is inconsequential (see Fig. B-3). In 

the speee-c~~~:e region a~:y from the depletion region edge, the ionized 

donor concentration ND determines P(x), so that any error in using the 

zero current approximation for n(x) beyond the depletion region edge 

bec0111es irrelevant. Toward the surface, p(x) is determined by the hole 

concentration p(x). However, in this region, p(x) is well described by 

the zero-current approximation. (This is why it was important to write 

p(x) in terms of the surface hole concentration Ps>· Throughout the 

space-charge region, the zero current approximation yields a valid 

estimate of the charge density. This charge density profile in turn 

yields a valid value of ~ •• QINV and On• It l. concluded that the 

C- ~, relationship obtained from the computer model is accurate. 

Currents 

Finally, two currents are calculated using the zero-current 

approximation. First, note from Fig. B-2 that in super-inversion, the 

hole concentration is valid up to the depletion region edge. As in a 

forward biased p-n junction, the hole concentration at the depletion 

region edge is used to calculate a hole diffusion current from the 

surface to the bulk. The current is 
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The total rate of recombination/gener&tion in the space-charge region is 

calculatet using a simplified Shockley-Read-Hall expression1 for the 

local net recombillation. 

J rec dx B-31 

It is interesting to note thst the zero-current approximation yields a 

constant p-n product. as can be seen from Eqs. B-6. The result is 

Thus. the carrier concentrations are always arranged so that throughout 

the space-charge region. there is always net recombination 91: 

generation. but not both. (i.e. there is not net recombin~tion in the 

inversion layer and net generation in the depletion region). Once the 

sign of the numerator in Eq. B-31 is established, the magnitude of the 

local rate is modulated by the p-n sum. 

1The use of a constant~ in the integral is, in generftl, incorrect, 
especially as x ~ 0 and surface traps become important. Seo chapter 2. 
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APPENDIX C 

Har 'IUNNELING ELEC'IRON nmuCED DIPACl' IONIZATICN CURRENT IN SILICON 

An electron in the silicon ,undaction band with a few electron volts 

of kinetic energy is considered 'hot' because its equivalent thermal 

energy is significantly higher than the majority of conduction· 

electrons. In equilibrium, the conduction electrons are distributed in 

energy as described by tho Fermi free electron gas approximation. That 

is. 

n(E) 6V2 - ~· 
11' 

(E-E ,1/2 
C • 

-1i3 

.,)./2 * E-~ l 
Cu,_ mt )(1 +exp ( kT ) ) - C-1 

At a few oV above the conduction band edge (say E - Ec a 2.5 ± 0.1 eV) 

n(E)6E in equilibrium, for ND al x 1016 cm-3 is ~pproximately one 

electron for every sh cubic meters of silicon. 

In tho JaOS device, in tho ON state. tho current density is in tho 

range 10-4 to 10-3 A/cm2. For this flu level, distributed in the same 

energy range used above. the electron density is of tho order of 103 to 

104 per cm3• Those hot electrons 'thermalizo' with tho silicon through 

a series of inelastic collisions with tho silicon lattice, omitting 

phonons, and occasionally knocking loose bound electrons. It is the 

latter process, referred to as impact ioni:ation, which is to be 

exuinod. 

In this appendix, the approach of Drummond and Holl (1971) will be 

taken in calculating tho total probability that a hot electron of . 
initial energy E above the silicon conduction band, will generate an 

293 
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electron-hole pair through tho impact ionization process. Before 

proceeding however. it is interesting to discuss a portion of the 

historical development of thi: :odcl. 

Host models of the impact ionization process have been 

phenomenological in nature. The models tend to assume (justifiably so) 

that the hot electron energy must exceed a minimum threshold level below 

~hich impact ionization cannot occur. The hot electron energy must be 

above Egap• the silicon band gap energy. in order to create an electron

hole pair, and higher if momentum is to bo conserved. In 19S4. Wolff 

suggested that tho threshold energy was 2.3 eV. In 19S7. Killer 

measured tho threshold energy to be approximately 1.5 eV. and in the 

suao year. Chynoweth and HcXay reported that they obtained a value of 

2.25 oV. Both values were inferred from avalanche multiplication 

oEperiments in P-N junctions. 

In 1961, Shockley deduced that the impact ionization threshold energy 

was 1.1 eV. the silicon band ;ap energv. and introduced a simple model 

to describe the process. In his model, the total impact ionization 

probability Pii was given by 

C-2 

where Eii is tho impact ionization threshold energy. Eph is the averag~ 

scattering phonon energy C•0.063 oV) and mis the ratio between the moan 

free phonon scattering length ( 70 i) and the mean fr~~ iMpact 

ionization length, with a value of m • 17. This model was employed and 

discussed by Lai (1979) in his analysis of tho impac~ ionization 

phenomena in Jl'IOS junctions. L.i obtained a value of Eii • 2.1 eV and m 

• 42. 

Jfoll and van ;. · ,:straten (1963) performed further avalanche 

multiplication experiments and extended Shockley's model. They obtained 
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Bii • 1.8 eV and m • 20 :!:. 10. Because Moll wrote an introductory 

semiconductor physics text book shortly thereafter, (1964), the 1.8 eV 

threshold energy value has become the textbook value. · 

To undarstand why a threshold value in the range 1.8 eV to 2.3 eV is 

reasonable, a simple calculation conserving energy and momentum is 

perfo:rmed. If Eii is the initial kinetic energy of the electron. and it 

assmaed all three particles have the same final kinetic energy E 

(specious, but in line with Holl, 1964, pg. 215), then conservation of 

energy yields 

X0111entum conservation, using a parabolic band model yields 

where m: and m: are the effective masses of an electron and hole 

respectively. Squaring the latter equation yields 

or, 

Substituting this into the energy con;ervation statement yields 

or. 

C-3 

c-4 

C-5 

C-6 

C-7 
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-1 

E / gap 

* 1/2 

+ ~()) 
e 

] I C-8 

Form:•~• Eii • ~ Egnp • 1.68 eV, and using m: = m! • 0.19 m0 and mt 
• m!h • 0.16 m0 yields Bii • 1.SS Egap = 1.74 eV. However, for an 

electron tunneling into (100) silicon, m! =my= 0.97 m0 and for impact 

* * V Th ionization, =ii• m1h • 0.16 m
0 

so that E11 • 2.1 Egap = 2.32 e. us, 

using parabolic bands with different effective masses for electrons and 

holes can significantly affect the minimue ~alculated energy for impact 

ionization (sec Fig. C-1). It is not surprising then that Lai obtained 

Eu • 2.1 eV. 

For silicon, an indirect band gap material, a careful calculation 

should take into account the actual band structure (as shown in Fig. 

C-2) and occupation probabilities so that transitions like that 

illustrated in Fig. C-3 are considered. Such a calculation is difficult 

to do, 10 that a different approach from that taken by Shockley 7ields 

more satisfactory results. 

Tho approach taken by Drummond and Holl (1971) is now discussed. The 

reader is urged to review this easy to read and well written paper. 

Kore complex treatments of the subject have been given since 1971 (for 

example 100 Alig, ct al., 1980, which unfortunately assumes a free 

electron band structure) but are more obscure in both the basic physical 

principles and computational app~oach. 

In Drummond and Holl'• model, tho probability that a hot electron 

with initial energy E will impact ionize is tho sum of tho probability 

that tho electron will impact ionize after no phonon loss, plus tho 

probability it will impact ionize after exactly one phonon scattering 

event, plus tho probability it will impact ionize after exactly two 
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E 

C-1 Ener1y band diagram illustratin: !!!!pact ionization. 
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~ k<111> 0 k <100>-

C-2 Electron dispersion relationship in silicon. 
(After Cohen and Bergstresser, 1966. Reprinted by 
pomia~ion of tho American Institute of Physics) 
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Possible impact ionization pr~cess in silicon conserving 
energy and k-vector. 
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phonOJl scattering events and so on. Ha~hematically, 

pii(E) 
N 

•""P P L,,, n-1 n 
n•O 

C-9 

where N is the maximum number of phonon losses which can occur before 
-

the electron energy drops bolo,r tho impact ionization, Pn-l is the 

probability that the electron did not impact ionize after the n-1 

previous collisions, and Pn is tho probability that an electron will 

impac~ ionize tho silicon after its energy has been reduced bf exactly n 

phonon energy losses. 

An electron with energy E scatters through an inelastic process 

without 'remembering' that it may originally have been at a higher 

energy, that is, tho relaxation process is time invariant. If, during 

each phonon scattering event, the electron loses energy Eph (=0.063 eV), 

then 

C-10 

Electrons with energy E are scattered at a rate rph CE) by phonons, and 

at a rate r 11 (E) by !!!!pact ionization processes. In phonon scattering, 

the electron may gain or lose energy, but statisticully, the loss rate 

exceeds the gain rate by about an order of ma1nitudo. In addition, tho 

net phonon loss scattorins rate is nearly independent of electron 

energy, and can be taken to be a constant equal to r~h• 

The rate of impact ionization scattering on the other hand, is a 

rela·tively strong function of energy. According to Drummond and Moll, 

Iano (1966) has calculated the scattering rate of the impact ionization 

process as a function of energy using a joint density of states approach 

and has determined that 
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C-11 

Such a c1lculation appears to omit momentum conservation explicitly, ~nd 

the occupation of initial and final states, but does include the silicon 

b;;.! ~tructure. 

The probability that a hot electron will be scattered by the impact 

ionization process, is simply the fraction rii/Crph + rii). Thus 

p -n [l +~]-1 
rii - [1 + 

-1 

(E-nE A_ E ) 4 • 2 ] 
ph gap 

C-12 

The constant A is evaluated by Drummond and Holl by using rph/rii = 2.18 

for E • 5 eV and n • 0, yielding A• 648 Ce7)-4•2• 

Finally, t~~ probability that an electron has not impact ionized the 

silicon after n-1 collisions is simply 

C-13 

Once the total impact ionization probability Pii CE) has been 

established, the impact ionization current supplied to the HTOS Si-SiO2 

interface can be calculated. One writes 

C-14 

This can be simplified if it is assumed that all the electrons tunnel 

monoenerge~ically, which, of courso, is only approximate. However, an 

average impact ionization probability Pii can be defined according to 
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C-15 

10 that 

C-16 

It is expected that Pii = Pii (Em - Ee) where Em is the metal Fermi 

level and Ee is tho silicon conduction band edge at the Si-Si02 

interface. Tho reason is that although tho electron tllllJ1eling 

'centroid' (see Fig. 4.2-3} is below the metal Fermi level, there is a 

small comparable voltage drop aero•~ the ln~~.sion layer, which is 

narrower than the mean free phonon or impact ioniz~tion scattering 

length, thus electrons will gain this energy prior to impact ionization. 
-Such an appro%imation was supported in part by Lai (1979), who used Pii(E) 

• Pii (Em - Ec - &E), whore &E was 0.25 eV and Ee was measured using the 

depletion approximation from capacitance measurements, which calculates 

the band bending in tho silicon up to a point just short oft~ 

inversion layer. Tho additional drop across tho inversion layer is 

approximately 0.25 - 0.35 eV, as discussed in appendix B. Also, it is 

believed that tho majority of tho impact ionizations occur on the order 

of 50 i into tho silicon. This is supported by experimental evidence 

that significant band-bonding in tho dopletiun region docs not affect 

Pii [D.Dilfaria, private communication]. 

In the present work, Pii • Pii (~ - Ee) is used to compare the 

impact ionization model of Drummond and Moll to tho experimental data. 

The results of this c011parison as a function of~ - Ec over tho energy 
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range probed by )lTOS junction transient current technique (2.4 - 2.7 oV) 

are shown in chapter 4 in Fig. 4.4-9. The results are surprisingly 

good. 

As a final note on the Drllllmlond-Holl model, workers at the University 

of California, Berkeley, in ~ddition to reJi5covering minority carrier 

tr~nsport through thin oxides, have measured the impact ionization 

probability Pii in the range of E • 3 to S eV (which extends into the 

Fowler-Nordheim tunneling regime) and have confinied the accuracy of the 

Drummond-Koll model in this energy range [Chang, et al., 1983]. 



APPENDIX D 

CHABGB PACIET OUTPUT SENSB AKPLIFIER 

Introduction 

There are a number of ways to sense e ~:e~:t of mino:ity carriers. 

Some destructive and non-destructh•e techniqu•s are described by Sequin 

:nd Tompsett (1975) and by Beynon and Lamb (1980). The most widely used 

destructive technique is to use the floating diffusion source-follower 

ampliZier circuit [Kosonocky and Carnes. 1973). In this method, a 

source-follower configured HOSFET monitors the voltage of a floating 

diffusion as it responds to a charge packet of minority carriers. Such 

a circuit is relatively easy to design and fabricate and can provide a 

reasonable response (volts/pico-Coulon~). The circuit is also 

relatively 1in~ar. These characteristics motivated the integration of 

this type of charge packet output sense amplifier on the Yale 8205 test 

chip. 

In this appendix. the operating principles and characteristics of the 

source-followar sense amplifier are discussed and derived. Predicted 

characteristics are compared to the measured characteristics reported in 

chapter 5. 

Layout and Operation 

The layout of the output sense amplifier is shown in Fig. D-2. The 

amplifier consists of two HOSFETs; precharge HOSFET and a large 

interdigitated output HOSFET. Tho output HOSFET gate is connected to 

four floating p+ diffusions which orig!~ate from three experiments and 

the precharge HOSFET. The total area of tho floating diffusions is 100 

mils2 • The interdigitated source and drain of output MOSFET constitute 

a channel geometry with W/L equal to 83 if the corners are discounted. 
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D-3 Photograph of actual amplifier tested. 
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A photograph of a fabricated device is shown in Fig. D-3. 

In Fig. D-1 the equivalent circuit of the output sense amplifier is 

drawn. The ope~~!lon :f tr.~ ~ircuit proceeds in two cycles as follows. 

First. there is a signal charge 0816 stored in the storage well Vsw• 

which is isolated from the p+ floating diffusion by Vxo• The amplifier 

is precharged (or reset) by pulsing VpCA on. This causes the output 

MOSFE'l' gate voltage VAG to be preset to voltage VoA (VpcA <VT+ VoA < 
0). When VpCA is turned off, th~ output HOSFET remai~s charged at 

voltage VAG due to the negative charge stored on the lumped nodal 

capacitance CAG• A current flows through the output HOSFET and load 

resistance RL• resulting in a non-zero value of VoUT• 

Tho second cycle occurs when the output transfer gate Vxo is pulsed 

on causing the minority carrier signal charge to be collected by the 

reverse biased p+ diffusion. This diffusion is floating because its 

bias is maintained by the charge stored on the nodal capacitance CAG• 

Tho minority carriers (positive holes) recombine with a portion of the 

electrons stored on CAG, reducing the charge stored on the output HOSFET 

?&te by amount 0816• Through the capacitance CAG• the effective HOSFET 

gate voltage is reduced by amount 

0-1 

The resultant change in output KOSFET current is reflected by a 

reduction in the output voltage AVoUT· By choosing a largo load 

resistance. the variation in VoUT can be made to be quite linear in 

signal charge. 

Analysis of tho Source-Follower MOSFET Configuration 

A simple model of the source-follower configured HOSFET can be used 

to obtain tho conditions of linearity. Tho MOSFET saturation current Is 

can bo written approximately as [Streetman. 1972). 
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D-2 

wher~ µ is the average minority carrier surface mobility. v6 is the gate 

voltage, Vs is the source voltage. and VT the kOS threshold voltage, and 

assuming that Vn < v6-vT < o. 

For the source-follower configuration. the source voltage is 

Substituting this in Eq. D-2 and expanding yields 

This quadratic equation in current csn be solved to give 

I • s (
_Ri_l£_o_x_w )-1 { Rzp coxw (V -v ) + 1 

L L G T 

Therefore. tho output voltage VoUT behaves according to 

D-3 

D-4 

D-5 

D-6 
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The non-linear pa~t of this last result can be made arbitrarily small 

by choosing RL very large such that 

or 

1 < < 
~ 

D-7 

This latter expression states that linear response is obtained if the 

output MOSFET saturation transconductance is much larger than the load 

conductance. For example, with W/L equal to 83, Cox= 60 nF/cm2 Cdox = 
0 

575 A), p = 150 cm2/V sec, and \G - VT= 10 volts, the output KOSFET 

transconductance is 0.015 mhos. Thus, choosing RL > 1 k Q should 

satisfy the linearity requirement. 

The response of the source-follower :o~fi;~r:ticn to a step input is 

adversely affected by choosing RL large due to the gate to source and 

gate to channel capacitance. To minimize R-C char0ing snd discharging 

times, RL should be chosen to be as small as possible. To compromise 

between those conflicting design criteria, tho channel geometry is 

chosen to give a large value of W/L so that Eq. D7 is satisfied with a 

minimal value of load resistance. In some designs. the output sense 

nmplifier {: made with an integrated active load but this option was not 

pursued in the Yale 8205 layout. 

The transfer characteristics of a fabricated device (7B6) is shown in 

Fig. 5.4-1. As was discussed in Chapter 3, tho diffused p+ !Ayer sheet 

resistance was anomalously high for lot 7B duo to a Jefective dopant 

source. Such high sheet resistance (2.1 kO/•) adversely affects the 

HuSFET properties of tho interdigitated output sense amplifier by 

causing most of the current to flow at the base of the fingers. The 

effective W/L of this device works out to be only 3- 5 which is only a 

few percent of tho design. Thus the minimum value of RL required for 
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linear operation with near unity gain was increased. 

Rospon.e to a Charge Packet 

The source-follower output amplifier once precharged responds to a 

minority carrier charge paok~t thr~n:h th~ ~~r"~~:fl••~c~ c! a portion of 

the negative gate chArge with the positive signal charge. Since the 

gate charge is reduced. the effective gate is reduced according to Eq. 

D-1. The lumped nodal capacitance CAG (which is primarily due to the 

output MOSFET gate capacitance) determines the magnitude of tho 

response. Increasing this capacitance decr~ases the sensitivity but 

increases the range. A rule of thumb is that the capscitance should be 

about twice the gate oxide capacitance of a typical storage bucket. 

To calculate the nodal capacitan:e CAG of a lot 7B device, the 

cc:sponents of the lumped capacitance arc summed. These components are 

(in decreasing order of importance) tho gate to drain overlap 

capacitance, tho gate to channel capa~itance, floating diffusion 

capacitance, gate to soarcc capacitance, and miscellaneous wiring 

capacitances. 

The gate to drain overlap capacitance is the product of tho specific 

gate oxide capacitance (0.38 pF/mil2 for lot 7B) and tho overlap area 

(61 mils2 ) which is 23.2 pF. Tho gate to channel capacitance depends 

upon tho amplifier gain. With unity gain it would be zero, but with a 

gain of 0.81, tho capacitance is 0.19 of the grounded source 

configuration gate to channel capacitance. This latter capacitance for 

a saturated XOSFET is tho product of the channel area ~ith two-third~ of 

the specific oxide capacitance. With a channel area of 93 mils2 , this 

total source-follower configured gate to channel capacitance works out 

to be 6.7 pF. Tho gate to source capacitance is also 0.19 of the 

product of overlap area (60 mils2 ) and specific oxide capacitance which 
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is 4.3 pF. 

Tho specific floating diffusion capacitance is calculated by using 

D-8 

where Vnr is the built-in diode voltage and VAG is the fiLating 

diffusion reverse bias. Although non-linear. the capacitance can be 

treated as being approximately constant using a nominal value of VAG• 

Evaluating Eq. DS for No= 1: 1016/cm3 and Vnr + VAG e~ual to 10 volts 

and multiplying by the floating diffusion area (100 mils2 ) yields a 

total floating diffusion capacitance of approximately 6 pF. 

Finally. miscellaneous wiring capacitances account for about 3 pF. 

The lumped total capacitance CAG is therefore 43 pF. By calibrating the 

output amplifier of dovico 7B6 it was determined experimentally that the 

lumped capacitance was 46 pF. which is quite close to the predicted 

value. 

The output sense amplifier may be characterized by an output 

tranacapacitance CotJT• which is defined according to 

D-9 

which relctes ft differential change in signal charge to a corresponding 

differential change in output voltage. The output transcapacitance can 

be written in term~ of tho source-follower gain aA and lumped 

capacitance CAG as 

D-10 

For device 7B6. tho calibrated output transcapacitance was determined to 

bo 37.7 pF. 
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Amplifier Droop and Clock Feedthrough 

The floating sense diffusions of the output a::iplifier are, of course, 

reverse biased PN junctions in which a non-zero reverse 'leakage' 

current flews. This current discharges the lumped amplifier capacitance 

CAG causing tho output voltage ~9 droop. For good PN jUD.ctions, the 

discharge can be a slow process compared to the reset rate of tho 

amplifier. The droop rate can be written as 

dVOUT 
dt 

~11 

Yh~re ILEAX is the PN junction leakage current. For a high quality PN 

jUD.ction leakage current of 10 nA/cm2, the amplifier droops at 0.2 

volts/sec which is not a problem. For poor j-:1J1ctions, the leakage 

current can be much greater, especially at !a~ge (> 10 volts; prechargc 

voltages. At these voltages, soft PN junction can occur leading to 

severe amplifier droop. 

Feedthrough f:om the precharge (or 'reset') HOSFET can be a problem. 

When the precharge HOSFET turns off, its channel charge is split between 

the source and drain. The minority carrier charge which flows toward 

the source changes the precharged amplifier output voltage by the amoUD.t 

6VotJT given approximately by 

~12 

where ~Xis the total channel gate oxide capacitance of the precharge 

MOSFE'l'. For ~X a 1.5 pF, VPCA • -25 volts and VOA• -12 volts, the 

expected feedthrough is 0.2 volts. In practice, the foedthrough may be 

somewhat larger than this amoUD.t. 
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This d.c. offset due to clock feedthrough by itself is not a 

problem. Hore troublesome is that the feedthrough process tends to be 

noisy and may limit the sensitivity of the amplifier. In commercial 

circuits, tho prechar~, ~OSFET is usually a dual :ate device in which 

tho !•ta closest to the source is biased at a d.c. level and acts as a 

screen Yhen the other gate i: pulsed on and off. In retrospect, 

implementing such a dual gate precharge HOSFET would have been trivial 

once the submic:on gap technology was established. However, the 

p~rallel channel of the charge packet initiated MTOS junction switching 

ezperiment can be operated •s a tri-s~te or dual gate precharge HOSFET 

for sensitive experiments, though this will result in the likely 

destruction of t~e llTOS junction. 
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APPENDIX E 

INSTRIIJIENTATION 

This appendix sm=ari:cs the instr1montation used in measuring the 

prototype devices. A bloc~ diaerftm ~h!~h partially illustrates~ 

generic measurement set-up is shown in Fig. E-1, though each measurement 

requires a uniquely tailored configuration. The instrumentation can be 

broadly divided into control equipment and sense equipment. Control 

equipment includes a programmable sequencer, a voltage controlled delay 

pulse generator, HOS CCD clock drivers, D.C. biases, a ramp generator, 

and a function generator. Sense equipment includes a digital 

multimeter, an electrometer (ammeter), a capacitance meter, a decade 

resistance box, and an oscilloscope. Also utilized is a dual 

differential sample and hold circuit (which assists in acquiring time 

dependent signsl.s), and an X-Y plotter. 

At the heart of the instrumentation is~ shielded box ror making 

connections to the packaged prototype devices. The box has two zero 

insertion force sockets; one for a 24 pin dual-in-line-package, and the 

other for a 44 pin leadless carrier. A hinged hatch allows access to 

the sockets and is battened down by two wing nuts. This hatch provides 

for light tight and electromagnetically s~ieldcd operation of the 

experim~ntal devices. The sockets are mounted on a'custom printed 

circuit board for fan-out to connection points. Inside a second 

shielded box butted to the first, co-axial cables connect each socket 

pin via tho printed circuit board to an extern:! BNC female plug. Some 

or Lhe BNC plUi• ~re shared between the two sockets. 

The ramp generator is: custom-design/custom-built instrument 

providi~J a slow to high speed low noise ramped voltage output which can 
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source or sink~ tc 200 mA.. Tho function generator i; a commercial 

instrument (Wavetek mod~l 145) which provides square, triangular, and 

sine wavo outputs over a wide range of amplitudes, froquencios, and D.C. 

level offsets. Also used, but not illustrated in Fig. E-1, are high 

current ouput D.C. power supplies which are useful for 'burning' out 

occaisional inter-electrode short circuits, and providing less critical 

D.C. biases. The twelve D.C. bias controls. are actually a bank of 

ten-turn 10 k1l potentiometers which deliver a voltage between ground and 

a D.C. level typically $Ct at 20 volts (2.0 volts/tum). Host of the 

chip inputs require little (reversed biased PN junction) or no (MOS 

capacitor) current so that the potdntiometer approach suffices for tho 

bias. The output of all the D.C. bi~,A, ~re ~eriodically ~~n!t~red b~ 

a vVJl (T;:t:onix model D.MSOla). 

The clocked biases for testing tho prototype devices are delivered by 

a bank of eight HOS CCD clock drivers (Pulse Instrtlll!ePts model PI-451). 

These drivers allow for independent control of high and low clock 

levels, and rise and f~ll times. Tho high and low levels can bo 

adjusted through the front panel control knobs, through an external D.C. 

inputs, or by remote programming. These clock drivers are e~sentially 

sophisticated level shifters which tako an input m.. signal and convert 

it to shifted high and low values. The rn. signals used to sequentially 

drive tho clocked biases originate in a custom built but general purpose 

programmable sequencer. Tho sequencer consists of a block of high speed 

static (volatile) memory chips organized as 256 twelve bit words. The 

memory is read out in word format and the bit values are buffered and 

doliverod in parallel to BNC outputs on a rear panel. The memory is 

loaded via a front panel switch regi:tcr and display register. lrhen 

rUDJ1ing, the sequencer steps through the memory at a rato which can be 

varied with a front panel knob from 0.3 Hz to 5.0 HHz. When tho 

internal program counter address is equal to the value of the front 
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r~~~1 switoh ~~:i!ter, tho program counter is reset to address 000 and 

the sequence is repeated. In this manner, the clock waveforms delivered 

to the prototype device can be easily varied both in content and in 

speed. Although n~t implemented as a remotely programmable instrument, 

the programmable sequencer may be easily adapted by future investigators 

should the need arise. (Indeed, it is somewhat tedious to manually load 

a long sequence by hand toggling the switch register). 

Although there are only eight CCD clock drivers, the additional four 

bits emanating from the programmable sequencer are useful. For example, 

two of these bits are used to trigger the d~al differential sample and 

hold circuit discussed below. Another bit is used to trigger the 

oscilloscope sweep to synchronize the display to the control sequence. 

Occaisionally, it is also useful to generate a control pulse which is of 

short duration and placeable anywhere in the clock sequence as 

determined by a input control voltage. An example of this occurs in the 

case of converting a waveform on the oscilloscope (e.g. JITOS I-t 

characteristic) to the X-Y plotter. In this case, the control voltage 

is used to position a current sampling pulse and simultaneously drive 

the X-axis of tho plotter. The sampled signal (averaged over many 

waveforms) is input to the Y-axis, thereby completing the waveform 

translating function. 

To sense the output of the prototype circuit, several instruments are 

employed, though not usually at the same time. For example, for tho 

charge packet differencing experiment, the output of the charge packet 

sense amplifier is read across a load resistor and displayed on the 

oscilloscope. The output signal is also fed in parallel to the dual 

differential sample and hold circuit. For the MTOS junction 

experiments, tho elcctrometcr (as an ammeter), or capacitance meter is 

more frequently used. For static measurements, the output of the 
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capacitance meter, tho output of tho ammeter, or the resistor generated 

voltage is ~ent directly to tho X-Y plotter. For dyn1UDi~ measurements, 

the sample and hold circuit is used to convert tho dynamic ~ignal 

sampled at some instant of time, to a static signal, which in turn is 

then used in the A-~ i,::\Jtter. 

Tho decade resistance box is a homemade switched circFi~ '!'." .... • ields 

a =~sistanco from 1 kO to 999.999 Mil in 1 kO increments. The 

CRpacitance meter iu a commercial instrument (Boonton model 72B) ~n!ch 

measures the small signal capacitance of a device with a 1 MHz 15mV rms 

probe signal. For dynamic measurements, the response time of the 

Boonton meter is 1 msec, though response times smaller than 10 m,ec are 

never actually required. The ammeter is also a commercial precision 

instrument (Keithley model 610C electrometer). The response time of 

this instrument in the low i.;.--;,odance feedback fast mode is of a similar 

time scale. Tho oscillosccpc is a Hewlott-P:e::rd :odel 180A :mit and 

the X-Y recorder is made by Houston Instruments {model 2000). 

The dual differential sample and hold circuit has proven to be 

surprisingly versatile. This instrument, which is of the home grown 

variety, consists of two sample and hold circuits, labelled A and 

B. nach sample input is buffered by a high impedance (1.5 TO) CMOS 

voltage follower configured operational amplifier. The op amp output 

drives a switched capacitor and second buffer stage. Tho switch is a 

high performance OIOS device and is closed in tho sample mode so that 

tho second stage follows tho first stage. In this mode, tho instrument 

may be used as an ultra-high inpodanco buffer. In the hold mode, the 

switch diaconnocts tho first stage from driving tho second, and tho 

capacitor voltage is sensed by tho higb impedance second stage. Of 

course, tho capacitor charge eventually leaks away, as evidenced by an 

output voltage droop, but tho droop rate is slow, {volts/hour) end is 
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determined by the capacitor size. Larger capacitors lead to longer 

charging intervals and discharging intervals (longer acquistion tLue) 

and a trsde-off must be made. Each channel has a separate (TIL 

triggered) sample/hold control input so that the same signal may be 

sampled at t,ro different times. Tho output of the two parallel second 

stag~• are independently sent to the front panel for output, and in 

addition, they are fed into a differential amplifier. The calibrated 

differential output is also sent to the front panel. As an exall'ple of a 

typic~l application, the output of the charge packet output sense 

amplifier is sent to both the A and B input channels of the dual 

differential sample and hold circuit. The B channel is sampled 

following amplifier reset. After the charge packet has been sensed, and 

the amplifier has responded, the output is sampled by channel A. Since 

the change in output voltage is what matters in the source-follower 

circuit, the A-B sample and hold circuit output is proportional to the 

sensed charge packet. 

Perhaps tho major problem with measuring charge-coupled devices is 

test station noise. Precautions were taken in the set up to reduce 

ground loop noise and to shield against electromagnetic pick-up, and the 

noise in the test station was reduced to tho one millivolt range. 

However, as indicated in chapter five, the noise from the semiconductor 

devices themselves is ex~~cted to be in the tens of microvolts range. 

Thus, tho Yale a~t-ap, as in many industrial laboratories, continues to 

be dominated by test station noise. (This is true even for static 

measurements made i& the Yale sc:eened roOJD test area.) 
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